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INTRODUCTION
In the months prior to the Federal Election 2022, What Matters? New England Electorate
Inc, held 28 Kitchen Table Conversations of up to 2 hours, engaging 156 people from across
this large electorate.
Kitchen Table Conversations are a structured activity that is designed to revitalise and
energise the community, leading to a more meaningful connection between the people of
the New England electorate and our political process. Participants in KTCs were not asked
to rank issues, or to discuss and reach consensus, but to give their answers in their own
words and listen to others.
Eight questions were asked and the (de-identified) scribed answers have been reproduced
below in full.
The questions were:
1. What do you feel are the best things about living here?
2. What do you think makes for a vibrant and resilient community?
3. What are some issues that affect your region that you feel strongly about?
4. What suggestions, if any, do you have about how these issues could be addressed?
5. What do you think makes for a really good political representative?
6. How can we strengthen the relationship between people and their representatives?
7. What specific things would you like to see achieved in the next term of the Federal
Government?
8. Is there anything else you’d like to add about making our democracy better?

Its value is as a unique record of the words of 156 New Englanders, who took the time to
sit down with a few others (often strangers) and consider what matters to them in this
electorate, in this democracy, and to have their say.
Three hundred hours of spoken words does not lend itself to a neat analysis, but with the
sorting and organising of those words an informative diagram has been prepared for each
of questions 3 to 7, grouping the subjects and comments, plus a frequency count and
including direct quotes from a variety of participants.
A copy of the pre-election report created from these responses is available on our website
https://wmnee.org.au/pre-election-report/.
What Matters will conduct further KTCs with the constituents of New England, in order to
continue to provide feedback from the community to our federal representative, no matter
who that may be.
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Question 1. What do you feel are the best things about living here?
The peace and quiet. Good community in the area enables me to link up with like-minded people. The space to plant
I lived away, but I came back. This is my traditional ancestral ground, part of me, I’m part of the land. Its inclusive,
active, we have good diversity here. The people are the best resource we have. We opened up for refugees,
reflecting the willingness of the community to look at different things. Less stressful & expensive than the city, a
A strong connection to the landscape & the climate. The diversity of the community. Armidale is the right sized
community. The intellectual & cultural diversity of the university. Easy to meet and get involved with other people.
Its urban culture in the bush. Not subscribing to rural conformity, the cultural influence of the university. The whole
Small size of community. Access to national parks, beautiful landscapes. A very safe community.
The diversity of communities, culture & the diversity of our economies. Infrastructure & essential services & their
accessibility. The rural & natural environment & the cool earth climate. And our potential.
clean air, clean environment, friendly, easy to get to places, no traffic, can look at hills.
Not a big city. I like the wide open spaces. We've got a low cost of living, compared to coastal areas.
Still a small city.Opportunities, but not too competitive - can make opportunities for yourself in arts/craft culture not over-saturated. Easy to make connections, build networks. I'm Gomeroi, so connect to country.
Big enough for things to happen, but small enough for community. You can throw yourself into things. This side of
town has lots of green spaces, for children.
Fresh air. Pollution free. Can get into the paddocks to walk, but the area to walk is shrinking. It's easy to keep on
learning e.g. U3A. There are lots of things to join. The people are friendly, genuine people.
Great place for kids, good schools, lots to do - as good as Sydney, but it's quiet here, as opposed to Sydney which is
noisy. Great services - health, education.
Quietness (having lived in Sydney). Everything is close.
Beautiful natural and relatively unpolluted environment. Regional centre that has a university and is multicultural.
Many of the benefits of the city, but is more relaxed and uncrowded. Cool temperate climate. Being close to the
The nature: amazing forests and the freedom this brings. Strong and inclusive community (Urall: I can attend things
by myself and join in with whoever is there, and it's safe to walk home alone (Urall. Momentum in the community to
keep doing things for the community, like the Fairy Festival, a silly idea which everyone got into, even Rotary loved
and supported it. Lots of opportunities for kids: employment, education. Easy to access city things - theatre, art The Armidale Steiner School, supporting a broader range of views, culture, music, art. The natural environment,
trees, features, greenery. Proximity to National Parks. Location: close to the coast and Tamworth. Diversity:
education, culture, locales. Country with a cosmopolitan character. Sense of community, people pull together (even
Live music venues, the Mall. The liveliness, dynamic, live music scene, parties and the diversity. Good people who
are concerned and can turn things around. UNE and education being a normal thing. Educated and informed
community. Silence and space, just birdsong. The gorge country, an unsold wonder.
The air. National Parks close by. Fantastic places to walk. Uncrowded. UNE, with young people and diversity of
people, countries and cultures, which is unique for a country town. Arabic people say they aren't stared in Armidale.
Being close with family and friends. Vibrant, creative, music, culture and theatre. Some of the best aspects of cities
in a country town. Weather and seasons, summers not too hot and cold winters. Cosy feeling.
Concur with everyone, Weather, Learning opportunities, Being able to make friends, Want to see political changes
Like living in rural Australia, Connecting with nature, Simple life (compared with confusing world), Less noise, Varied
Grew up in Brisbane, How this compares to other regions, Get a lot more opportunities in the region, different roles,
build your skills, promotion, Commute times are so little (10 minutes to anywhere) and time with family.
Lifestyle of Armidale, Sense of community, Cafes, Diversity, Inter-sectionality of the community.
Diversity in the environment, People and different cultures, Learning opportunities, Leisure opportunities
Natural environment, High Country climate, varied creative community, education opportunities and the cultural life.
Climate (channging), National Parks, multi-cultural, like-minded people, grow our own food.
Regional/rural, Landscape and environment, Climate.
Spaciousness of the area, Skies, Air, Love my property, Opportunity to plant and grow whatever I can, Connection
and talking with the Indigenous community.
cheap houses
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landscape, we're lucky: fresh air, family here, diversity of people.
landscape, clouds, sense of community. A lot of variation in the community. Like the fact that there's a visible
Aboriginal community, including their diversity. A generous community that has welcomed refugees.
You can find people that care about other people, rather than their net worth. You can pick issues and work on them
as a community. Because it's underpopulated, short commute times.
A liveable climate, affordable housing. Diversity of age and cultures. Good transport: train, air. Good landscape,
The landscape. Feeling of safety - family - love to be in a rural farming community. People are not anonymous with
each other We have everything we need (?beach) - not missing out, there are enough remnants of landscape. There
is amazing potential in the land that can be tapped into, providing the basis for future farming, which feeds people.
Peace and quiet. Sense of community. Clean air. Lack of high rises. Good place for families.
Fertile productive landscapes and healthy remnant landscapes, and the air is relatively clean. A decent trusting
Capacity for volunteering, like Rugby Union, and Fire Fighting which is being tested. There is a pool of goodwill. We
can leave our house and watch 3 different sports and get back home – all things are very accessible compared to the
city. Safe vehicles and roads. We are a valley of resilience despite not having a major highway or train line. Resilience
Clean air. Inverell early 1900s could look after itself. Inverell has just about everything except good health facilities
and doctors. Our council seems to be about looking good and building facilities and upgrading older buildings –
making it a nice place to live. With a great crop season you can eat from home produce.
Environment, clean air, climate that is not muggy and humid. The sense of community in Ashford is strong and
willingness to be open. Different to Glen Innes. A great season.
A good balance – not too cold not too hot, fertile soils, not tropical, not arid, not coastal. No extremes and different
to Armidale. People in Inverell are easy going and accepting.
Liveability and environment. We have 25 acres, and the space and stars at night. Community at Dungowan – local
football club or local fair. Quiet achievers getting on with it. We came back to the region, so family ties were
Lifestyle. Great place to raise young family, don’t have to spend hours criss-crossing the city. Most of what you need,
and that that isn’t there technology allows us to compensate – online shopping etc. Commute – four minutes! There
Tamworth is a really great place to reach out to the smaller communities in the region. We can help, we have
capacity to provide for smaller communities. We don’t have the stresses of big cities. I couldn’t go any bigger than
I like the size, it is good for cultural life and big enough to attract cultural things from the city. Good short commutes
and lots of stuff happening within the area. A regional areas helped me to progress quickly within health profession.
The competition is not as fierce for the opportunities it provides. Can be connected to all different aspects of the
Air Quality. Is something I really appreciate and. Liveability – lack of traffic congestion. Friendliness – people are
Sense of community.Easy to meet people and join organisations. If you want to participate, its welcoming.
Being a small town. Convenience. Freash air. I'm not much engaged in the community. But like the fact that it is an
The four seasons, the cooler weather. Moved up from Sydney, and couldn't have had what I have here if I'd stayed in
Sydney. Has made good friends. You get to chat in the main street. There's a reasonable arts community - but not
Love the landscape, even though it's changed from the original landscape, and is artificial (agriculture).The quietude.
It's great for creativity. There's community on the doorstep. National Parks. Seasonal changes. I love it.
Lack of commute, gave time back to family, 2 hours longer with children, like not having immediate neighbours.
Concept of village community probably not the case. Some social disconnect
10 minutes to everywhere, no commutes, more than half year good climate. European trees. Like notion of Armidale
of loosely aligned group of many communities.
Climate, proximity to shops/services/airport. Town changed in 10 years, not sure for better, lot shut down, sad, but
new, liked idea of composite community, arts, commercial etc, liked idea of mix. Rural lifestyle with town amenties,
clean environment, hightened awareness of environment, diverse cultural base, immigrant populations, striking and
unusal, not sure if indigenous community supported. Safe, and opportunity for self sustaining, solar, wind, produce
Positivies about life, atmosphere in town, living in rural area, society stable, diversity in age, educational background,
crime low, nominal absence of pollution and not a big city
Natual environment, can be healthly, family friendly place to live, smaller community, always had people to count as
friends. Clean air, quietness, seasons, bringing up kids, schools, missed out on nothing
Nature, clean and green env, chilled relaxed vibe, affordable, small community
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Nature esp seasonal variation, becoming more multicultural,Arts and Music scene- good for enjoyment and good for
children, good education opportunity, strong first Nations community - can learn what it means to be Aust
good community - friendliness + size of town +can walk and bike self and children + contained town centre, Climate,
4 seasons and climate, proximity to nature and National Parks, space to live and grow vegies, likes that many people
within the community thinking about sustainability, affordability
Special place to live, ease of transport - walking and cycling, close to nature/bush, diverse community because of a
diversity of attractants eg UNE and nature, multicultural community, small town feel with big city benefits
sees it as a "lifeboat Community" when climate change happens - because the community has a diversity of skills and
is resourceful, a University City - within a regional Network, can engage here at a local level eg with Council, good
education options, good safe community esp for teenagers, close to Nature
Physical environment, fresh air and connectedness
Able to do everything you can do in a big city, at less cost.
Convenience, closeness to everything; the arts; University of the Third Age; choice in schooling - public and private;
beautiful gardens; lots of activities, for all ages; UNE which brings an interesting mix of people; multicultural groups.
Definite sense of identity as Armidalians;landscape; fresh air; nearby waterfalls; buildings - no high rise; population is
diverse, not too large; the climate's diverse, moderate mostly, and perhaps the cold winters will be a plus from
climate change; theatre;multicultural events;huge number of organisations and groups, lots of them are to help
Fresh air, friendly people; close to everything.
Low stress living; low population density; opportunities to be close to nature; low water, air and soil pollution.
Country living.
A good sized town; attracts interesting people; has a University; has music; comfortable retirement. There are good
educational facilities; varied age groups; intelligent community; a good sense of community; proximity to National
Parks & the bush; easy to get to coast. I appreciate the diversity of voices, and the concern people have for the
Proximity to the bush; town is a good size
Has lived in big cities and in isolated places, and travelled. Came here and hasn't been disappointed, came to Uni &
likes the diversity, the bush, and the community met through schools network. The town is a good size - there is
Access to National Parks and coast. Sydney and Brisbane are accessible too. It's uncrowded, there are enough
people. Feels safe. Inexpensive place to live. The people are easygoing, good place to bring up family.
Moved here in 1961, as teacher - was dubious at first but not any more. Likes the variation in climate; good health
services;impressed with cultural activities. There's interesting ethnic mix, which is stimulating. A tolerant community
Great place for families - access to sport, culture, music, drama. Diversity of opportunities - good quality jobs. Access
to the Aboriginal community. As a bike-rider, the town is a good size. Varied seasons, access to bush, ease of
Strong Indigenous community - a privilege to be in contact. Cultural diversity brings depth to the community - there
could be more, but the potential is there. The size of the town is good. Other towns this size are not as culturally
rich. It felt to her like a wonderful place for her kids, though as adults now they don't agree. A wonderful community.
Open spaces and outdoor areas. National Parks. Lot of services here. Smallish size country town. Cultural and
University. Open, green spaces. Plenty of things happening, to get involved in, sport, musical. Good places to
socialise, food places. Cultural scene. Engrained tradition of education. Scenic, pretty, historical facades, which are
Quieter regional community. Culture. University. Politically and socially involved people.
Lots - I could be here all night! Small community mentality. Sporting clubs. Everyone helps out each other, Lean on
each other, resilient, get through things togther.
Education system is fantastic. Opportunities for personal growth for children and families, e.g. sport. Four seasons.
Climate, environment, beautiful country. Came to Armidale to study 27 years ago. The community is diverse,
culturally and politically, and has a University. There are some amazing projects here e.g. refugees. There's solid
support from the NGO sector, there's a tolerance, an upholding of people's dignity. Main things: education and
Diversity and smallness - low traffic, no crowds. Lots of people from different backgrounds, multicultural, helped by
presence of UNE. Not difficult to see (international) films, performances, music. There's a generousity of spirit in
Armidale people, including from the Ezidi newcomers. I love the environment, going bush, but mainly it's the
A relative newcomer - came to retire, chose Armidale over Newcastle. Best things: climate; environment, can easily
get to bush; culture, especially music, with opportunities to participate; good facilities - variety of shops; plenty of
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The climate is benign, but is changing! Really like the landscape, lots of trees, green is important for well-being. The
town is attractive, large enough to have good services, but not too big. Reasonable access to 2 state capitals.
Diversity of people in the town.Fairly well educated (not just formal), people have a broad range of life experiences.
My comparison is Sydney, I've lived here for 12 years. There is a sense of community and connectedness,
affordability of real estate. For a regional area pretty good variety of entertainment options> Generally open and
sense of community, safe space, grew up in the bush, its beautiful, rivers, mountains, nice environment, its peaceful,
so much culture in this region, connected
I really like this area, still got young children, schools, well resourced, really good choice of schools public or private,
done my time in city, small enough to still fell like country but big enough to have everything that I need to provide
for my family, after school curriculum, sports is huge, one ting knowing growing variety of options for children for
extra after school e.g arts, computing coding, does offer diverse options growing up in our region for my eldest son
my kids are all grown up now, all gone through school here since kindergarten, good schools, lots of things for kids to
get involved with sports, arts and crafts, variety, like the parks here, the skate parks, for the kids and parents,
having small children, lots of facilities after school sporting, grew up in Moree, we are fortunate enough to have
bigger medical facilities, I have needed specialist for my children, we are still miles in front of those smaller
Grew up, but moving back, have strong feeling of connection to landscape and people. Strong sense of community
engagement, access to nature and space. Reasonably lucky in terms of services, easy to get to things
Always lived west of divide, just moved into town. Social capital having been teachers. Easy to get to places beats
Not Sydney, coast too crowded, roads nicer, services reasonable, but specialists not in area, have to travel.
Community of interest was Tamworth, but dislike heat
Not Sydney or the coast, not crowded, reasonable services, on land so motivated to stay in region. Climate used to
be good, but detriorating - our community
Fresh air, easy access to bush and to get out of town. Feel seen by community and people. Easy travel, less stress
Community has everything without stress of city. Like community, met wonderful people. Don't like winters
Sense of community lots to do, lots of surrounding areas, love the whole region lots of job opportunities lots of
opportunities for children, it’s a town that’s growing, that appeals to me, growth increase our footprint and our
impact, I love living here friends and family and the opportunity it bring my family
Sense of community here the main thing that draws me here
Having been born and bred, the town that it is still sense of community have been retained, the facilities there’s so
much more to do and see now you couldn’t get a coffee back in the day, pubs were dives, sense of cosmopolitan
style in rural setting, which I enjoy after living away in London, really great appreciate the growth, lots of investment
to get to that point. Working in construction amount of different projects coming in seeing that amount of activity is
really exciting. In lockdown appreciate the beautification. I appreciate getting back your day back with commute in
Sense of it being city but still a country town, really great career opportunities, things that are opening up all the
time exciting, its the place to be, lots of focus on building up the town and the regional community, beautiful parts of
Half way between Brisbane & Sydney. Good spot if you don’t want to be in big centre. I like the weather. I’m from
Qld – NSW is nice, better politics and social things.
Close to family in Quirindi and Tamworth. Used to small towns, but Tamworth has more available: services, cafes etc.
Sydney’s too big, Tamworth is good size. There’s spaciousness, fresh air, nice places around like National Parks.
Grew up in very small town, Tamworth has country feeling but also more opportunities for business, health,
Always lived here. Good for work, always plenty happening – I’m in construction, a lot of opportunity/industries. I
like the weather, but not the cold so much. I like the people – welcoming, approachable. There’s a good culture – a
lot of sport - soccer, cricket, enough for good competitions. Close enough to the beach.
Enjoying quiet, nature, can get to know people quickly, sense of community. Good educational opportunities
Access to national parks, four seasons, university town adds to friendship group, diversity of opportunities and
culture through university. Not far from coast
Having a small community, everybody knows people.
Peacefulness in a small city, close friend group, space, quietness
Amount of public space, layout of town good, everything you need, pool, recreation facilities
Close to National Parks, with good trails and tracks, almost pre-colonial environment. Community and arts. Halfway
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The beauty, gorges; halfway Sydney/Brisbane; 2 hrs from beach.
Arts and education at all levels; I like the people I run up against; it’s a city in the country; I like the heritage,
especially churches and area around Central Park; having beauty so close.
Born here, so a sense of place, being ‘on-country’ feels embedded. Love the seasons, love the memories of growing
up in a multicultural place – mainly from students here on the Colombo Plan. It’s a tolerant community.
Originally from Germany. Came to Armidale after Wollongong and Sydney, and found Armidale familiar: climate,
topography.
(nr. Werris Ck) Rural farm living; beautiful aspect; low traffic; lack of stress; access to good education.
University brings in great people - a diverse community with flows of people from around the world. The natural
environment. There's a lot of different community things to get involved in. Not like the big city - it's easy to get
involved, e.g. Rivercare and Landcare. Lots of space, I live near the centre of town but have quarter acre and can
The climate (cooler, lack of humidity). Access to National Parks with abundant wildlife. Lifestyle, can get anywhere in
5 mins. (compared to Brisbane). Small population. Access to coast. Between major cities.
Diversity of people - different cultures, religions etc., helped by University and international students. Nice blend of
different socio-economic groups: Uni, town, farmers, students. Enough support mechanisms for people needing
support. Like it being a regional town, and an education town. The four seasons, can tell what time of year it is!
The diversity of people. Have lived in towns further west, and here there's lots of things going on. The population is
big enough. Climate/landscape.Varied weather. National parks close by - waterfalls. Only 2 hours to beach. Lots of
Best place to live. Unique. It's a regional centre, but has more culture and sophistication. Access to wilderness areas
in all directions, surrounded by good landscape. Armidale is a perfect size, now.
A small community, but big enough. Good environment. It's multicultural, via UNE students and staff, and other
groups. There's a lot of community connectedness - a lot going on.
Only lived here for a year, and not a student, but there are lots of young people, so it's good. A lot going on, always
something happening. I moved here to get work to grow my experience of baking.
(lives in Urall A really vibrant community, a satellite to Armidale and Tamworth. There are a lot of facilities in the
area, e.g. the airport, so can be in Sydney in an hour. Proud of the fact that the electorate has the highest uptake of
rooftop solar, and voted for marriage equality. There are good people in this electorate, it’s NOT redneck.
Grew up here and Moree. From here it's really easy to go back on country, learn language. It's Anaiwan here but
Gomeroi is my country, and the area has potential for education and cultural practices. School education was good.
Being able to go ‘on country’. And having Uncles around for support. Being out of school and in the community at
One Connection. School was hard – I have autism. It’s good being close to lots of different things.
Well-located. Good diversity of people through UNE, meet people with different ideas. A great range of facilities e.g.
Has a small town feel, but lots of cultural activities, it’s a melting pot. There’s lots of sport and amenities. Within half
an hour there’s lots of different sports. It’s good that there are different communities of people here.
Has lived mostly in regional and rural areas. There are some great opportunities in Sydney but loves the natural
world and value that about living here. There are good services within a reasonable distance of a regional centre. As
community we are able to give a bit more. Would like to maintain the natural world as much as possible.
Good climate, access to locally produced healthy food, lots of opportuntiies to stay fit and healthy, good services
within major centres and good diversity of services provided locally
Not a city person, and I like the NE being the maximum distance from capital cities on the eastern side. I always
enjoy visiting the National Parks. The environment is good and socially there is a good mix of people, and it feels
Environment, clean air, clean water. Social aspects of living here, big enough population that whatever your interests
are you can find a common community. Feel confident that if anything happened our area could handle it. I feel
confident that the services are there. Also a community willingness to look after each other and look after the place.
Cool climate. Beautiful country. It is easy and was inexpensive to live here. Community sense in town. University and
Within 5 minutes walking I can be in the bush. And that there are others there “underground bushwalking
community” and great community in the area. Lovely people.
I love the grass roots community that I have encountered here. Easy to be part of weekly organic box/choir. Easy to
be artistic/musical/SLA community. Welcoming and wonderful. National parks – easy to get to beautiful bush.
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The convenience – perfect size – all the facilities and everything is 5 minutes away. Two degrees of separation not
size. Wonderful to be both large and small. Lifestyle that is not affordable in the city. Uni provides stimulus of quality
and fine brains not always found in small towns. It’s the most ethnically diverse city outside of Sydney. Can’t
I think the environment living in a smallish country town is very important for me. Beautiful bush and scrappy wild
spaces as beautiful as the tended. Bush corridors, wildlife and birds. Scale of the place. Bush in ten minutes, 15
minutes to town – all by foot. A very human scale. Good pace and rhythm of life. More time for the more important
things in life. Sense of community, different circles and groups. Ezidi population have enriched the life of the town.
Family, because both kids live here. After many years of not being so close – feeds your heart. Closeness of things.
Never caught up in traffic – even the bush is close from town. Fresh air – living on the top of the mountain, lack of
industry in a certain sense. Except of course when the fires arrive, they almost did me in. Six years here and I have
taken just another life pathway and learning new things - absorption into a very strong First Nations culture and
community – into the thoughtful and amazing people – the stories have enriched that journey. The intellectual
Smell and beauty of the trees. This place is nature personified. Got almost everything. Beautiful place to live.
Medium sized country town. Close to the coast. Altitute and temperate climate. It's a place for the future.
My children, grandchildren, and some friends at the University.
Uralla-Armidale (don't see these as separate) because of education, University, people with diverse ideas moving
Small community. Know people. Local relationships. Quality cultural events & institutions. National Parks. Beautiful
Knowing the area. Family here. Rural. Not overcrowded. Close to most services.
Climate and landscape. Size and diversity of the community. Uralla and Guyra near Armidale is great. Close to coast.
Cohesiveness of the community. Cultural and other amenities. Can get most things here; close enough to cities to
Small. Easy to cycle everywhere. Cycling. University. Lots of facilities, People who understand science. Not too busy.
Environment, koalas, echidnas, wombats. Can do what I want on my place. Quietness. Solitude. Doing my own thing.
Country with University, Diversity of thinkers. Not stereotypical. Climate, weather. Small community. City access via
transport. Great facilities for people to grow up and learn. People can become citizens of the world here.
Climate. Resources: education, University, farmland. Potential to grow into a mature community - not parent-child
Small town. Education. Environment. River. People care about the environment here. Proximity to Tamworth, a big
growing regional centre which offers everything, arts, services, diversity, more welcoming now than it used to be.
Rural town, not city. Schools and university. Good facilities such as hospitals, doctors and everything required to
keep a town going. Opportunities for growth business but no traffic jams!
Summer weather, pretty town with lovely old houses. Multicultural, educational institutions choice. Hilly not flat.
Perfect size, no traffic jams. Great educational facilities (university). Even though its small, its got everything you
need. Great food outlets (multicultural) Proximity to Sydney, Brisbane and coast.
Location, Educational facilities.
Great community and beautiful natural environment.
Distance from Sydney, Brisbane and the coast. The size of population. Diversity of population, variety of educational
facilities and direct flights to Sydney and personal employment
Ease of getting about. Community and good educational facilities. Cinema and influence of UNE
Weather (loves the cold), altitude and low humidity. Proximity to coast (day trips work). University town
(sophisticated, interesting city) along with public, private schools. Arts, theatre and music has kept person here.
Small community makes person feel safe. She can walk around in the day and night and not even lock the door
sometimes. Its where friends and family are. Beautiful landscape, plenty of bush around. So glad we have a cinema
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Q3. What are some issues that affect your region that you feel strongly about?
Climate Change
Lack of fair & equal representation. Often representatives are just chosen by parties.
Climate change is having an increasing impact on our electorate in Agriculture & biodiversity. We have to take really
strong action personally regionally & nationally. Dramatic decline in biodiversity from habitat destruction, weeds,
feral animals. Losing our identity of the Australian bush – its disappearing. More rabbits, foxes & cats and pigs than
native animals. Regional diversity & capacity to build on agricultural base, secondary & tertiary development.
Some emphasis on optimism and positivity is required, what you CAN do. The belief that you can do things.
The urgency of climate change and biodiversity. Relationship with politicians is not good. Affordability of housing and
inappropriate expansion of the urban area, ie planning . Better security of rentals.
Week regional identity, leadership and collaboration. More competitive than collaborative. The political and sub1. Concerned that people in government are only there for themselves - don't listen to the people, are only
concerned about getting re-elected. 2. Education. 3.Health. 4. Privatisation (oppose). 5. Environment - trees going
The environment: This electorate, stae and federal, is still very conservative. Rusted-one to fossil fuels, against the
way the world's moving. Stupid. Feels like there's 'haves' and 'have-nots' (one side of railway line) and there's not
equal opportunities to education, and not just this electorate. If you want health and sustainability, give everyone
Conservatism sums it up. A racist town, a bit bourgeois. The way the town was founded is the root of it. Water is a
Climate change - terrified of the future of this region, there's no acknowledgement of this. Tamworth is extremely
vulnerable to extreme heat -just lucky it rained!. No thinking outside the box - just build another dam! No
consideration of recycled water - hardly discussed. Attracting medical staff (I'm in allied health) especially women
Lots of issues. 1. New citizens from other countries - no way of connecting into community, except library, and new
people don't always know that. North West Settlement Services don't always know. 2. First Nations people: we
didn't know much in the past, now there is a great need for education. They have so much to teach us, I have gone
to the Aboriginal Land Counci to get info, but there is a general lack of information available in the community. Hard
to find out about Aboriginal heritage (some at Calala Cottage site). 3. Need public education for everyone's kids don't like the division between public and private education. Lots of Tamworth people feel 'born to rule' so they'd
1 environment. 2 Education equity in funding. 3 Accessing teachers to fill positions in rural and remote (even at the
coast). 4 Health care: our $100m hospital and you can't get your tonsils out! 5 privatisation of services. 6. NBN has
been destroyed - lots of blind spots (Coona to Mullaley). 7. All asylum seekers off Christmas Island.
1 environment 2 expansion plans for Tamworth to 100,000 people. Bad idea.
Climate change, a major existential threat. Deteriorating soil health. Government corruption with funding. Porkbarrelling without apparent consequences. Retail corporatisation suffocating the character of towns with
The Armidale Mall has died off. Crime in Armidale. Coal mines and destruction in the Hunter. Greed. Cuts to TAFE,
Climate change, water, fires. Big economic disparity between haves and have-nots. TExclusivity. Better leadership:
federal, state and local. Starting young with better education and awareness about issues, e.g. schooling rather than
Leadership isn't building communities: perhaps they are afraid that we can turn upon them and so they keep us
isolated. Capitalism and the economy leading every decision, whereas it should be informing them. Paying higher
taxes, having a better quality of life, free education and dental care. A simpler life, we have more than we need.
Problems at UNE shapes Armidale. Bad decisions, drought, lack of water, fires. JobKeeper not including universities.
Armidale Regional Council is a mess, with Councillors acting in self-interest, e.g. Centro which divided town. Armidale
by-pass benefits Uralla. Involving the great people, ideas and businesses, e.g. Readers' Companion, Boobooks,
Savages and Charlies' Last Stand. Make Centro purely business and move retail back into the Mall. Put a skate park in
Widening separation of haves and have-nots, e.g. private vs public schools, so diverse kids aren't getting together.
Early intervention, e.g. health, for families, ante-natal onward, support for mothers, dyad, children, especially their
first three years. We're too left brain, economic and money driven, not enough right brain with emphasis on
Lack of psychological support for people with mental health issues: need more access to these, e.g. low income can't
afford to go to Newcastle for them. Rental market is extremely tight and landlords have power.
Optimist, Like to see things change and hope that it does. Climate is a problem, Water is a problem, Unfortunately a
lot of our political people are more interested in money than solving problems and listening to people, I'd like things
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Climate change, MP Joyce is really letting us down, very irresponsible attitude, dragging feet, screws getting screwed
down, making it tougher for ourselves, Denial phase. McCormack saying 'we've got another 30 years'. I am a bit
blinkered about it. Emotionally I have no clear view of how to de-carbonise the atmosphere, Creating a lot of anxiety,
Climate change is one of my main concerns, feel strongly about, Increase number of opportunities to be connected
to the environment (not in bubble of regional centres), e.g. native plants, building native gardens in our backyards,
Regional centres are small communities though have such a class divide, pockets of really advantaged and
Worked closely with NDIS, Armidale & Guyra deficiency for people living with disabilities, Creates flow-on effects,
people get more and more marginalised, System is very remote from the area, particularly from Federal Government
interference, Worries that NDIS becomes like Medicare with political to-and-fro. Climate change, can't deal with it in
Ground water, Rivers, Irrigation and large companies, dams, Bores (went crazy during the drought), Loss of local
newspaper, to know what's going on and local issues.
Environmental stewardship, Appropriate development, Concered about the threats to the environment and rural
lands from mining, Threats to water including rivers and underground aquifers, from fracking, Excessive land clearing
I'm annoyed at so many bad decisions made a Local Government level, Land clearing, even locally, Climate change,
Poor response from written correspondence with MPs, ARC join Cities Power Partnership, Lack of appropriate cycle
lanes, Insecure water supply, Lying andmisinformed propaganda, Money talks more than morals, Management at
Lack of leadership, particularly at the Federal and Local Government (e.g. Armidale), Very difficult to deal with
climate change at a regional level, though can deal with the impacts, degradation, resources.
Drought not that far away, Water security, Food security (we see the impacts here), Address the impact of
1. Climate change 2. We have the lowest literacy rates 3. Aged care 4. Since 1995, increase in inequality
1. Climate change. 2. Generational change
1.climate change 2. biodiversity 3. education funding 4. high incarceration rates, especially children
1.climate change; 2. respect and engagement in 'difference' 3. support for arts
1. sustainability 2. need to reverse the trend of young people to the city. 3. active decentralisation as major policy.
1. Decentralisations. 2. Dehydrated landscapes 3. Health
Everyone thinks we need more population, so get the fast train Sydney/Armidale. (Proposed for Newcastle,
Wollongong and Parkes). Shortage of medical specialists, need more locally. Armidale Creeklands group needs
Council support. Armidale has woodsmoke problem. Local Councilors not working well together (over several years)
Climate change, water cycling, nutrition, and biodiversity.
Local govt needs to be empowered. Do away with the 3 tiers of govt, health education, water, policing gain no
benefit from current system. Daylight saving is advancing the cause of gambling.
Health issue – lacking doctors. Need a change of policy – med student to rural areas. Why specialist GPs? Mobile
phone coverage is a problem. Not everyone has landlines. Transport – we have no planes to get to cities. Need faceto-face teachers via TAFE – need trade teaching. Climate change. House are not built with good climate policy. Lack
Climate change which covers the whole environment and the way we look after our country. Health, education,
roads (grading a road more than once a year). Cannot access decent health services. Cant see a doctor. Education
and the destruction of TAFE so kids have to leave town. Affects them, employer – travel accommodation. We don’t
Long term impact of climate change. Our society/culture that does think long term. We need long term thinking and
planning. Kids transition through education and training is not always smooth within the community. Community
long term planning would address so many issues. Community momentum.
Environment – protection. Bought a hybrid car very proud of that. Other issues – having a voice for regional Australia
I don’t think we are properly represented. We have different issues – NBN better but not perfect. We cost money in
the regions so don’t get the same benefits. Education and access to education – youth allowance – so hard to get
kids the support to getting into uni – having to move, live, work, all these in a new environment. Education in our
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Climate change as still don’t have leadership that agrees that it exists. Still having a debate, not addressing it.
Concerns around health services. Health prospects living in regional Australia worse than those in the cities. Trying to
make an appointment. Them and us, social inequity. Public transport (absence of ) means you can’t get to work, go
to interviews – it locks people out of employment. Case management solutions like Backtrack – long term case
management instead of short-term veneers. Better about engaging wit hour indigenous communities – working
towards treaty, constitution. Too much lip service and not enough understanding – broader community needs to
learn. As someone who works in IT - fibre to the premises would be great. Covid has shown us that a business in
Education and access to education. One voice towards it – I started studying at Lismore Aboriginal unit, which is a
part of the campus, elders involved and Aboriginal teachers (Gnibi College part of Southern Cross Uni). This style of
learning with Gamilaraay teachers for local kids can come and learn would support the kids, they could stay with
family while studying – kids not homesick – taught under indigenous perspectives – boost up culture and capacity.
Lot of planning – speaking with Aboriginal members of the community before these things take place – will raise up
the equality and respect for perspectives. Ask! Cultural access to sites – some tiny bubbles rather than know their
history and knowledge. Reconciliation Action Plan with Council is a big issue for me – more access to this. RAP has
stalled – and it is a really slow process with great uncertainty – more support from council. Trying to do the right
thing and be heard. Local events support to get things going. Bringing the community groups together with
multicultural community groups as well. Services are so separate – they do not know what each other to do. Services
in competition rather than collaboration – need to be brought together. Rehabilitation services after prison is
important – husband started his own small business after addiction and criminal past. Insurance around his business
Issues of environment and climate change – getting more concerned about in the last few years. One thing how
disconnected we are from our local environment – people don’t know what trees, birds are from our local
community. If we are to survive we need to be rejigging our education system to reconnect to custodianship. Class
system, tolerance for diversity in income. We tolerate $1 million dollar houses when there are people without
enough to eat in other areas of the same town. Not looking beyond to see the reasons for this. Creating the basis of
Climate change - Extremely serious and we don’t have a lot of time. We have tried letters and rallies and exhausted
about the lack of listening on this topic by our leaders. Absolute number one issue – from biodiversity to mental
health. Drought affected my mental health. Capped off by fires – heartbreaking. Housing – I had a friend who, until
Compliance and complacency - especially in health. People are too compliant e.g. had to wait 7 and a half hours to
see a GP for a relatively minor issue, and while waiting wrote a complaint letter about it to state member and federal
member, and invited the other people waiting to sign it, but no-one would. Federal response was that it's a state
Lack of infrastructure and maintenance of infrastructure. North of Tamworth, no infrastructure. Streets are not well
maintained. Lack of footpaths. There's a youth hub, but not state funded. Poor hospital service here. State cut
funding, and amalgamated Councils. Acknowledge these are mostly state issues.
1. An example: an acquaintance lost her house to bushfire near Dorrigo, and received horrible invective on her
facebook page blaming greenies for the bushfire. So the issue is: the way the Government, Fed and State, has
encouraged this rhetoric against greenies and naming climate change.The way the media have turned people off
sensible discussion. 2. Social housing and unaffordable housing. 3. Mental health services - falling apart. Services in
the country are not good enough - only get help in a crisis, rather than helpful services to avoid crises. Can't get to
1. Health - the region's services are dire, including mental health. 2. the environment: demonisation of the solutions
to environmental problems. the level of ignorance is extreme. In despair.
Enviornmental issues, but we are priviledged in community, so need to look at other issues. Social dislocation in
region, this electorate is below nation attainment in education,despite facilities. Health major concern and getting
services that are needed is difficult. With aging population, need access to better health facilities in electorate.
Woodsmoke pet peeve, culture is so ingrained, Council ignores, serious health hazard. Health services, need to travel
for higher order services. Not going to fix that until Armidale presents as a vibrant community. Political
representation crucial, State rep ok, but Federal rep an issue. He pervades what he thinks is popular, so anti progress
Environmental issues on list, and leadership which is willing to take them on. Eg Koala policy. Safe electorate, not
good for progress. Economic development critical, but lack of training capacity an issue
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Renewables and environment, a big issue, want benefits, but not in our back yard. Shocked at that attitude. Should
be looking at sites and locations that are acceptable and go after opportunities. Dead centre of town a big issue.
Increase in professional services taking up in Centre, not conducive to tourism. High rental costs, what do small
Delcine of Ag, brought about by automation, lack of youth on farms. Declined services and support. Environment,
half hearted to preserve bush, but lack of leadership at Federal level - a whole raft of issues. Diversity in population
age it seeems all rural area suffering imbalance. To address, call out positivies, but comes down to leadership, to
Climate change and environmental management top issues. Need progressive local Council and political leadership.
Employment, attracting industry and jobs eg tomatoes and solar. Need incentives to bring these
Health & Education, Marginalised populations esp first Nations ppl, disabled ppl, aged ppl implement government
poor management of UNE. Renewable Energy transition. address climate change, use climate change to drive
regional employment, The undue influence on Politicians by Industry Groups and lobbyists, ABC funding
Climate Employment opportunites Unaffordable retail space, Inequality in society
Unaffordable retail rents leading to empty shops
Unaffordable retail rents leading to empty shops. Wood smoke - regularly at a dangerous level - may have to move
Access to good health options locally. Farmers needing more resilience in an increasingly chaotic climate due to
1. Environmental protection 2. Political polarisation and its impact on the region. 3. Lack of meaningful jobs 4. Poor
1. Fast rail transport needed 2. Overseas students need more support.
1. Transport 2. More solar and wind in the region 3. Low population
1. These are global issues but with local importance: information technology; individualism;too much choice of
information - the difficulty of accessing broad information, with no newspapers; everything is changing which makes
it hard for oldies - fragmentation of access to information. The challenge of how to keep informed locally with 3 or 4
(pass)
Protecion of our freedoms, especially speech; protection of the system so that we and all life around us can live.
1.Clean water and clean air. The air is being polluted constantly and human beings are the worst species. 2. Used to
be known as education and religious centre. Both these have now declined. And as wool exporters, which also has
1. water security, and resource security. 2. Totally dysfunctional Council, and now UNE and TAFE. Partly to do with
individuals running them, but need more community input. Council not representing community, poor decisions. 3.
1. Building standards - a race to the bottom. Poor legislation. 90% of buildings don't meet the required standard.
Poor housing leads to more higher costs to run. 2. Aged services - system needs to be more transparent.
1. Mental health of young people, made worse with covid shutdown. Delays in accessing help makes problems
worse. Big issue in this town. 2. Transport. Train: can't get there and back to Sydney without overnight stay. 3.
Council not dynamic enough - relocation of library away from centre made it harder for some to access. Believes
1. Community opposition to solar farms. 2. We let the local Council get away with not fighting for more things to be
located here. 3. Water security issue was frightening. 4. Building codes too lax. 5. Need for more education about
1. Shops closing - not a good ad for the town. 2. The Mall is depressing. Other nearby towns (Inverell/Glen Innes)
have a sense of the town centre. 3. Great schools and University, but little to keep educated people here. 3. Lack of a
1. The white-anting of TAFE. It's dire. Need to keep young people here with opportunities. 2. Given the weather
extremes, we should expect better quality housing .
1. A lack of vision and innovation, and we could blame those in charge, or take ourselves as responsible. 2. In an
education town like this, we need good contacts between Uni, TAFE etc - it has been better in the past.
Climate change. Armidale is still drought affected. Too little done about this. Water restrictions. Lack of services
fitting population needs: e.g. mental health, medical and even education (considering cuts to TAFE). Low wage
Retention of small businesses, major services and employment. Losing major department stores. Higher costs due to
distance, e.g. on-line shopping. Gutting of the tertiary educational system - federal level and UNE. Unemployment of
tertiary education workers. Health care, especially mental health - long waits, psychologists have closed their books
and are expensive. This is region-wide, more than local. Having costly travel to access specialist services, e.g. nearest
Economic slump. Improve people's living standards. Water management. Bushfires and drought, with such low water
Closure of small businesses. Supporting establishment of small business for the long-term. Things to attract new
Small town mentality can be negative too, such as rumours, in-town dramas. Covid management has been good.
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1. Need for more social capital building. 2. Worried about young people who are likely to stay in Armidale, but get
lost/drop out in the current education system (High School). 3. Need for meaningful work for youth - early school
1. Youth justice, esp/ Aboriginal. Complex issues, but a successful 18 month program taking whole of family
approach not given continuing funding. This is a nationwide problem, criminalising young people rather than
addressing problems of poverty, schools etc. 2. Employment prospects for the 600 Ezidis as they complete their TAFE
1. Climate change. 2. We need to push for renewables. 3. Lack of vibrancy in the Mall. 4. Ugly housing estates. 5.
1.Climate change - this is overarching. 2. Questionable urban planning - Armidale is losing its character, starting to
look like Sydney's western suburbs. CBD is a particular issue. 3. Opportunities to expand the bike network and
walking trails - important to preserve public corridors. 4. Local Council appears to be dysfunctional. 5. Concerned
Environment and water management. I’m extremely lucky that I’m on tank water and when the town was on dire
straits with water restrictions I didn’t even have to buy water at that point, lucky of me but not for the town people, I
Water management is definitely on mine, environment and climate change stuff. Mining brings jobs but it does have
huge impacts- Maules creek mine is chewing away at the mountains, around smaller communities living in Manilla,
sometimes I think the voice gets lost in the big community made on what’s best for Tamworth and not the
Health care in my worry. We rely on specialist care flying in and we are lucky pot age that issues going forward
having high level specialist that live and work in our community when someone live here when walks beside as a
community members it gives them a greater appreciation for our community and the care that they can give our
Water management is my big thing, and the use of renewable energy across all areas and use of incentives
lack of resources for service for drug and alcohol individuals and families, there is not that level of support in our
area, we have an inpatient unit that covers the region and we are left stuck with people who are trying to battle
Climate change, becoming pressing issue, depend on agriculture. Need more industry and commercial develop
Education Gonski voted down, our region not going well educational. Transparency and accountability important
climate change number 1. Whole system collapsing because politicians not listening. Fires wake up call. Terror
Climate change, nothing else matters. Water around Tamworth crucial. Overpopulation of Tamworth given lack of
water. Water west of divide governed by Murray, taken over by politics. Must get back to plan. Vegetation
Armidale needs more to support growth of business, local retail. Increase employment opportunities. Climate is an
issue, surprised at lack of water tanks with housing and more solar. Disconnect between Council and town, Counicl
New to NE, but big one is Climate change, believe need better investment in opportunities and strategic view of that
Family from the national party not anymore however, we face a federal member misrepresenting us on national
policy on climate change, aware of his inadequacy, understanding what his constituency want. State level member
apathetic on most things which is a disappointment, he’s lacklustre on any given topic, banksia mental health unit is
a disgrace wouldn’t send a pet rat there, no provision for adolescence is just unfathomable.
Having representation is someone standing up for what we are all about, comparison to Adam Marshall are so dire
metrically different. Political situation is tough, fundamental to that is that there is no interest in politics; people
don’t want to enter it. TRC some of the councillors are woeful, one of them fell asleep during the presentation we
Climate change
Access to mental health services, wait list at headspace is way too long, they wonder why these issues are on the rise
Climate change I feel like I don’t know everything but the general gist of what is happening doesn’t really reflect
what action is we as young people want to see. Smallest things household waste there a lot more we could be doing,
reaching kids and young ones issues that will arise in the future of we don’t make changes.
Mental health, balance act of social media with children, prevalent in young people.
Big believer in renewables definitely something that needs to be considered, an it isn’t been discussed in our region,
pretty spectacular things happening in SA, needs to be a push in what we can do in our region
Access to healthcare, waiting 2 months, could mean life or death symptoms sometimes. Grant funded positions in
psychology or other mental health issues.
Better focus on innovation and business growth from state level.
Water security. Should be looking at purified, recycled water, and finding ways to use water better.
The local Council and Council elections.
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Aware of disadvantage in the community: domestic violence; over-population of kids in out of home care. So many
people doing without. There are lots of services but over-stretched. There’s a good amount of providers, but not
enough resources, so people have to do without – lots of barriers to getting services.
Environmental things, especially water – there’s lots of new development happening, but only a year ago we were
about to run out of water?
Affordable housing – we think we’re fortunate, but still there’s not enough housing.
Need for emergency housing.
Water in the drought – there was denialism of bad stuff, attitude of ‘she’ll be right’ and at the first shower of rain,
people forget the issue. So much opportunity, but no one acting. Lack of leadership on this, both state and federal.
Lots of issues, but two in particular: 1. water security – dams for town water. Especially important in construction,
need water security. 2. Affordable housing – there’s a massive shortage.
Big separation from Indigenous community, need to learn about their culture. High youth crime
Global warming, drought and concerned about housing affordability. Local Council and how able they can take
community forward -not sure of their ability
Not enough specialist health facilities, need to travel. Youth crime, public property damage and vanadalism.
Youth crime big issue, one main public school in Armidale might become an issue for some kids, with no choice now
More diverse sporting clubs e.g. baseball and for females. Wood smoke a big issue in winter
1. Climate change and the response – this covers water, land use, how large can communities grow and be
sustainable?
2. the social divide –getting bigger. Increasing number of groups are joining the disenfranchised groups.
3. Privatisation – many things have been lost.
4. political integrity – a Federal ICAC is essential. A Bill has been passed by the Senate, to be re-introduced to Reps.
5. Peace and national security – has local ramifications: money spent on weapons could be better spent.
1. Not knowing what’s happening in town.
2. Worry that people say ‘the town’s dying’ and UNE is shrinking.
3. Water supply in the drought, restrictions.
1. Insufficient social housing.
2. Maintain our train service – many people can’t afford to fly.
3. Need to liaise with First Peoples – part of our community.
1. Water security – we were caught out in the drought – bad planning decisions by local Council on a big
development.
2. Unity in local government – to lead to positive things.
Before the tornado, I would have said my key issues were being a great believer in the University of the Third Age
(U3, doing computer support. But the tornado had big impact on me, I was scared, the ABC radio was off, but turned
1. political complacency. BJ seen as sure thing so no need for Nats to invest in the electorate.
2. mining - double-edged sword: exceptional employment opportunities, high wages. Hard to be critical, but mining
is not environmentally friendly.
3. land clearing - A divisive issue – farm vegetation/clearing.
4. water security - more water out than in. Politically charged.
Neo-liberalism, political corruption, and fundamentalism in the Coalition. These national issues have deeply affected
education, the arts and humanities, and the environment (especially water).
1. Affordable housing. High power prices. 2. Animal agriculture, especially in drought and with climate change. 3.
Local water pollution in creeks affecting wildlife. 4. Horse and greyhound racing. 5. Over-representation of Aboriginal
1. air 2. soil 3.water 4. education
1. The big regional and national issue is climate change and the lack of direction - it is not being addressed.
1. Environmental degradation: soil erosion; invasive species; biodiversity.
2. Transport and access to health care specialists
3. Political apathy
1. Support for education and the professions (note recent teacher strike)
2.Need constant emphasis on sustainability.
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1. Recycling, too much waste to landfill.
2. Streets cut off by flooding
(I’m on the Board of the NSW Disability Council)
Want an accessible community for everyone – health care services. Whole region uses Armidale/Tamworth. There’s
a lot of buck-passing between levels of government.
1. Homophobia.
2. Have to go to Newcastle for degree in creative industries, but when come home suffer from small-town prejudice,
1. The high school merger – it was chaotic and turbulent. Two different high schools was unique to this area.
2. Lack of jobs (not helped by covid)
3. Poor road maintenance especially between Armidale and Uralla.
1. Access to facilities and services in regional areas e.g. health specialists, psychiatrists.
2. Letting the old rail line go to ruin.
1. I’m from north of here, so transport northwards.
2. The merging of the high schools here – a bad thing. There was no communication with students and the public.
3. Real issue of complacency and lack of community involvement, especially in sport
Struggles with mining companies given public land eg remnant woodland, and they keep breaking rules. Pilliga is a
major concern. Established industries there rely on water and Indigenous groups don't have other places they can
go. Climate change is linked, with carbon and fossil fuels. In new housing estates, all the homes have black rooves
and no verandahs. There is a problem with increasing urbanisations and inappropriate building regulations. Need to
Urban planning issues - making sure urban devt is not so hungry in terms of water and energy for houses. Generate
new green spaces around urban areas - great employment opportunity for people. Re-educate the lost knowledge of
our indigenous peoples. RFS is now doing a hotspots program to do cool burns led by Aboriignal communities. Rising
global temps and effects in terms of more fq catastrophic events. Teach landholders new ways of drawing Carbon
Climate change is big for our region, we are very vulnerable in terms of drought and global heating. We have lived
through some bad times and we know it will get worse and effects the viability of our communities in the longer
term. I don't feel like we are taking it seriously enough as a community, individuals are. Making peace with the
original inhabitants is absolutely critical - to solve the other issues we need to bring Indigenous people in, because
we won't solve them otherwise. Regional areas are prone to selling off their assets too cheaply, selling off our
Issues around land management and having wild spaces with employment and land management activities funded
to manage these spaces including cultural burns, on land additional to National Parks and council reserves. There is a
clear threat from mining and thoughtless housing developments. Native vegetation cleared for housing and
fragmenting wildlife corridors. Issues aroundyoung peole who have finished school. Having manufacturing or people
Climate change and the wildlife – how it affects our cold country wildlife. Water security. Council regulation about
the way we build in Armidale that moves us towards being an example for future living. Indigenous culture – I would
like to see a statue of King Billy or something. Some kind of protected space for community gatherings to protect
from the weather. Recognition of our past needs to be far more active – more understanding and acknowledgement.
The biggest thing is the lack of planning – urban, strategic, industry or development planning or planning with the
university. Changes to the university means fewer students, fewer jobs, less done by TAFE so vibrancy of keeping the
bright young people here is lost. Houses not regulated with futureproofing in mind – Black roofs = heat sinks and
raising temperatures. Climate change sits at the heart – water security in the drought – noxious weeds. Not
Agree with a lack of centre. Flows of young people into town with UNE, all the vents of the last few years have
shifted Armidale – drought, fires, Covid – can the council think smart and put in bike paths, festivals for celebrating
who we are. Climate change is the centre of everything – I feel most distressed about this as it filters through every
living system. Not sure what was happening in the previous council, lots of secrecy – National party so much cover
Reconciliation is at the heart of what is wrong with Armidale – lack of a plan / vision for our future because we can’t
address our past. Town vs gown and threats to both of those things. Regional university is the demography – we
have lots of young people that is a risk that some of those town qualities will be eroded. Issues for the town – lack of
a centre – need to brand ourselves with some festivals – all come to a screaming halt. With online shopping how do
we address that. A good strategic vision is required. Climate change is the big threat - I have a carbon offset
business. More parks – and beautiful spaces. Apathy is an issue. Complacency at both state and federal level. Lack of
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Climate the changing climate impacts at micro and macro scale. Use of resources/exploitation that then contribute
to climate change very concerning. Community wind farm or solar farm // renewable energy. Want communitybased renewables. Housing developments in Armidale – striking how few are aligned to catch northern sun and giant
air conditioners, more regulation around sustainability of local climates in building. Few footpaths or shops – so must
use cars. Health care and health affects of climate change. Reconciliation and more understanding of First Nations
Distance is one our problems (double-edged sword). The lack of centre/core to the town – the empty mall is a huge
problem in this town. Not a strong sense of people coming together – leads to isolation. Where do people meet. It is
so pocketed. UNE another island if you don’t work there. Lack of interconnectedness – personally might connect but
difficult without a centre. Local council not very supportive of creatives / arts. We need a collective celebration of
our cultural heart. Sustainability planning for building essential. The naming of things in this town. We don’t give
Needs to be rejigged, sliding down. Homelessness is extraordinary. Centrelink is half-empty, Duval High School to be
sold to a development. Need better not more houses - understanding climate change, self-generating electricity, get
Need some long-range planning policies, e.g. energy, inter-regional transport. Coal is in a 10 not 30 years decline.
Why build Badgery Creek Airport? We need to stop burning fossil fuels. We need solar, batteries, fast trains. Lack of
planning. Known that global warming is a fact for 30-40 years. Current politicians ought resign.
Transport. Driving licence and having a car. Electric bus trial, an opportunity lost. These last two years there wasn't
Lack of climate policy. Market is doing it: replacement industries with heavy investment. Policy for electric vehicles is
lacking. Australian car industry is a dumping ground for old technology. Coal is innevitably phasing out due to
withdrawal of investment. Housing affordability and rental availability. May find more and more climate refugees
coming here. We're lineal rather than lateral in our thinking about housing, e.g. cooperative housing and
Water security. Loss of habitat. Being prepared for droughts. Move forward with development. More people come
to town. Really careful and smart planning for expansion to not lose what makes this town unique, e.g. green space,
The coal mines and industry close by. A lot of workers. Lack of a federal climate policy.
Pandemic has changed community. Floods may drive people up the hill. Fires: long-term planning is key. Things to
support elderly and frail better. Young people, especially teenagers. Much better local communication; hard to find
local news. Climate change is massively important. Smoke pollution is a disaster. Everyone worn down by the
Poor state of health: 3 year life expectancy gap for NE vs Sydney. Getting same quality of medicine as Sydney does.
Air pollution: loss of life years; premature deaths. Baseload power from renewable energy plus storage.
Don't have people here anymore; hollowing out of community in last decade - missing babies, teenagers, people in
their 20s. School is closed. Leadership. Fed up with issues not being properly scoped or described in the first place.
Sustainability. Distressed that government policy favours corporate farming is clashing with conserving nature.
Hollowing out of political and economic structures. A scientific discussion about Climate Change without the
politicking. Divisions, nothing holding us together anymore: city and country, rural centres like Armidale and the
We don't do planning too well, whether climate or economic. Local governance ability to work for the community
rather than in-fighting; which doesn't make people feel included. Environmental and economic sustainability.
Armidale needs a vision and understanding of what it is and wants to be. The Rail Trail.
Lack of inclusion for young people. Silos: everyone doing their own thing, not communicating with each other, not
collaborating. Not utilising resources: physical, human. Thriving migrant and Aboriginal culture not included. U3A
perception it is age-limited, 60 or 65 and over. Fiat currency, dog-eat-dog, heirachical.
Manilla feel they shouldn't have amalgamated with Tamworth Council: don't feel well understood or represented.
Lack of water for Tamworth to grow. Opposition to Rail Trail was sky high. Kevin Anderson supported small group to
Sustainability. Politicans being more pro-active about Climate Change: the IPCC Report is dramatic and all of us need
to do something. Lack of Climate Change leadership from the top levels. Protect prime agricultural land: food
production will become more fundamental. Upgrading the energy network to accommodate changes, e.g. solar.
Lack of manufacturing required for new businesses to grow. There have been a number of opportunities for
businesses to come to town and council has knocked them back
Things being undermined in our community such as public hospital, UNE, mall. Support for independent shops and
protection of natural places, spaces and animals in our area
ADC not being cohesive has caused a lot of upset and negativity. The deterioration of Armidale mall has caused so
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Climate change
People getting stuck in old ideas and not open to change
Better funding for TAFE and stop turning it into a business
Local council to work on issues that benefit everyone rather than just benefitting their cronies
Stopping corruption on all three levels of politics
Mall and rents in shops in mall.
Education and environment.
Corporate donations have to go
Town centre needs to be revitalised. Shopping centres have destroyed the town centre.
Lack of business growth, a lot of things knocked back and Armidale population has been static for a long time.
Employment options need to be considered. Infrastructure issues such as dam and water security. Housing and
financial security (big numbers of people doing it tough in the region) Decent houses need to be built. We need
innovation in business and leisure. We have beautiful natural environment. Too big an emphasis on UNE and when
UNE is on holidays, the town dies. For example, there is no winter pool in town nor hydrotherapy facilities.
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Question 2. What do you think makes for a vibrant and resilient community?
Diversity on as many different levels as you can think. Wise & kind leadership. Open communication to have trust
within a community. If things happen behind the scenes and are discovered, it engenders mistrust.
Open Communication and transparency is the solution. People knowing what is going on in their community is
important. Truth telling needs to happen. Knowing & understanding who and what is in our community, pride in our
diversity. Festivals & cultural occasions. The Armidale show had exhibits online. Good leadership, people who are
willing to stand up and participate. Sport needs a big boost. We have the facilities, we need to use them more
We need mechanisms to connect people across communication silos. Security of finances, health & housing for
people. Its important to know where we come from - more than just the history of our white settlement. We need to
acknowledge & embrace our very very long cultural history. The interconnections in the community, like sport are
very important in regional communities. Arts & culture are also important connectors, like the Autumn Festival that
Some form of public communication, Armidale has lost its newspaper. The University and Council and others doing
things they wouldn’t do if there was public scrutiny, and lots of people don’t know anything about it. When people
know whats going on in the community, when there is adequate public scrutiny. Where a lot of different points of
Trust between people. Equality & egalitarian society. People feeling secure. Lots of opportunities for community
events. Horizontal power structures, equal access to agency. Decision making at the lowest level it can be done. The
Wise & kind leadership. Socially safe & inclusive. Lots of social and cultural activities. Learning growing, changing
constantly. Secure economic & resource base. Planetary health.
A lot more vibrancy than 40 years ago. It's changed, with people from other countries, and there's a higher
acceptance of that. Examples of vibrancy: Art works, Marsupial Park, the Railway, but there's still a way to go…
Resilience: It's complex, but the stronger the community, the more resilience. Need to acknowledge what people are
Vibrancy: is something the community does, separate from government. Multiculturalism is now here, and it seems
like a different place e.g. Fiesta Fusion in Peel Street adds a real spark to the place. City now opened up to a lot of
arts/entertainment (needs more).Resilience: needs solid government services, but comes down to the community
and volunteers. Volunteers may be more important here than in the big cities. compare the bushfire response, the
Hierarchy of needs - basic needs first - all that has to be there before resilience and vibrancy in the community. Need
social connections so that people can access services. When that connection's there, then community can be
resilient (e.g. in disasters). Need connections between public and private and community. Red tape can get in the
way of community volunteers. Vibrancy applies to community organisations as well. It's hard for me, I'm interested
Basic needs of living need to be addressed first - income, housing, then a sense of connection. I worry that there's a
constant push on 'growth' and money. Safety and a sense of connection is important.
People, as individuals, have to be caring, and express that in any way they wish. I'm not as happy as I used to be
because no leadership in the three layers of government. For example, Multicultural Tamworth organised the first
Fiesta in Peel Street, but no advertising because there was a fear of 'rednecks'. This is now OK, but it's hard to get
Great services - health, education.
People from different backgrounds. I don't like the word resilience, belonging is a better word.
Engaged, responsive and dynamic leaders. Effective communication within the community, so that people know
what's going on, what the leaders and bureaucracy are doing and intend to do. Facilities for community activities,
sports, markets and culture. Inclusive and caring support for those who are less fortunate.
Diversity: a level of acceptance of different thoughts and ideas. Growing stronger from hard and difficult times, and
being able to stick together and look after each other (such as during the drought).
Inclusivity, respect and acceptance (more than tolerance). Diversity in culture. Openness. Good communication
within the community. The quality of relationships. Good support networks: physical, psychological, emotional.
Preparedness for issues and hardship. Leadership which comes out of a good, strong community rather than topDiversity, and tolerance of it, such as Armidale High with mix of kids from academic, farming, Greens and National
Party backgrounds. Opportunity to meet and understand different views and values,which balances things out. Fairly
vibrant and robust economy. Celebrating and supporting education, arts and sport. Leadership which looks after the
Supportive (not critical) and healthy relationships. Connections within the community. Random bumping in to people
Sense of community. Help when things get tough, e.g. mental health services. Community ties.
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Opportunity to be involved, Make opportunities more available for people, e.g. Community Gardens, with Council,
People you know and get together with, Time to think about and discuss matters that are important and what can be
Being a long way from the capital cities which makes for a resilient community, UNE (money, open mindedness,
thirst for knowledge and learning new things), Exposure to new things.
Diversity of people from different backgrounds, experiences and cultures, Where everyone can contribute in
different ways, Some economic opportunities (e.g. Bendemeer outlier and lifestyle village), Making sure we're
Diversity and inclusion is massive to make a resilient community, Seeing people from all walks of life, Exposure to
people from different backgrounds, Makes us more conglomerate and resilient community.
Involvement with local decisions and fun community activities
Inclusivity, creativity, tolerance, opportunities are important - both employment and participation in cultural life.
One that gets together to share experiences, Remembers and listens to each other, Makes decisions respectfully,
Encourages people to participate (most important), be part of the community, Empathetic rather than Apathetic.
Diversity, Arts & Education, Lack of entitlement.
Being able to be self-empowered, to not agree with decisions being made for us, Arts.
Diversity. Public institutions that enable the meeting and overcoming of barriers and prejudices, e.g. public schools
Meaningful work. Creative opportunities. Sustainability - e.g. local community energy, local micro energy generation.
Equal access to services, especially for marginalised groups such as the elderly. Compassion.
A healthy environment. A diverse population and diversity of jobs. Good education system. Social justice, minimising
inequality. The arts. Large community events bringing people together. Respectful local Council.
Vibrant: concentration on the arts. Resilient: Community concentration on the environment
Diversity - age and culture, the more diversity the better. Tolerance. Business and employment opportunities for
those who want to work, and especially for the young. Cultural and sporting opportunities.
Diversity, diversity, diversity. Embrace the fact that some people hate art. All views have to be there. Healthy soil,
healthy food. Health. Micro energy. We have to live within our means: especially water and energy.
Interdependence. Sustainability.Working together, not at cross purposes.Collective spirit/community spirit. Human
A safe healthy environment and climate, and an understanding of our responsibility that it only gets better. And trust
in each other right through the community.
Those with the gold make the rules. Find the people that can make the difference – ie those with influence. Pull
those lists together locally and nationally. Honesty and integrity is the ideal.
Job opportunities. Housing with good water. A sense of community – people will gather together and do things
together. Gathering at village events, not just town.
A community that communicates, is inclusive, has respect and regard for all members of the community. Supportive
community – rural fire services, sports groups and other volunteering. As well as support for those in the community
People. Resilient people and feeling accepted and a sense of purpose. They will commit if they feel a sense of
purpose and acceptance – for example racism.
Connecting and support and being able to access it. Trusting in leadership within the community. Inclusiveness
makes both. Recognising that Tamworth community is made from many different groups of people. Innovation – we
are innovative because country people have to be – many people just getting on with it.
Diversity is the answer. A place for everybody to feel connected regardless. The other side is having access to arts
and arts community. Really important as it is representative of our voices. The events/exhibitions that come to town
Agree with other. Not just support from neighbours, but services and councils. Good services boost the vibrancy in
the community. Balance is somethings that would bring resilience. Balance seesaw in community - access people’s
passion and sufferances and bring their knowledge to the table. Great for council to embrace ideas and structures
from those who have experienced differences and difficulties. Be able to access the programs to help community be
Agree with diversity. Different skills and talents to town with the opportunity to express their vision. Resilience
needs social connection with neighbours, volunteer groups. Nurturing of Leadership that these volunteer groups
bring. Pushing in different directions and engendering change. Resilience – self-sufficiency – farmers markets over
Resilience has to be about connecting with each other and having support – neighbour, family or friend. Feeling they
have someone to rely on. Vibrant – diversity makes for vibrant community and participation.
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Engagement is the key. Been here only four years, and new people can put people off, with their expectations, but if
you engage in what's happening - such as eating out, going to events, supporting what's on offer.
Not very engaged in the community, but upset that there are lots of kids whose families can't afford weekend
activities such as sport , and so they're not gettingthat experience. Unemployed parents are too poor to pay. So for a
vibrant community you need to start with the little children, and give them hope.
Many people from different cultures who interact with each other. Food from different cultures. Being inclusive events where people mix. Different cultures introduce new ideas, so we can act on new ideas. It's European, but
need to be more inclusive. Need sharing and acceptance. I'm sorry that the GI community didn't welcome refugees,
Vibrancy comes from diversity - cultural,ethnic,social, and age. Resilience stems from leadership - the consistency
and strength of leadership, in terms of culture and community sector.
Think a connected community is a vibrant community, being able to draw on those elements. Economic componets
of resilence, environment resilence ok, diversity of employment essential for resislence, think we are probably on
On superficial level, vibrant musicial community, covid hit everything inclduing town centre and Council not helped.
Council too much squabbling, need to be open about the future. More professionalised Council, needs to more
economically focussed, but in same doing voters are to blame. If economic successful, the rest will follow.
Inclusivity, poorly served by Councils, so no filtering down of leadership. Need to repair damage from poor
management. Takes trust in leadership, with vision and forsight
Shared ownership for overall community wellbeing. One town, one cluster of people. Basics are met first, then bells
and whistles come next eg roads need upkeep over a hydro pool. Don't feel can do attitude in community.
Complacency, which is death to a vibrant community. No service mentality, either in retail or services. Felt this in
Overarching, cultural and social mix, engagement, critical mass to make this happen. Safety important. Town gone
backwards, initial attraction seems to have retreated. Covid has highlighted this. Decline in motivation, without
Young people, and activities for them. Progressive Council helps, see constrast between Canberra, particulatrly
natural environment. A vibrant centre of town, this has declined plus shops.
Diverse population, inclusive population
good diversity and inclusivity and multicultural opportunity, Inclusivity in economic participation in the community
and work, opportunities to bring back/keep the younger generations, good leadership and representation - feel it is
things that bring people together eg a diversity of Arts and Causes, good communication about whats on, sharing
and looking after each other, celebration of local areas/streets etc
acceptance of difference, diverse cultures and experiences, good education opportunities esp TAFE, Arts and Music,
active involvement in Community projects
a community with a healthy social life - involves inclusivity, diversity of ages and cultures, diversity of industry and
Place where people feel safe and can participate in setting the community direction and their own destiny, a place
where people feel they belong and can trust each other
A broad demographic and cultural range; one demographic is the death of community - need a mix of ages. The
community needs to be big enough to have a full age range, and not young people leaving. Community engagement
needs a demographic breadth - Armidale needs more young people to return. A sense of belonging means people of
Interaction with tolerance.
Vibrant: community participation e.g. International celebrations, farmers' market, book launches, art shows, music
performances, festivals, international food. For resilience: Councils supporting people's ideas and listening to the
public; transparency; local members (State and Federal) need to act on issues raised by groups; easy access to
In the population:- good genes, health,energy,income, housing, belonging. In the community:- diversity, some
equality, access to help, confidence. We need leaders with enthusiasm for causes, and ability to attract followers by
their confidence and good PR skills and organisation - the power of communication to gain trust. Diversity can help
with vibrancy, opposing sides of causes adds to vibrancy. Living with the ups and downs of causes can lead to
resilience - it develops the acceptance of reality (hard times help resilience). Sense of local community and common
(pass)
Connections to ourselves for mental health, and connections to others, all others, through community.
Respect for the community at large
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Educational establishments in Armidale makes for a vib rant community. Artistic expression. Opportunity to express
oneself. Opportunity to be productive, both in employment and in inner life. These make for a vibrant social sphere,
and that builds a sense of community. Being part of a community means that people then look after each other.
Liveability, and the ability to have a job. Important to have job structure - need jobs for young people. Diversity of
culture, ethnicity, religions, age groups. More important that you have the ability to live well and comfortably.
Resilience is often in the individual. Vibrancy = energy = young people. Have to include younger people. We should
aspire to multiculturalism, acceptance, tolerance, and these will lead to a resilient community. Can do your own
Connectedness. Collaboration between organisations e.g Uni, TAFE Schools. Community gatherings, markets,
festivals, U3A, music, eisteddfods. Multiculturalism, acceptance of others, tolerance. Allowing people a voice.
Traineeships are important - school is not for everyone, and people need to feel good about working.
Community participation and interaction is important. Festivals and celebrations (covid has stopped some of that).
Access to services, especially for older people, and knowlegde of services. A range of age groups is good. Good
Connectivity. Subsets of society to come together. Need a Council that supports minority and ethnic groups to come
together. Need security around resources e.g. water security - need to know that the local Council can be relied on
Interconnectivity; cultural expression; people have capacity for productive work life. Lots of community groups and
volunteering.It can be a bit compartmentalising, but if the divides can be bridged, then the community becomes
more vib rant and resilient. Important to reach out across the divides.
Diversity across everthing - culture, faith, nationality, etc.. Accepting and celebrating diversity. Strong support
services: mental health, wellbeing, neighbourhood centre, Centrelink.
People from all different walks of life and backgrounds. Access to opportunities and experiences. Fostering
understanding and morale. Specific support systems for regional communities, e.g. addressing distance for students
to travel to participate in things, like debating. Community works together to address these regional shortcomings.
Diversity - ethinicity, religion, socio-economic. Support systems. Opportunities for different groups to interact, rather
than going about their own lives in individual pockets, and sharing what they have to offer.
Willingness to accept and adapt to change. Investing in young people, such as UNE, and giving opportunities to have
their say - Council, neighbourhood centres, anywhere. Youth, who bring vibrancy & fun to the community.
Cultural diversity. Azidi students and refugees, influencing a resilience in other students too. New shops, food
outlets, e.g. Azidi. Being accepting and willing to take on more refugees.
Access to health, education and affordable housing. Vibrancy is helped by access to education, sports, art. If there is
real access, then everyone would join in, and so you'd get crossover between people coming together.
Diversity and respect (towards different groups and opinions). Although there is poverty, there are cushions and
supports. Volunteering helps with vibrancy and resilience. The Ezidis demonstrate resilience.
A variety of cultures - not just tolerate, but celebrated. Volunteering builds a lot of resilience. Importance of the local
Council so that the community is led by people who consult.
A broad demographic, not just one or two groups of people - a wide range. A community that has good leaders, but
enough 'indians' who will get in and turn up and make things happen. Need support from all levels of government
(irrespective of party). A good community needs to be aware of future threats e.g. changes in communications, new
kinds of industries. A community where poverty is recognised and support is available so as to avoid community
Support through adversity for all groups with the community that encompasses all our diverse group LGBTI,
multicultural, mental health and basically ensuring that each group have the appropriate support and that
community liaison means they are listened to and respond to community needs with their voice not that the voice
Lea having collective community goal and vison of how we want our town to look, shared value around that,
diversity brings vibrancy and resilience, it’s a very diverse community now and I think that’s good, collectiveness
We are going through tough time as a nation and a world, if we think back to 12 months and just how much drought
how much communities supported each other, working together to stay positive in such a really hard time it really
goes to show community come together nearly the opposite from the Australian culture do it on your own, do it
yourself, mate ship. I think it allows you to become involved I come from really small country town, I still get that feel
I think having access to inclusive community events for varied interests and various groups, inclusive so everyone
can attend, making community having community feel, especially of things people haven’t had access to or been
exposed to especially people who have lived here all their lives and lived nowhere else, if your community stays
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inclusion and diversity within communities open up our eyes to things that are stigmatised and put into bracket of
shame, having people come forward , and going forward different kinds of festivals and educating the community
Diversity will bring innovative industry, active retail, active artistic and cultural, feel engaged, good education
Celebrates arts and environmental concerns. Need local govt to be more transparent. Need to use social capital that
Concur with given views
Vibrant is diversity of views and listen to other people, working together and informed community. Resilence is
through lens of natural resource management. It is ability to adapt and manage change. It also requires good
a community that has opportunity for space to showcase ethinic events, needs job opportunities and needs to
Vibrant is about rates of participation in all activities. Diversity and tolerance and participation, needs to meet needs
of all residents, economic, cultural and community services
Resilience for me is about having community that is diverse, diversity bring opportunities but understanding. Blown
away by the culture that exists within Tamworth brings that vibrancy and brings people new experiences and that
builds resilience. We are fortunate to have the growth in terms of new business, we have a good balance between
industry, ag, large employers that help to bring that resilience and a focus on health that helps to underpin that
resilience of health outcomes. Some people in Tamworth might say diversity its negative but that brings
Resilience in country town comes from things that we are faced with the country side of living, having a different
makeup that builds resilience; vibrancy comes from everything we’ve said, café, pubs restaurant, parks as a city.
Been a shift in senior, younger workers in council. Passion projects, making Tamworth bigger, better more diverse,
starting to show, cool things going on in the region, events over the last 5- 10 years, diverse society a wider range of
different occupations, peoples and culture living here now, my neighbourhood in lockdown, making jam and
dropping off spinach, really nice sense of community in our street and a diverse range in our street. We are on the
Employment, workforce and business perspective. We are not reliant on one industry, diversification of lots of
industry, so there are other areas support it through covid flood and fire and drought. Tamworth has that great
support network, chamber and council great mentors and resilience to pivot and diversify with their work having a
mix of different industry leaders make it resilient, happy with the blueprint 100 goals leads to vibrancy beautification
The community supports local businesses, promotes entrepreneurial initiatives.
A lot to do with diversity. Important to have community spaces where you can make connections with others. For
resilience you need good leadership – good, honest, transparent people. Locals supporting locals; looking out for
This has been brought out by the pandemic: the community supports each other, supports local businesses. This is
Vibrant: the people, the businesses, the sports groups.
Resilience: generally in the country, because people suffer (droughts, fires, pandemic) they also support each other.
Community events, eg Markets, Xmas in Mall, University events, people being able to get on
Diversity, needs to be opportunity for education and employment. Vibrant arts community
Diversity, events that happen annually for whole community to see diverstiy
Important to take in feedback from community, local events bring in diversity and exposure> keep improving town
Community voice to be heard, public representation, local news, local events
Individuals and families in society have to be financially secure, so they can pursue other activities – culture/sport
etc. Some people are excluded from community activities because can’t afford, and their children miss out.
Every child should enjoy the same educational advantages. I’m concerned that people don’t meet each other outside
their own group.
Good things are markets, festivals e.g. Guyra Trout Festival that everyone can take part.
The community to feel they’re part of the decision-making. Many people feel left out.
Safety is important – good police/ambulance services.
Access to health and housing for all.
People being able to lead safe, decent and reasonable lives.
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Volunteering – though shortages now because of covid lockdowns. Need good transport, in and out.
Tolerance of difference.
Age range, people having children, so there’s a mixed community.
Community so children can be free and secure.
Appreciation of students, including from overseas.
Vibrant: A lot of things: a good economy, good jobs, opportunity for wealth creation. A reasonably high standard of
living, with as few as possible missing out.
A good cross-section of cultural and sporting opportunities.
Armidale is vibrant, with an eclectic mix of people on Council, this interesting mix is a strength and a weakness!
Resilience: Pride in the city, a feeling of being part of the community.
The tornado (2 days ago) – the community came together in the crisis.
Pride has to be engendered by the elected members – representing what we feel.
The academic background makes Armidale vibrant and interesting. Clean air, good internet, good access to radio and
Education, economic opportunity, and employment.
Markets, cultural events.
Well-paid jobs that enable families to be supported on one income so that there are more possibilities for
volunteering, which means more community groups that can give back to the community.
A thriving arts sector that's well-funded. Having good education inc. TAFE and schools. A respect for inclusion and
championing of all types of people. NOT a toxic masculinity environment. Resilience comes through the arts - it's not
all about making money, community needs a lot more than jobs - need all this other stuff.
Inclusion. For marginal people to be included and have good support. Good health services. Climate action. Good
levels of physical, social, and mental health, and environmental health.
Investing in all the generations - small towns can die of ageing population. Need fresh young people who want to
live, to stay to invest. A resilent community can survive disasters. Need to invest in innovations for each generation To do with having jobs, and things happening i.e. employment, a diversity of employment, varied kinds of jobs which
provides a diverse base for other things. Diversity and resilience.
Difficult to answer. Everyone agrees we want resilience, for thousands of years we’ve been trying for that.
Employment important. Good green spaces and pedestrian areas in town and streets and neighbourhoods being
safe. Don’t want ‘jobs and growth’ but rather good spaces to live in. Diversity is a massive strength. Important to
create cross-dialogue between groups. Higher education helps with diversity and people are able to have dialogue
It’s a broad question. The connectedness of community – lots of different groups – helps make it vibrant and
Never seen a community so much into rugby, especially women’s. This connects everyone, builds teamwork. Lots of
People are the key. Getting out of their houses and participating (we lost a bit in the last 2 years with covid). But it
takes 2 years to get an appointment with a psychiatrist, not good. Vibrant/resilient is different for different people.
Sport (hockey) is good; orchestras are good. It’s what people want it to be: the key is people participating.
The amount of diversity – I’m grateful to have that. I wish for a gay bar. There’s room for growth.
Yes, room for growth of more activities. Having the two high schools was good, and wish they’d stayed separate. The
move to one big school was bad, forced from outside and not done well.
Stable, meaningful employment. Community engagement forges connections between people, and helps
Versatility and opportunity. Here there’s variety: Indigenous culture; UNE; Education – this variety creates
opportunities for career growth, and there are niches here that bigger cities have. This vitality can recognise a
Diversity of opportunities for all ages and interests. People from all backgrounds and levels of education
participating. Can happen better in slightly smaller communities but they don't always have the employment to
maintain their young people. People known for their skills and drawn on when needed. Everyone mixes in with each
Diversity of people and employment. People that are accepting of each other. Resilience - being supported no
matter what is happening. Being supportive of each other in good times and times of need.
Communities that aren't reliant on a single industry or a couple, that have a few things going on, otherwise it is hard
for people to go outside of the mainstream. Armidale has a strong rural sector as well as health and education, and
this makes it more vibrant and resilient. During a drought still have people with an income, even within the same
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Respect and celebration of difference. We want differences and want them to co-exist peacefully and happily. A
spread of things that keep the town ticking over, employment, resources etc. If you have a downturn in one area
other areas keep people going. Having sporting facilities, things for young people to do - places where people can
Leadership, good leadership. Community. Good business ethics. How we treat each other. Welfare of others.
community helping each other. Treating people as people rather than commodities. The value of people should not
be commodified – it does happen particularly in the last ten years. How does community treat it’s vulnerable is how
we judge our community. I think we do that in Armidale. I would like to see it spread out more.
The closeness of things helps vibrancy. It’s not long to get to something that can weave a thread with a like minded
person. The meeting with music is joyful and helps, as does productive meeting. More communities that just the
human, we have birds and the natural world, it is extraordinary. The health of the atmosphere helps it be resilient.
Safe public social spaces that are accessible by all. Concerned by privatisation of public spaces – mall used to be
much more of a meeting space. Many things that are fantastic in that regard so bookshop community asset. Uni
does pump money into the town. What make its vibrant is a good social security system – fight against the widening
Agree would like to see the tolerance in Armidale spread out more. Variety and mix of people from different social,
cultural, linguistic, stage of life backgrounds. And within that having a sense of social responsibility –that manifests
itself so that channels of communication are facilitated between everyone. Mutual respect. Fostering shared values
Mutual respect touches in so many things. We can different but we can have each other’s back. Social responsibility
that comes with that. Comes down to communication – knowing what is going on. More giving and less taking.
Education tries to individualised, whereas we need a community/group focussed – teamwork is the way. Being open
Work together to achieve a lot more. More lateral thinking, too much is straight line - tunnel visioned. More vibrant
People with commitment, enthusiasm and initiative. Willing to be forward thinking. Not work on the premise that
Get together with groups. It's a new start with the pandemic.
Good communication. Diverse people. Inclusive. Council leadership. Innovation. Change. Conversation. Not
consultants making decisions for and on behalf of the community. People working together, opening up dialogue.
Diversity. Respected. Consider other people's views.
A significant number of people who are interested in making it a community, getting stuck in and doing things. Local
leadership. Council that supports ideas, rather than knock things on the head. Groups working together. Giving
Lot of events, well attended. Opportunities for people to run into each other (like the Mall). People out and about,
not stuck in their homes. Entertainment. Working bees, discussions. Things that engage people for play, fun and
working together. Pulling the cart together. A contributor as well as a consumer of things. Bar Finch. Not leaving it to
Clean air is essential. University.
People. Some sustainability around economy, social and environment. People, ideas, all ages. A school. People
Diversity of opinions, ideas and ages. Not stuck-in-the-mud. Willing to embrace change and move forward. Change
needs to be planned a bit. Be adaptable and flexible. Planning of where want to go and the steps need to take.
Participation for change. Inclusion Equality: leadership, women. Neighbourhood and community development:
knowing neighbours, able to rely on them. Community problem solving. Growing from relationships, that spread out,
not just top-down. Not expecting Councillors to read our minds. Interactive spaces for community to build
People. Communication. Good leadership, e.g. TRC Councillor coming to community. Diversity. People willing to say
what they think and ask questions of leaders. Action from Council and politicians.
Feeling of belonging and ownership. Interesting things and activities to do and be involved in. Personal relationships
and connections: community groups, sport, churches. TAFE. Parliamentary Representatives who are active and
Multicultural community (vibrant). Well informed community (facebook etc) Proactive local council interested in
business growth and great communication between community organisations and a working together approach.
Communal spaces, support of the arts. A shared vision (all on the same page) In order to be resilient we need better
Importance of the natural environment cant be overstated. Diversity of population- different languages and food.
Civic engagement including activities such as this (KTC). A vibrant community cares for its land and all its people
Environment and multiculturalism, Education (thinking clearly and communicating ideas freely against false politics
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Respect for all people and what they’re going through and what they can give to the community. An interest in the
people around us: friends and people in the community and being friendly to all. Allow people to have responsibility.
Not happening now and people feel lost. People feeling safe and listened to. Access to the universal (living wage)
that will see you through and allow you to save for holidays and other things for well being. Empathy and common
Secure jobs and work opportunities, access to necessary facilities. As people age, access to facilities such as aged
care, doctors, specialists. Access to the arts and music and culture grows the community and brings people together.
A proactive community with activities and sport. Without this, the community folds and people can't get together to
Shops, cafes sporting facilities art facilities so that people have choices about where to go and what to do creates
vibrancy. Resilience = diversity, housing, employment and engagement so people can engage in what’s going on in
the community. People being about to take hold of things and feel part of it. Facilities for all ages, including those
required as people age. We need a town centre
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Question 4. What suggestions, if any, do you have about how these issues could be
Climate change. Encourage better farming practises, more regenerative farming. More funding for Southern New
England Landcare, they do a great job with what they’ve got. Plant more trees people! The water cycle is crucial.
Knowledge, communication & understanding and process.
The university needs to reoccupy the space it used to have as a regional leader in innovation & education. The smart
farm is a great example of this but need more. Employment diversity; need to provide employment for semi-skilled
and unskilled people. The aboriginal community has a very low employment rate. Training is happening but jobs are
just not following – a racist barrier. Looking at aboriginal land management practises, fire management, food
production. Connect up land management jobs with these trained people. Corruption, access to government is
limited. Barnaby Joyce won’t meet with his constituents, but meets with mining executives. Agricultural
People need to be encouraged and not be put off by division and negativity.
The whole education, funding for preschools and TAFE, is really important for the economy. TAFE should also have
leisure, interest and art courses as well as vocational courses.
Create, recreate and augment, the process that enable regional leadership, forums, conferences and communication
mechanisms. This needs to be funded, they have been explicitly de-funded by Abbot, Joyce & Berejiklian. Those
mechanisms need to span everything from regional development, economic, government , social & environmental
leadership. The capacity building needed to go with this, training etc. The other solution is What Matters? Planetary
health, climate change, increasing rate of extinctions, soil loss and decline, failing fresh water – riverine – rainfall. We
need to make organic, biological and ecological life health central, foundational as an essential part of everything.
Government, law & policy through to our daily way of life work and culture. A profound increase in research,
education and technology, in areas that are regenerative, renewable, clean, symbiotic and biomimmicking. More
Suggestions: There are many tensions, and there are no easy answers. We need to say more, and we need to listen
We should do what the rest of the world is doing (re: climate change). In education we need a government that can
be brave - fund public education as well as we can to bring up to the perceived standards of private schools. "If you
think education is expensive, try ignorance." If public education were properly funded, there would be less violence,
Really hard to approach issues because of its history. Diverse representation needed at all levels especially Council
which should represent the community. Identity being tied in to faming is problematic, especially re: water e.g.
cotton. Need to start to break down that identity by diverse representation on Council.
communication and education re: climate change is needed - working towards renewables, energy efficiency. Very
worried if the region will survive. Need to improve services, especially mental health - comes back to lack of
Defund private education. 5 need more community involvement in local government, especially water - there's new
1 need to see clean energy as an economic opportunity. 2 Gonski was destroyed (Coonabarabran HS has a nonfunctioning toilet block, having to wait years to fix). Everyone has opinions about education - Mark Latham is
insidious and evil, he needs to be shafted. 3 Bring back Commonwealth Scholarships; end HECS; all that talk about
recruiting 'brightest and best' when it's all about pay and conditions.4 The Medicare number should be attached to
an area (geographic) rather than an individual doctor, as it is now 5 Education, aged care should be nationalised. 6.
1 stop ShenHua coalmine, and stop Narrabri Gas. 2 Civic expansion need to focus on what that means, rather than
Federal ICAC. Transition policy to renewables.
companies not paying tax. Public money being siphoned off to mates of politicians. Better funding and the way
resources are used and directed, e.g. not just more money like to Aboriginal communities. More renewable energy,
though not all over the place, and better management of energy, e.g. street lights on all night could be switched on
and off. Taking a long- not short- term approach.
Youth and Aboriginal issues need services like Backtrack. hey way we do capitalism and focus on economic growth:
instead should focus on healthy people creating a healthy economy.
Capitalism and the economy leading every decision, whereas it should be informing them. Paying higher taxes,
having a better quality of life, free education and dental care. A simpler life, we have more than we need. JobKeeper
not including universities. Make Centro purely business and move retail back into the Mall. Put a skate park in the
Mall. Give feedback from submissions to Council. Renew Armidale. Take an inter-generational approach, rather than
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Early intervention, e.g. health, for families, ante-natal onward, support for mothers, dyad, children, especially their
first three years. We're too left brain, economic and money driven, not enough right brain with emphasis on
relationships. Health model is urbanised and needs to be community driven, needs-based, addressing gaps.
More mental health services. Investment into good quality and diverse housing, e.g. for single people and families,
being diverse and in different sizes. Attract professional services here, e.g. psychological. Investing in the services we
Take the plan that we've used for Covid to plan for how we're helping the environment, Using scientists. Money for
dam better spent on community, education, organise things. Spend time with people from Vietnam to make them
Huge educational campaign, like Covid-19, get serious about it, immediate. Greta Thunberg. Decarbonising the
atmosphere, Different farming methods, crops, maybe less animal agriculture, Away from fossil fuels for electricity,
transport, Renewable energy, Reduced consumption (really tough one), Post-consumer society. Trust the experts.
Empower more voices in these spaces, particularly Aboriginal cultural knowledge, More opportunities for knowledge
sharing, Depth of Aboriginal knowledge, rich knowledge, medicinal, birds, (sense of loss and trauma from this, so
could provide some healing and life the whole community). Better leadership in how our leaders frame our
communities, work collectively to lift those at the bottom end, and change how people are feeling. Start with Local
Government, how they work with Police, e.g. higher crime rates, instead of it getting stigmatised. A higher level of
NDIS incentives to attract providers to rural areas (vs centralised in cities), Pull resources together to address climate
change, Government to act on the scientific consensus and facts (not moral).
Regulation and monitoring of water, Ongoing training for 'professional' politicians, e.g. environmental, on a regular
Land clearing needs to be re-regulated, Process to improve ethical and honest leadership, This! Good planning
controls, Process to see local/regional governments aren't captured by vested interests, Independent and balanced
mass media is vital, not optional, Better education understanding our democratic system, civics for school students
Recognition and action on climate change. More accountable representation, Move away from Party to Individual
voting, Honour promises, Better access to politicians, Better diseemination of the truth.
This (WM?) is the beginning.
Not put mines in the food bowl, safe cycleways (e.g. Uralla to Armidale along the railway). Not losing the memory of
what it's like to be in drought (as it can change so quickly once again).
1. needs attention to soil and water - water has been co-opted by lobbyists. Need ICAC especially for water. 3. (aged
care) Fiasco in private hands, need better regulation/staff ratios. 4. Need Universal Basic Income.
1. on climate change, want strong Government action - need to change the way we use energy and recognise
diversity in farming practice. 2. on generational change: free tertiary education, free TAFE, and emphasis on
1. on climate change: especially looking at water, more monitoring, more metering, and more funding for research.
Surface and ground water/bore water.Lo0cally, reconsider Malpas Dam plans. 2. on biodiversity: stop landclearing 3.
education funding: redistribute from private to public schools. 4. change bail/remand system esp. for juveniles
1. science-based leadership 2. leadership from politicians and artist re: 'difference'. 3.redistribute some of Australia's
1. region as an eco-system. See col 'D'
1.Active decentralisation, not just re-location of major institutions, but allowing locals to create. 2. Link water and
carbon cycles to create the utopia that addresses climate change. 3. So many unhealthy people. Get the soil right,
Policy change and action at every level and every sector. Housing, transport and agriculture. Don’t come out of
crisises using the same ways. Need to build a biophilic culture with local initiatives to regenerate soils, vegetation
Eliminate state government and the senate be made up for each LGA around Australia.
Policy change – especially med students to rural locations and TAFE. Need good green areas built into developments,
Need governments at all levels willing to put in change of climate change. To support agriculture to focus on those
climate change issues. Inverell Council is quite good. Health? The Queensland model puts student into rural areas
which seems to work. They learn a lot of rural areas. Building hospitals does not make better doctors. Education,
teachers need to be put back into TAFE, good for students that struggled in school, not just putting them onto
computers. Local members need to be more than handing out money to local sporting facilities. Need to be creating
How to get long term planning into the system. Moving to a regional government might provide answers, or
investment in local government, to then invest locally.
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More links between community groups and leaders. Really liked participant who said - just ask those who are
impacted. Agree TAFE needs to be strengthened. Corporate space needs to engage. More women in leadership
Driven at state/federal level – access to internet that works and at a price comparable to metro cousins requires
billions of investment. Health has made progress with doctor training out of regional centres (Armidale / Newcastle /
CSU). Only works for general not specialisations – the latter only happens in the city, how do we do this regionally?
Business will be driving climate change solutions. Maybe it is generational change, so will happen as the older
generation dies out. Climate change has been weaponised in the political landscape. Covid “gas led recovery”.
Grassroots programs so much better for supporting local communities. Centrelink – Job Services so much loss and
waste. Including training – TAFE – trades have to go elsewhere to study. Welding only offered in Sydney. We have
given up so much of core skills. Commercialising services does not work – grassroots capacity building is the answer.
Working with Backtrack – pro bono support to set up IT environments that they can use. TAFE has a great model –
Proper fines for environmental damage. Resilience in smaller communities – life changed under CDEP (Community
Development Employment Program) shut down, because it kept the men employed during small duties and gave
structure and purpose. So crime rate decreased because the men had meaningful work locally. Increase mental
health wellbeing. Helped people in community. Now people have to travel to Tamworth, still no program so no work.
Services set people up to fail – putting ex-cons into housing surrounded by users – not set up for success. Services
not listening – 3 mths so too short so not applicable for counselling. Judicial system needs to change – backwards
Aboriginal communities and groups are part of the solution. Has been some disconnection due to dispossession but
the knowledge is still there . Land Council here has been involved with Crown Lands to assess blocks and have come
back together to assess ways to manage. Aboriginal ways of managing knowledge about the environment are very
important. My understanding that traditionally people within the group has specialities. Local council is critical to
showing leadership on creating balance across the whole community – how to manage services within the correct
More than renewable sector, also waste & transport. We need to supercharge innovation. Why can’t we have a
facility in Tamworth for recycling textiles and glass. Set up micro-factories to recycle old plastic textiles. Can create
employment while reusing. Acceptance of climate science and a policy environment that shows movement in the
People should stand up. I'm running for Council - local issues (trees cut down, feedlot in water catchment) prompted
this - hope to get a seat at the table where local decisions are made.
Need for government reps that actually represent the people.
1 Need to educate people about climate change. 2 Should have rule of 30% of income as rent for ALL tenancies.
Govt has abrogated its responsibility for the welfare of people especially in housing.
not enough awareness of what is available. Would be better to aggregate services and combine the information, so
that people can get help in this town. More education is necessary on the environment. Can't keep going on with
this ignorance and disinformation. e.g. with the mouse plague, need to compensate farmers harmed by this, rather
Need to stop seeing ourselves as Armidale only, need to look beyond to all NorthWest, need a more unified

Business Services hub might help, to provide infrastructure for small businesses. A large scale in depth retail market
reserach required to help. Use sticks for landlords who have long vacancies, looks bad and makes town look empty.
Training centres, repurpose TAFE, so skills and trades required are actually taught there. Intern programs for uni
Energy, potential to jump on evolution in wind/solar, but still more opportunities, so need positive leadership.
Need more consultation with commuity at any level.
implement government inquiry recommendations
address climate change, use climate change to drive regional employment, make the funding of the ABC nonpolitical/independent better recruitment and accountabilty UNE
Employment opportunites. do a needs analysis and match training to the needs identified,
fines for long term vacancy
fines for long term retail vacancy, incentive scheme to encourage people to swap to other heating options
telehealth and incentives for medicos to move here, both mental health and dental improved and included in
Medicare, too many city based decisions affecting regional and rural communities. Regenerative ag, more innovation
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1. Need to clean up and fix this problem in our region. 2. People should read 'The Winter Road' by Kate Holden, and
think globally, act locally. 3. Need innovative approaches to environmentally sustainable economic development. 4.
Needs more money spent on transport,inc. longer runway at airport. AND Meaningful change comes from
community. A need to learn from similar-sized towns e.g. in a small town in Tasmania made big changes by following
an idea from the local community to focus on mountain biking and is now a tourist destination. So, encourage
people to have ideas/ suggest new things, then find money for them. Sideline politics. Get commercial innovation,
1. Not rocket science: a 19th century service costa as much as a fast service (3 hrs to Sydney) 2. There should be a
tutor assigned for each 5 students to help and support them, academic and social/community help. They should
receive a package when they arrive, with welcome from the Mayor, and information about such matters as recycling,
1. Need train with fast connection to Sydney and Brisbane; air fares should be cheaper; need electric car charger
stations; improve parking arrangements at UNE. 2. Subsidise solar and wind 3. Need incentives to incfrease
population. AND need strong representatives at State and Federal level - this region is being left behind.
1. Council should get funding to be the umbrella for all the sites that deal with local events/what's on/armevents etc.
If no free newspaper, someone has to take the role. We need more publicity for our area/tourist promotion.
(pass)
Need legislation and action at all levels - government, business, community to protect our freedoms. Note that
education doesn't lead to action, we've had education about climate change, but no action. Suggest people read
1. Fracking is a threat to clean water. Any poisonous substance put into the ground will affect water, so we need to
protect water. 2. Could we research better and cleaner methods for scouring, so we can keep the whole process in
2. Need some sense of accountability at local, state and Federal levels of government.
1. People's ignorance allows builders to build poor houses, the profession doesn't lead, and follows capitalistic
values. Needs State Govt action. Should follow CSIRO standards on solar design. 2. More education and information
1. Need more professional mental health workers. More psychiatists.
4. Building codes should demand solar passive design and water economy. 6. More accessible information about
n/a
1. More funding, and more awareness. More courses, e.g. need more trade teachers, and aged care training, and
more vocational courses for Ezidis. 2. Building standards should be tightened. They're shitty.
We need an upsurge from the community, to impress on leaders how important community is!
Higher Centrelink benefits, e.g. Covid. Long-term water resource planning, storage, etc. Electric vehicle charging
stations. Insulation. Solar rebates. Support for living in a changing environment. Emissions Trading Scheme. More
funding for health and medical services, and work-life balance for rural health workers.
More services, accssibility and reducing wait times. Incentivise and make it financially viable for people to stay in
Reviving local economy. Bring more jobs and industry here. Bring back department stores and services. Better plans
Financial and psychological assistance for small business owners.
None.
1. Need to generate innovative ideas e.g. Mall - engaging businesses, support through grants.Also need for more
events organisations that bring diverse people together. 2. We need to push back on young people only being
offered one kind of education, so drop out early. Need more educational choices for kids. Need to link school with
agriculture and other vocational opportunities. 3. Expand sport and cultural opportunities to make them accessible
to all youth, to connect them to the community. Need research and advocacy towards creative solutions for youth
1. Raise the age of criminal responsibility (currently 10 years!); Need for Aboriginal-run organisations to be
supported in innovations to address these issues, in a holistic way. 2. Need a creative plan for increased employment
4. Stop clearing subdivisions, leave some trees. Support more use of older houses and infill. 5. More support for
especailly music - NECOM needs to be noticed by authorities.
3. People could get together to support more bike/walk trails.
Need to be provide with physical solutions both zero emission plan both short and long term lots of discussion
around. Barnaby was being interviewed on HACK on triple J by a millennial her question was how are you going to do
this? All he could continue to ask was “how do you think, we should do this?” and I just thought ‘Do you not even
have a plan?!’ I am absolutely gob smacked at their lack of future focus. Hopefully we are going to be around for a
bit longer they are concerned about their political term. I’d like to see my grandchildren grow up and be happy and
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I think we just need a clean out and to get new blood in, there is the same old voice that go around and don’t take in
the diversity voice we have here.
Water mandating underground recycling system we could be putting in big new building and create your own water
of your roof that create your own water . Recently that we’ve just found out that they are going to build up an new
weir up near National Park on Namoi river for Tamworth. The impact on Manilla is not thought of, they are not the
sustainable fixes that do one thing and create major issue and someone else. We’re not taking in people voice,
people thinking it’s better for them but not for anyone else. Its also smack bang in middle cultural sites too.
I think we just need a clean out and to get new blood in, there is the same old voice that go around and don’t take in
the diversity voice we have here.
Water mandating underground recycling system we could be putting in big new building and create your own water
It gives me hope we have lovely cohort of registrars that going forward that they may come to stay on in our
community or small regional communities when they are qualified. Give support to people to come and try, students
newly trained health professionals teachers and other professionals chance to work in your community. Dove tail’s
into affordable accommodation and flexible accommodation options.
Big mines mean house prices crept up and make affordable housing difficult and so if you want to try it expand your
skills and enjoy rural medicine or rural teaching but house prices impacts that option. And then the daily worry for
the clients we see that we do have that affordable housing is such an issue for Maslow hierarchy of needs it is such
an important to wellbeing.
It gives me hope we have lovely cohort of registrars that going forward that they may come to stay on in our
community or small regional communities when they are qualified. Give support to people to come and try, students
newly trained health professionals teachers and other professionals chance to work in your community. Dove tail’s
into affordable accommodation and flexible accommodation options.
Big mines mean house prices crept up and make affordable housing difficult and so if you want to try it expand your
skills and enjoy rural medicine or rural teaching but house prices impacts that option. And then the daily worry for
the clients we see that we do have that affordable housing is such an issue for Maslow hierarchy of needs it is such
an important to wellbeing.
It gives me hope we have lovely cohort of registrars that going forward that they may come to stay on in our
community or small regional communities when they are qualified. Give support to people to come and try, students
newly trained health professionals teachers and other professionals chance to work in your community. Dove tail’s
into affordable accommodation and flexible accommodation options.
Big mines mean house prices crept up and make affordable housing difficult and so if you want to try it expand your
skills and enjoy rural medicine or rural teaching but house prices impacts that option. And then the daily worry for
the clients we see that we do have that affordable housing is such an issue for Maslow hierarchy of needs it is such
an important to wellbeing.
It gives me hope we have lovely cohort of registrars that going forward that they may come to stay on in our
community or small regional communities when they are qualified. Give support to people to come and try, students
newly trained health professionals teachers and other professionals chance to work in your community. Dove tail’s
into affordable accommodation and flexible accommodation options.
Big mines mean house prices crept up and make affordable housing difficult and so if you want to try it expand your
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More input into need from famers and elders in the community they understand the farming direction and I know
that there a lot of older farmers around when the dam was built that weren’t sort of consulted when chaffey dam
was built and it was in the wrong place. There needs More input there.
Renewable energy; all level of government right through need to have that plan in place to access and to use the
renewable energy. TRC has got they were going to put solar at AELEC but that got voted down. A lot more rate payer
input people that live here, I don’t think they take into account.
More input into need from famers and elders in the community they understand the farming direction and I know
that there a lot of older farmers around when the dam was built that weren’t sort of consulted when chaffey dam
was built and it was in the wrong place. There needs More input there.
Renewable energy; all level of government right through need to have that plan in place to access and to use the
renewable energy. TRC has got they were going to put solar at AELEC but that got voted down. A lot more rate payer
input people that live here, I don’t think they take into account.
More input into need from famers and elders in the community they understand the farming direction and I know
that there a lot of older farmers around when the dam was built that weren’t sort of consulted when chaffey dam
was built and it was in the wrong place. There needs More input there.
Renewable energy; all level of government right through need to have that plan in place to access and to use the
all levels of government need to get serious about funding services adequately and looking at close the gap initiative
if we want to be serious they need to make this top of the agenda. The right people to adequately tackle the
problem, it is starting to be a big problem in the regional areas for flow on effect, it impacts on everything on all
social determinants of health. We need to look at how we get the right funding to not just pilot program but an
ongoing service and inpatients service. Drugs are not going to go way as much we would like them to ? sourfe this as
an ongoing venture but the wider community too.
I think one being a home you wonder having more understanding why our rates have gone up and not seeing much
bang for our buck, what is we are paying for, having incentives for the normal rate payer show how we can access
solar, how we can get on board with economical and sustainable benefits, looks at ways in how to support us for
making a reaction everywhere.
all levels of government need to get serious about funding services adequately and looking at close the gap initiative
if we want to be serious they need to make this top of the agenda. The right people to adequately tackle the
problem, it is starting to be a big problem in the regional areas for flow on effect, it impacts on everything on all
social determinants of health. We need to look at how we get the right funding to not just pilot program but an
ongoing service and inpatients service. Drugs are not going to go way as much we would like them to ? sourfe this as
an ongoing venture but the wider community too.
I think one being a home you wonder having more understanding why our rates have gone up and not seeing much
bang for our buck, what is we are paying for, having incentives for the normal rate payer show how we can access
solar, how we can get on board with economical and sustainable benefits, looks at ways in how to support us for
making a reaction everywhere.
all levels of government need to get serious about funding services adequately and looking at close the gap initiative
if we want to be serious they need to make this top of the agenda. The right people to adequately tackle the
problem, it is starting to be a big problem in the regional areas for flow on effect, it impacts on everything on all
social determinants of health. We need to look at how we get the right funding to not just pilot program but an
Strong representative, act by individual example for Climate change
Need greater accountability and ICAC
Re-establish trees, need greater education because social media too destructive. Increase funding for education
more science. Planning for alternative energy
Need to understand sustainability limits, proper planning. Lots of renewable energy proposals, but no decent
Developing and supporting industry and businessess. Increase town education on saving water, need more forums
Take Climate change seriously and support renewables and emissions
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Elect better members of parliament, finding the right people is hard, the lack of anyone with any depth, passion,
there is no one out there, to dispose the federal member you’re going to need someone high profile, not too radical,
it’s really tough, need a tony Windsor someone of that ilk to give BJ a run for his money, in a lot of ways he has got
fantastic projects for the region but on a national scale he misses the mark.
People have got to be more willing to speak their mind, this is a great way to share our common voice, I hope it does
Access to health services it comes back to gaps to in professionals in town and why they can’t access in the first
place, get more jobs positions, it important to make it more inviting to work here, losing professionals in current
mental health service, contributes to the issues we are facing. Leaders in the community if you don’t have an
Climate Change seeing what other councils have done, workshopping those types of ideas and what’s been
successful for waste management, best way to move forward, I understand something is happening there.
Mental health: Retaining the professionals required to help
Keeping our elected humans limited on how many terms they can serve for, council is the same, there is just not the
diversity of ages. Communication of Adam Marshall as young person as no other elected leaders have.
Invest in women, each electorate to bring to the region education on female electorate. Have each electorate to
focus on a talent pool to bring people into the positions, to be surrounded by good leadership and governance,
educated.
Have a levy for private practice and a government support levy to enable them to have staff (admin) well paid, so
practitioners continue to see a lot of clients.
Good marketing campaigns to entice people to come to the regional areas. Amazing marketing campaigns to entice
There’s a lack of motivation to be progressive. This should come from the top – there’s no leadership. There are
outdated views, need more scientific literacy: about covid, climate change, weather etc. Better leadership could
Social issues: Lots of people are conservative and think that enough money goes into social issues, but it’s not
enough. Yes, there are good services and an influx of funding with recent reforms, but more needed.
Federal and State should look to more money for rural areas, needs rethinking, not just money. We’re lucky to have
good grassroots organisations.
Need more progressive attitudes. I’m involved in a solar farm project, but Federal level is causing problems, because
of big issue of keeping coal alive. This solar was going ahead, private enterprise, but stalemated because Angus
Taylor wants to keep coal. We need leadership to support diversity in agriculture and energy. Need to go towards
1. The proposed dam: Saying things just to make politicians look good. There’s no clarity, need costings, it’s all smoke
and mirrors. Tamworth is just a customer, but locals should get a say. 2. The recent support for the construction
More out of school opportunities, for those kids not in school
No response
Bringing services to kids at schools, utilise cultural centres we already have, eg Indigenous
Help young people to build friendships. Need more support for young people, more services in schools to help
disadvantaged/bullied kids. Need to build communication skills
More sporting and creative outlets for youth. TAFE courses should be increased as many cut
6. Distribution of assets could change to needs-based formula rather than bidding for them.
Need genuine communication about issues, via independent media.
1. More transparency re: local government.
1. Is it possible to include vacant farm cottages, now that less labour used on farms, if suitable, with school bus
service available etc?
2. Train should be promoted as tourist opportunity – beautiful trip.
The solution for security is employment.
No response
1. We need strong candidate to push the electorate to marginal status.
2. Don’t need thermal coal, because other solutions. But coking coal and other mining can’t be replaced.
3. The penalties for land clearing are too low.
4. Need water allocations – this will be a pain.
5. TAFE needs its funds back, and more skills training needed.
Political change - more progressive governments. More investment in the public sector.
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1. Investment properties pushing up house prices. Need support for solar panels on rentals. Encourage local
business. 2. Ban 'big steak' meals in pubs. Better regulation of run-off into creeks, and consider water recycling. 4.
Ban horseracing and greyhound racing. 5. Better investment in support and diversionary programs.
1. need to reduce woodsmoke. 2. there are a lot of disused mines that need to be cleaned up. 3. town water quality e.g. arsenic in Uralla water. 4. Need to invest in education on asthma (woodsmoke) and sun cancer.
1. Address the issue of climate change; stop coal. Note that the region could benefit from renewables.
1. Need proper rules for responsible land management, and give more power to local government councils to
enforce them. Especially an issue with smallholdings near towns.
2. Australia has real issues around managing the regions. There’s some recognition of this but not properly
addressed.
1. Need more local support for teachers – local government should speak out. Need to attract more teachers – every
day is a struggle for schools to get casuals.
2. Need more programs and information about sustainability.
1. Need bigger recycling bins
2. Flooding spots should be fixed during dry periods, so not needing to be closed off in heavy rain.
Need everyone talking to everyone. Should be able to say ‘this is the problem’ and then the representatives fix it. But
our state member and our federal member don’t talk to each other – to the detriment of the community. When
Tony Windsor was in, we got more funding federally. Don’t want pork-barrelling, but because we’re seen as a safe
Need to de-stigmatise homosexuality, with emphasis on safety.
1. It’s too late. It has to be realised it won’t work for the majority of kids and teachers.
2. Need a bit more economic growth, so people don’t have to have 2 or 3 part-time jobs.
3. Just do it.
1. Need to plan ahead and invest ahead of time to meet the needs of the population for e.g. specialist medical
services.
1. pressure for infrastructure has to come from government, including local government. Have let the infrastructure
go, for northwards transport esp. rail.
2. Should have been a debate/discussion about merging the 2 schools – there’s been a mass exodus of teachers.
Personal responsibility to become more aware. We are being polarised and divided and self-interest is too
preeminent. Electrifying Australia by reducing the carbon base, is really hopeful. Need people who can lead the
Education and Leadership. Is all about helping education and helping lead, we can all take a role in that. Some
significant paradigm shifts. We need good leadership at the top but leadership at all levels is really important and we
Restoring democracy. People in communities naturally gravitate toward good solutions but the narrative is being
distorted by vested interests, through media, lobbying and political donations. We are trying to solve things but are
If you are developing land for housing there should be disincentives related to things that are contributing to climate
change such as clearing vegetation and the ecological services they provide. If the activities are costing us and
costing the climate you must pay. Make it a source of employment to manage wild spaces, or programs like Work for
Climate Change – change of government – get one that will do something. Someone with vision, and someone with
real lived experience, not a career politician.
For our region we need a council that is more open, and a management where locals can access the information
about their decision making. Transparency. Used to live in Gippsland, council picked low hanging fruit to emissions
reduction – practical but made a real difference. Needs to be put on the council agenda here. Make Armidale a low
emissions showcase – to do that we need transparency, good governance and an active community. A good
Climate change – lack of accountability so we need to have a legal system that addresses this crime of species loss
and poverty. I crave a world where the rights of a river equal the rights of me. The health of the earth can be fought
for in a legal system. Their thefts equal to the theft of human property. Local newspapers that connected all these
Three things: federal ICAC because if there is corruption at that level nothing gets done. Emission trading scheme
across our entire country. Universal basic income – a family used to get by with three times annual income on one
wage, now ten times with both people working. Crowd sourced community newspaper – published by and for the
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To implement better vision and planning there needs to be continuing discussion and listening to different views.
Grass roots communication that feeds into something else is – this is a valuable structure. Local newspaper – in Boos
Books – is distributed was aiming to be a small beginning for that. Development – would love to see a map that
Proper planning – not just talk fests. We have lots of local experts – use them. A modern problem where we look
elsewhere for our experts. Sustainability planning is vital. Like the idea of Armidale becoming a beacon as a
sustainable cities. Creative arts and sustainability festival – highlight our street/public art using locals – their
expertise and expression. This is where different people can meet. ASC lots of builders came into town, rather than
Snouts in the trough. Lack of integrity. Unbelievable quest for money, e.g. rent for building used by elderly people
Constitutional review. Completely redo the governance of the country. Longer political terms, e.g. 5 years. Multimember electorates. Get rid of illicit funding of parties. Limits on electorate spending. A proper ICAC-type body.
Personal responsibility for preservation. Fines are ridiculous. Make more money from cutting down trees than the
fines. Same with shower water for plants. Do the right thing and hope other people will see it and do it too.
Cooperative housing. Adhering to policies on protecting habitat and land clearing. Learn from Borneo example.
Diversify the water supply. Encourage water collection and conserving water. Not hosing down driveways. Better
protection of habitat. Commitment from government, representatives and community on ways to protect wildlife
Coal will be going out of use. Take this seriously. Look at other places, e.g. Germany. Transition Plans for people
For elderly: improving footpaths, public transport, accessibility, websites, speaking clearly. Bring youth and elderly
together, 4yo and 14yo: share stories, create a website. ARM-EVENTS supports local communication. The Mall to
open up more, like evenings. Opportunities for people to come together, come up with ideas and be supported to
Go for quality of life, not growth, e.g. water security, GP access. Keep costs of living down. More online meetings in
winter (avoid smoke pollution). Save water rather than huge infrastructure to keep costs down. Taking advantage of
the Renewable Energy Zone. Better management of public funds by politicians, e.g. stop pork-barrelling. Give money
directly to the community to decide. Better planning, new developments, services, residential near transport,
People try to rebuild the centre.
Legislation and oversight of governance. Council to make us feel like we're involved.
Using empty spaces, e.g. old Centrelink building for inter-cultural and Aboriginal groups. Childhood expansion places.
Mental health spaces, e.g. medication, yoga. Places open to include people. Voting them out if they don't do what
we want them to do. Blockchain technology, e.g. buy local solar power direct. Collaboration, working together, join
up silos. Whole region run on crypto-currency technology (not products, e.g. Bitcoin). Young people's participation is
Do it ourselves: groups, write letters, discuss in the press. A local newspaper that deals with the issues. More
representative media. Relying on word-of-mouth.
Make representations, do something. Extend Hunter Expressway through Singleton and dual lane highway to
Murrurundi using royalties from Hunter mining. Water should be top of the list: recycling waste water. Overcome
growing inequality, maybe with taxation. No mining or fracking in prime agricultural land. Solar and wind farms put
Support from council re new businesses coming to town. Not only agreeing to allowing things coming to town, but
financial support as well. The town cant survive without this
Council to revitalise the mall
New mayor and new council. Weekly night markets in the mall both in summer and winter with local live bands. All
shops to open at this time and empty shops to be used as stalls. Soup kitchen every night with church and
community groups coordinating and using this as an opportunity to discover homeless people. Accommodation
More transition to sustainable energy sources
Have stricter rules around corruption and no consequences.
Local and state government to invest in community and public housing
Night markets with food and entertainment
Get the council thinking about local community
Gorges and bike trails to become sites for international tourism. Renewables need greater growth promotion. Town
centre needs revitalising. Winter markets are a great idea but they needs to be festive to draw people in. Proactive
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We need a strong TAFE and education options in general. More funding required and less of the competition for
funding under current model. Helping community to decarbonise instead of propping up fossil fuel industries. Ban
political donations as nothing gets done whilst fossil fuel industries are funding government. Stop neoliberalism
under mining TAFES etc and stop funding private, for profit RTOs and private enterprise. Limiting political ads on TV
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Q5 What do you think makes for a really good political representative?
Responsiveness to the community and willingness to listen. Two way communication between the representative
They have to be responsive, with open communication, being aware of issues all the time not just election day.
They need to be able to listen and have a service mentality. They shouldn’t have strongly held views but should be
representative of the electorates views. Tolerance and empathy for different view points.
Someone who makes people want to follow. The persona of the representative, that they embody what they
believe: courage, vision, strategic skills, service mentality, willingness to listen and act in the general interest. An
ability to network at a government level and deliver results. A willingness to travel across the electorate and become
personally involved in all its communities. Learn about priorities and needs across the electorate. A tireless advocate,
who actually delivers. Always has time for the little people doing it tough, battling with buracracy. Uniting people,
Commitment to the electorate, not just in terms of how much funding they get for the electorate, but answering to
the electorate on the policies that they are voting on. A person who has had a life other than politics would make a
Honesty & integrity, altruistic and ego lite, intellect, sense of humour, empathy with community and all living things.
Listening, inclusive of the entire electorate. Energy & resilience. Networking and an ability to facilitate a consensus
Someone who cares about the electorate; who listens; has honesty and integrity; is openminded; recognises that
there's a wide range of people in all electorates, rich and poor; has a genuine desire to help.
A good rep is independent (unfortunately the party system makes a joke of democracy - you vote for a system, not a
representative). Also an independent thinker. Can't be lazy (know they'll get voted in). Need to be out therwe finding
out what people want. Have good core values (not perfect, but being honest about being imperfect - we'd accept
A vagina? Being independent, not in a party; transparent about funding and a cap on donations; transparent about
business dealings; sticks to values; straightforward.
Integrity, not swayed by corruption; willing to admit mistakes;willing to look at other people's opinions; willing to
look at the bigger picture, and fit your electorate into the bigger picture;willing to make a stand, rather than follow a
Someone who listens; is willing to learn; who cares for the electorate rather than the party; who isn't influenced by
big business; isn't corrupt. Good to do surveys of the electorate's views (like Draper and Windsor did). Be
approachable. If you're a good rep for your electorate, that's good for the country. Be honest, have common sense.
Articulate; understands the electorate, and the issues of the electorate; has a moral compass - is beyond reproach,
works to a higher standard; has a level of intelligence, not half a brain;can listen; has a vision and can put it in
The rep should not be beholden, or seen to be beholden to a group or a faction. They should be articulate, able to
provide sensible reponses. Should respect their peers (other politicians).
Authentic resident of the electorate. Long-term view. A desire to serve. Represents the electorate and not a Party.
Tells the truth and not spin. Answers questions directly. Remain true to themselves and not fall under the spell of
Ethical, honest, transparent in everything they do. Good at listening to what people have to say. Be good
communicators, even about things they do things that we don't like. Respectful. Be one of us, not an elite. Be
Non-partisan, even if belong to a party, still having their own mind. A desire to serve rather than self-interest. A love
of and for people. High degree of honesty and integrity.
Lives in the area for a long-term, part of, and with an investment in, the community, e.g. kids through the local
schools. No political donations. Greater accountability. End pensions and perks. Inspires us to be our best selves.
Opinion shapers. Informs the electorate. Looks after every layer of the natural environment.
Someone who really listens. Able to represent a diverse range of people and large electorate. Politics is not their
career or a stepping stone to somewhere else. Really respectful, debating not shouting. Is available to speak with,
i.e. not their staffer. Someone who thinks outside the political term, for the good of the people not the good of self.
Care about the people they are leading and what they're doing, rather than their career. Professionalism. Sense of
duty, like Doctors' Hipocratic Oath or Lawyers' Oath to Serve. Service ethic. Be part of the community.
We don't have one, Our Federal MP listens to people in their sphere of interest, e.g. farmers who don't believe in
climate change, Look at the data, e.g. less rain and hotter, Well educated.
The age of popularism, democracy is failing in a cycle of appealing to convenience, thinking like convenience, is quite
troubling, Not just appeal to popularism or convenience, rather face the hard decisions, Confusing, e.g. MP Joyce
'Mary White' lecture, socialist end (we're all in this together). Rhetoric of everything's okay and in control, scaring
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Somebody who listens and is responsive to what they're hearing, Accessiblem, Can communicate a really strong
vision, comprehensive speech of their big picture vision, why they are backing this policy or that, where they want to
Actually represent the interests of their constituents, Misconception of leadership (authoritarian, make the
decisions, lead from the front), Rather, need lead from the back.
Up to date on the issues, Flexibility of outlook, Open mindedness.
Empathetic and have a robust but grown-up ego, Independent in the sense that they aren't captured by vested
interests, Ethical, Educated, Courageous when needed, Good listener, speaker and negotiator. Locally I feel some
connection, have some good representatives and people engaged, though partial not completely. Feel quite distant
Prepared to listen to all constitutents, Prepared to escape the grips of the party, Above corruption of any form, Fight
for all issues, not just the ones that suit, Doesn't resot to name-calling.
They vote on the views of the Electorate
Being listened to, More accessible, E.g. TW could understand what he was saying, was accessible, would listen
(which is really rare), Listen, be taken seriously, Current MP doesn't have this capacity, can't penetrate, there's too
much going on in their universe. Feel disempowered when not listended to, and disengage even more. Windows are
One who listens, active in responding, netorks effectively, and can work a compromise.
Independence - not party lines. Be a good listener, have empathy, gives a damn about the electorate.
Lives in the electorate for long enough, sits and listens, is open and trustworthy. Willing to take difficult stands if
Pro-active; avoid lobbyists; avoid focus groups.
Trustworthy, honesty, empathy.
Not possible, but at least could put aside biases - very hard.
Approachability. Engage with community groupd on issues. Take ideas from the community to government, and seek
solutions. MPs shouldn't disappear after elections nd then re-appear before the next one.
Very strong ethics. Long term and short term goals.
Integrity and clarity are qualities needed. Stop blaming others. Forthright decision making. Decisions that are for the
benefit of the community (even if against the will of the people).
One with good ethics. Follows truth and advice. Long term vision. Representative of the area, not of the party.
Honesty, integrity, visibility. Consultation with community. Decisions that are for the benefit of the broad (not a just
a sector of) community (even if against the will of the people).
Listening, and listening to the right people and the right time. Right people not being just within their own circle. Go
to the people in the community. Reach beyond group-think. We are bereft of decision makers. Right people that
Ability to relate to all types of people. Ability to be accountable and admit when things are wrong and celebrate the
Integrity - walk the walk. Representation that parliament reflects our community. More women and diversity.
Openminded. Willing to get feet dirty and really walk amongst us. Be a sponge.
Someone who spends time in community. Strives to accurately represent .
Speaks on expert research not on own personal opinion. Working for everyone including those who didn’t vote for
Not belonging to a party, which binds you to a party line. Be an independent (which could be left or right).
The representative needs to deliver to the electorate, before the party. Party politics is bad - answerable to others
ahead of constituents. This destroys the notion of equality - they have to represent us.
Major parties are beholden too much to their policies and their supporters - can't see any change coming except
through Independents, who will listen, and be prepared to change their mind. Biggest problem is that when in
The best ones don't have an eye on the election, so can act NOW on issues. Should represent people who didn't vote
for them, which is why they get the title: Honourable.
Horses for courses. Don't think it is one set of criteria that works for all. Eg City v rural. Best for NE, needs to take into
consideration its view. But in general engaged, active connection in community, willing to give that time and effort.
Need to be visible, and a learner, not a know it all. NE loves having someone in power, if members don't have that
Political rep words contracdict. Engaged etc etc. On a larger scale, as soon as elected they disappear into the
machine, and electorate issues come down the pecking order in terms of party politics. Party politics is terrible.
Knows local issues, willing to take them on, integrity, would respect if they were sincere. Hard worker, visible,
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Contrast between State and Federal is stark. Engaged, hard working, knoweable, learning, assimilate change. A
consensus builder, Adam visible and does find resources for community. Federal rep does not do this. Do not want
someone that messages and handles, nor someone to please fat cat friends and lobbiysits.
We must bear responsibility for cult of personality. Frustrated about Federal rep. Access and communication
important, but cannot explain how they don't represent us, but keep getting elected.
Involves personnel qualities and skills. Commitment to electorate, openess to change. Motivated for good of people.
Visibility and genuine interest in all people, putting themselves out there and being open, curious and change
openness, accountability, strong integrity, is concerned about the regions, can lead the community to the bigger
Freedom from corruption, good vision and imagination - the ability to adapt, the courage to lead and persuade, good
transparency and approachability, trustworthy, make decisions for the future beyond the election cycle, make hard
decisions that benefit the whole community
Independent, works to connect with community + diverse peoples + all demographics, Not acting in self interest
listen to the views of the electorate, someone who is unaligned/not beholden to a party, not corrupt or
Showing up as a community member, being approachable and personable
Doesn't have a pork barrel; good communication skills (but this doesn't necessarily lead to good outcomes). Most
politicians are rotten to the core, all about politics and not about governing, not doing their job. A good politician
needs to be able to achieve broad communication, be at grass-roots events,do door knocking, not be surrounded
I understand that the party system gives some stability, but need people to challenge the status quo.
Represent the whole electorate, not just those who voted for them. (Armidale gets less); listen to all sides;
encourage submissions from public; produce regular reports so the work is transparent.
A terribly difficult job, they have to be show ponies, good on media, and support their party. It's showbiz, an act.
(pass)
Moral fibre; honesty; vision; leadership; courage; strength to stay the course.
Ability to listen and be prepared to act
Listening skills; a certain amount of humility; being able to synthesise; integrity. Out-of-fashion virtues:
incorruptibility,standing up for the community, and quick intelligence. A politician will never please everyone, but
can have civic virtue. Being in a party can corrupt and stifle the representative. Why not a party of all independents?
ABC survey suggests that 80% of people think politicians can't be trusted. They lie, are corruptible and
unaccountable. That this is accepted is bad - it's a race to the bottom. Possibly being not-male would be a good start.
Political alignment is not good, non-aligned is better. Should be approachable, with less power structure around
They're called 'representative for a reason, but we rarely see them. They yend to represent their party or their
interest group. They should be absolutely genuine.
I never think about it… I guess, open-minded, accepting of all people from LGBTI to multiculturally diverse, nothing
Puts the needs of the people before one's own. Have to be involved with the small people in the electorate, not just
the powerful ones. Be aware of issues. Honesty and integrity. Ability to stand against the party line. Representatives
Transparency; high level of integrity. Genuine concern to actually represent the community.
A great desire to represent the whole community, and get to know them. Integrity. Independence. You have to learn
Truly listens and empathasises. Votes in line with what constituents want, not the party line. Don't show-boat. Turns
up and faces questions from the community. Lead by example. Accountable and transparent.
Accountability and transparency. Not double-standards, self-interested or just working for their mates. Engage and
listen to genuinely understand community issues. Work across whole diversity of community. Community interest is
at the forefont of what they do. Are motivated by equity. Empathy and passion. Validate women.
Transparency. Approachability. Accessibility. Humility. Care about issues even if they don't affect them politically.
Listen to the community. Take on board constructive feedback. Understand the community needs. Balance empathy
and compassion. Get things done. Not blindsided by their own political views.
Communicative, listener and transparent. No hidden agenda. Make us feel like we're being heard.
Personal curiosity. Being creative about how they connect with the community. Being well-connected to the
community, using wide networks to find out community views. (Don't want pamphlets) Giving comm views back to
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Really cares; listens; replies; respects what people say. Policies matter, so problem is that a person may be good, but
has to go with party policies. Appreciated that Adam Marshall circulated an opinion survey about forthcoming
Voluntary Assisted Dying legislation to come up next year, to get community views.
Openness, transparency as a leader, i.e. explains the decision-making. A social conscience/morality. Very worrying.
A person who genuinely works for whole electorate, not just those who voted for them. So, probably an
independent or backbencher. Someone who doesn't dismiss others' opinions, based on e.g. 'latte-drinking..' i.e.
pigeonholes them. Someone who doesn't blame the victim (e.g. people in tragedies, murdered public servant;
bushfire victims with their voting habits). Willing to acknowledge where the political decision came from Someone who is willing to speak on regardless of affiliated organisation
Meetings with empathy are inspiring to me, randomly watched one of the council live streams it was the most boring
and one person was asleep; at the end woke up passed a motion, and haven’t even watched anything! Stop making
Would love to see politicians to see them there for the people, what’s motivating them to go in the first place?
Hoping for someone who can be true to themselves and then recognise that at a or local level or even federal level
they are not representing themselves but listening to what the local people are saying.
transparency someone that is just not there to feather their own nest, does not always follow the party line if
everyone is not agreeing they seem to just follow the party line and use that as an excuse and ignore what everyone
I’m yet to see a good one. Wed hope wed have one who was transparent takes on board the voice of the constituent
and ready to go into bat for us and not have their own hidden agenda that is what I would like to see someone
somebody who is responsive to local issues, but able to think nationally as well. Not merely retail politican
Does there job, gets around electorate and sticks to a schedule and puts out regular communication. State rep does
this and is good, but party politics gets in way. So different to Federal rep but same party
agree with what has been said. Two-way communication
Demonstrate leadership, bringing people along, engage and understands community. Analyse issues and makes
decision on facts not ideology. No spin, need more honesty from political reps, nobody
Accessible, seen out at events, can talk to, active listener, compassionate
Responsible and responsive, involed and consultive. But need to be able to put it into broader context. Need to make
Community preselection, what it did was give the public not just the party to influence who was preselected, party
system has changed remarkably in my lifetime, we need to see people chosen on merit and understanding of their
community, people are passionate about, issues across town are different. One of the things we are seeing is
interest in people having influence on Bill/ legislations that are topical e.g. commission on the euthanasia bill, people
do have an opinion of you ask them, you can’t just assume, we need to stand up for what we believe in and make
our politicians accountable. Someone has life experience, has something they can offer to a party, things she has
Direct experience, needs to be relatable to actually listen and hear what the people want, issue they are important
Someone relatable in touch with various issues of our region not from their level of thinking or exposure points
getting to know, getting to know the diverse, portraying those issues across, likeable, having someone younger
would be fantastic, finding the needle in the haystack, juggling family is hard. I hope there is someone out there.
It about the person’s approach, innovative and progressive and open to ideas and willing to have a go and back
themselves with their opinion. There is nothing worse than a wet fish, are fair, respectful; and great communicators
and stand up for the good fight, someone who works with integrity and honesty, transparency across improving trust
We’re all normal, and want the same: to be listened to; have honesty; have them live up to promises.
A group’s letter to local member received no reply. Don’t like to say this but the local member is hypocritical –
opposed marriage bill, but then his own marriage….. The real problem is our rep can’t be trusted to stay on the same
line (could respect that, even if I didn’t agree), would support if honest and forthright.
Not really into politics, in the past have just voted for ideologies, but in last few years starting to look at the
candidates.
So, transparency, honesty, integrity, authenticity. They need to create a sense of security. I’m fed up with listening to
Made a phone call recently to state member, about speed of getting covid test results needed to work – got a
response, but apparently the Federal member had turned his phone off because too many calls. If we can’t be
represented at Federal level, then we’re not represented.
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Someone who listens, responds and acts on local stuff; open-minded; listens to everyone; doesn’t fob people off; is
honest; preferably not in a major party (rorts, mishandling of money)
Courage, stick to their word, needs more diversity, middle age white men are not the only ones.
Engaged, understands the issues in detail and aware of solutions. Ideally courage and integrity, so they need to know
someone you can trust, that will represent the community well. Need to engage with community openly. A strong
some one who addressing all the issues in the community. Wanting to looking to improve the community
Engaged with community, able to listen and understand local community. Need backbone/power
Listen, be honest, have authenticity. Have a base level of intelligence, our local member often appears bewildered in
Listens to people. (compare Jason Clare and Tony Burke speak in Parliament and give specific examples from their
electorate. Our Federal member doesn’t do this)
Have open meetings in the electorate
Honest. Listens. Has integrity. Follows through. Had an aged care issue I took to State and Fed members. Had great
and timely response from state member, and felt the system worked. Was ignored by Fed member.
(Local government) listening, accessibility. On water issue councillors couldn’t get to talk to CEO. One of best things
was appointment of Administrator who went out of his way to talk to people, credit to Adam Marshall.
Knows Adam Marshall through Lions Club. He uses media quite well, and his circulated printed material is well done.
Honest, relatable and approachable. Doesn’t toe a party line – speaks what they think. Speaks mind and tells the
Lots of Irish blood! Considering the diversity of who they're represneting, they really should represent all of the
people. Should be incorruptible to money. Should understand that the ecological environment provides for the
Impartial; not 'owned' by industry.
Made a little drawing of a 'good' representative: two eyes to see what's going on; a nose to smell what's going on;
big ears to hear what people say; arms open to the ideas from the community; feet to walk a similar path as their
community. Note there's no mouth! Honesty. Integrity. Represents the electorate. Prepared to make long-term
Because there are so many diverse issues, the representative needs some systems-thinking ability, some
understanding of science and economics, and needs to have diverse connections within the community to
understand the range of issues. So they can focus on long-term issues not just the short electoral cycle.
Weekly reports are good. Integrity.
Transparency. Open dialogue. Someone who’s really involved in the community.
Not really into politics….. During lockdown, Adam Marshall was reliable with information.
Not be a dual citizen.
One who listens (compare Tony Windsor, held forums).
Need people behind you who are experts in their field to advise you e.g. regenerative farming.
Actually listens to Aboriginal people and other marginalised groups. Doesn’t shy away from inclusiveness.
Someone who actually gives a shit about the community. Adam Marshall does stuff for the community, not for
himself. Comparison of state and federal members makes it easier to know.
Know about the electorate and some important issues.
Have ideas about how to address these issues.
Willing to put your own ideas second.
Ability to voice what your electorate wants even if you are against it.
Accessibility – being able to get in touch with the rep.
Accountability.
Transparent, open and not able to be bought. Be a good listener. I am frustrated by party politics, there are good
people in all the parties. Should have all the best minds come up with the best solution rather than being hobbled by
A real member of the community, someone who is an active listener, someone who is able to analyse community
input, synthesise a position, and clearly communicate that. Integrity, honesty, respect.
Not someone who just turns up for the photo opportunity
Need to be relatable, and have integrity. Not working in a job in the sense that we don't know who they are
answering to. When you speak to them you need to feel they are a real person, not a party hack.
Is someone who can hear what people are wanting and somehow pull that together so that everyone can pull in the
same direction. To find common ground. Stick to the platform that they campaign on and deliver.
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Integrity vision and values for the wellbeing of the community/nation/all people. The way they speak to people
Needs to actual be the representative of our community. Always listening to those they serve. Integrity – not there
for the job but the results. There for everybody. Prepared to stand up even if it means that will be smeared by the
press or lose the next election. Listening and proper consultation. We are a microcosm of the world – our natural
Honesty, ethical core that isn’t corrupted or bought. Someone who is able to discern/filter the amount of
information received from all to create a core good for all. For the environment as well as people and business.
One who focuses on the greater good and doesn’t pander to special interests. Haven’t been bought or corrupted by
fossil fuel money and can leave their ego at the door and listen first. Tension between a politician having vision and
listening to the voices in their community. Buddhist idea of lessening suffering.
Someone that is principled and ethical and that will stand up for their beliefs rather than having to tow a party line.
Trust, openness, integrity. Good communicator. Someone respects all of the different areas and groups of our
A servant of the community is great. Listening and vision as well. Communication skills have to be way up there –
listen and encapsulate and link the different threads together to create something palatable – and then take action.
Link people and gather good people together to get things done. Move with vision and integrity – community vision
not theirs. To make the world a better place and bring everyone up. Communication and thoughtfulness combined
Ordinary, marvellous person with integrity, listens. Not need to stick to a party lines. A good representative.
Question is a tautology. Good and representative. Want multi-member electorates. Senators speak on behalf of the
State and aren't representative. Change the constitution.
Knows what the people want. Asks. Have 'meet the representative' forums.
Able to sit with a diverse range of stakeholders. Feel comfortable to talk with people with opposing views. Having
one person to represent a whole electorate and all the people in it is a bit of an oxymoron.
Regular communication with the community. Weekly emails. Somebody who is eager to inquire and expand a
conversation, and prepared to seek answers and solutions, rather than shuts it down by view of their own political
persuasions. Listen and engage with the community on a variety of issues, because we are so different.
MPs governing the national interests, representing constituent's interests, particularly for the future, and not
political party. Having own ideas as well. Communication with consitutents, amongst them, finds out what their
doing, how they're going, and how they can help. Not hipocrite saying they believe 'x' and yet the party makes them
Listening. Opportunities for public discussion and debate with representatives; well publicised. Represent
consituents. Leadership, for the electorate and country, in addition to listenening to others, not everyone has good
Acknowledgeing problems and trying to address them. Fight for rules and legislation that favour local communities,
e.g. Renewable Energy Zone favour developers rather than community. Choose projects which favour the
Climate 200 initiative: Climate Change, transparency. Not factions: Major political parties riven. Look at things
holistically. Solve problems without particular political lenses. Inclusive and a good listener: get out and meet people,
No such thing. Politics gets in the way. Prefer a good parliamentary representative, independent of politics. Looking
out for the electorate. 'Honourable' is a priviledge that they earn and isn't automatic. Making contributions to the
electorate. Looking after to the big and the little people. Focussed on the whole of the electorate. Pragmatic.
Honest, e.g. about what can be achieved. Not better than me. Don't need to be perfect, rather honest about their
imperfection. Understand the history and vision for the electorate. Look at things holistically, e.g. doctors in rural,
Young women standing as independents. Inclusive sharing power with everyone, including women. Independent
from party politics. Connected to the whole community, not just the white males.
Kevin Anderson consults and supports groups who do the hard work. Show up locally (Manilla, not just Walch. Be
contactable. Not take community for granted and vote the same anyway.
Good listener. Advocate. Inter-active. Progressive. Understands local viewpoints. A true representative of the local
community and not just towing the party line and the guidelines from up above. Hear experts and community,
Integrity and a real connection to what people say. Honesty, leadership and someone who is open to change. Not in
job just for the money, responsibility for their own actions and those of their affiliated party. Someone who will
invest in people and the community (public housing, tourism ) where the whole community benefits.
Someone that listens to individual and groups, carries out community agenda and not their own. Can facilitate
meetings well and speaks well (local, state or national) so they can represent people of their electorate. Honesty and
integrity and uphold promises. Fed up with hearing politicians making empty political promises
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Listens to constituents and gives honest replies instead of skipping around the truth and in some cases lying. Keeps
up regular communication (online) A politician who doesn’t assume that everyone agrees with their policies and
Listens to constituents and not corporate donors so they want what’s best for the people and not the corporate
donors. In the job for the right reasons. Sees it as an opportunity to help community and not just in for it for
themselves or money. Someone well qualified and not just winner of a popularity contest.
Do they exist??? Honest, listen and be accountable. Too often politicians are not held to account and made to
uphold promises. We need a corruption commission.
Integrity, honesty, accountability and leadership. Following electoral wishes and not party lines. They have to have a
moral compass because a lot of politicians appear to have no morals. Working for the whole electorate, even big and
True representation- voice of the people. Lack of bias and outside influence on their decision and a connection to the
community
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Q6. How can we strengthen the relationship between people and their representatives?
Strengthen by improving that communication. Can’t sack them early if they are not doing the job properly.
Encourage people to want to be leaders. Someone who really cares
We need an informed and engaged electorate.
No response
Continuous communication in both directions, between people and representative.
Change the constitution, rules & regulations, to give citizens the right to partition for plebiscites. Refer previous
answers. Regional forum, enshrining biological health etc.
We need to be at them all the time. Do it. Join groups because groups have more power. Can't afford to sit back. Be
encouraging to MPs when they do good things.
The representative needs to understand that they are a 'rep' not a power thing: 'once in, we'll get re-elected'. Being
across the community, not party. We need to tell them all the time what we need, and they need to pass that on.
The relationship can be strengthened by: education about what the job is, how the voting system works. Using
technology e.g. surveys on specific issues. Empower people to understand, creating trust and connecting people to
Don't know.
By constituents writing positive letters to the paper when the representative does something they like. Nice being
able to say hello to your MP down the street.
It's the MP's job to develop the relationship with the electorate.
A Federal Integrity Commission, held in public, for politicians, staffers and public servants. More funding for aged
Identify and engage on issues that matter to the community. Communicate with consistuents about upcoming
matters before Parliament (not just what money is being spent upon). Report directly to constituents on their voting
Listen to us and vice-versa. Be open. Focus groups. Be transparent about why are they making the decisions they
are. Maybe some decisions can be made by us.
Better communication across the electorate. Focus groups rather than just the biggest purses and loudest voices.
Less tiers of government, e.g. local and federal only. Informed, open and robust debates that allow voices to come
forward and be heard. Really listen to people.
Focus groups. Meet the people, not just the cronies.
Less political pay and perks. Listen to people and keep lines of communication open. Be more proactive ourselves,
writing, making appointments to meet, forums like this KTC. Two-way communication. Be generous with our
Keep talking and telling them what we want done, Explain how we feel about them destroying our environment, e.g.
Whitehaven mine, Pilliga, we don't need the gas.
Broadcasts for our electorate, Asynchronous communication, Some kind of surveying of what people think, Like
town hall meetings (though could be too crazy), Use tech to make it less confrontational, like Zoom Q&A sessions.
Local Government is most accessible, Federal couldn't even sit in the same room as MP due to antagonism in the
way we're 'representative, Kevin Anderson is accessible to meet and discuss but not sure if it translates into action,
Get responses to written correspondence, but not sure if action follows. Several Councillors are good at responding,
chatting in Coles, but not the big issues. Local Government elections are coming up, have to be thick-skinned, e.g.
Move away from Question Time as 'responsible government' and need to move toward a more empathetic and
'empathetic government'. MPs getting away with murder, e.g. Berejiklian and corruption. Two-way.
Probably on a different wavelength to all levels of government. Feedback via websites, Zoom, etc.
More accountability, Absolutely essential independent mass media, e.g. ABC nationally and local media too, Social
media is too fragmented, Strong Federal ICAC and a more transparent register of interests.
Reverse the current situation, Someone who is articulate without being disparaging or patronising.
E.g. Same-sex marriage electorate wanted and MP voted against, Voting to be tracked on MP websites, Websites to
be interactive with feedback possible before voting on bills, Respond to written correspondence in a professional
Hard to say, I feel government is becoming more and more like a 'smooth operation' which is hard to penetrate, It's
too disengaged from the community and people they're supposed to be representative, Becoming more
authoritarian and less access, Feel like you have to tow the line for the good of us all, Risky with an anarchist whose a
good communication. Communication and accessibility, Encourage participation, e.g. Australian religious
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Public electoral funding only. No donations. Urgent action on climate change, including water plan that is not a
product of lobbyists. Reverse the privatisation of VET, so fund TAFE and use TAFE to identify and transition out of
fossil fuel into local manufacturing. Federal ICAC. Reverse the privatisation of aged care into public domain.
Political donations capped and transparent. Lobbying to be transparent. A good politician should have an open door.
Fund the ABC, including regional. A price on carbon. A Federal ICAC. Adopt the Uluru Statement. Amend the Heritage
Act to deal with cultural landscape, not just buildings etc. Something like a Universal Basic Income, or at least
Media diversity; listening to experts; local independent newspaper in region. Have several meetings per year to
LISTEN to residents. Legislated climate change action. Water allocations should depend on the availability of water.
Viable energy policy enshrined in legislation, including research. Release all refugees into the community, and end
temporary and bridging visas, and change to permanent resident visas. Reduce incarceratioin rates through active
Has concern at trying. Note the Dunning-Kruger Effect (not everyone can be an expert) so ability torecognise what is
high quality information.Recognise the opportunities created by climate concerns
A fair dinkum ICAC; more media diversity; more openness from Government; strengthen Ombudsman and Public
Service; take politics out of issues; talk to experts.Meaningful ICAC. Meaningful climate change action. Re-resource
the public sector and the Auditor-General. Treat refugees and all people properly. Political donations to be capped
Doing this. (KTCs) Watchdog ICAC. Rehydrate landscape: regeneration. Support Uluru Statement. Support the ABC.
Decentralise - regional manufacturing. Introduce a Universal Basic Income - everyone is human.
Electronic forums 2 or 3 times a year. As well as an MP, could have local electorate council.Better climate action.
Better regional development programs. Fast rail Armidale to Sydney.Bulk billing medical centres. Independent
foreign policy. Bill of Rights. Anti-corruption measures. Support for Uluru Statement.
Leaders govern for the good of the people and environment. Have leaders that adhere to the truth behind expert
Availability needs to be strengthened.
Planning meeting face-to-face with the representative so we know them and they know us.
Community consultation. Someone who does not sneak into town and out, and only talks to those few people he is
wanting to see. Rather opens himself to the community – like the Indi model.
Feedback on input. Acknowledgement that you exist.
We need to feel listened to, so that we can feel trust in our representative. They need to trust their electorate more
as well and that we know our area best.
Mutual respect – parliamentary behaviour should not be allowed. Standard talking points rather than answering –
this disrespects community. Policy rather than soundbites. That they stand for something rather than just stand for
Knowing that our representatives know both sides of an argument. We all have busy lives and it is hard to get over
the wall to access the representatives. Not argue a point just chew it over.
Transparency- politicians should be held accountable for how they reach their decisions
Mutual respect – e.g activist always respectful but not the same in reverse. Met outside BJ office to quietly put
forward concerns about climate change after droughts and fires advised they would be there at specific time – BJ
More education about how the system works. Compare your insurance and utilities - if you just hit 'renew' each
year, without thinking, you'll get ripped off. But if you 'switch' you get a better deal (compare the Orange health
centre - perception of a swinging seat.). The local member should be obliged to work with everyone, including all
Maybe have more ways of finding out the opinions of the electorate. Also note that a politician is the only job that
you don't need to submit a CV to apply. Need more clarity about who we're voting for - more info about candidates.
Media needs to step up in their reporting. We need rules in place to stop big media ownership. We need a Federal
Politicians should stop demonising constituents who aren't of the same ideology. People should push through the
ideology, and also be less ignorant about politics.
Growing and connecting essential, bring ideas for innovation.
Australian system does have a lot to recommend itself, but political donations cripple politics, so unless we can get
No response
Governing is about what people need and want, not just politics.
System needs to be rebuilt and relationship needs to be reset, so community needs to reexamine why it supports
personality over substance. Need to get behind integrity.
No response
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Openness, accountability
Treat people as intelligent, speak up to ppl - not down to them, the people need to take responsibilty for the govt we
have, civics education, understand hat our rights are, how we can use our rights, adopt the Uluru Statement
No response
Regular community forums + KTC's
KTC type things, the representative having an accountability pact with the electorate
Go renewable - fossil fuels stay in the ground, take the results of the various Royal Commisions seriously eg aged
care, Domestic Violence, Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, address housing affordability
Need more independents. Have to keep environmental issues at the front. Most people take democracy for granted,
the mark of a healthy system. Thye only get involved when they're unhappy, and then only some.
Need independents to challenge the government. People need an awareness of the preferential voting system. You
can put an independent or a minor party at number 1, OK, but need to put the two major parties in order of your
preference for it to count. If there's someone you don't want, but them below the major parties.
Hold regular forums with the public to find out people's opinions; broad consultations.
By accepting the difficulty of the job. Independents may not have power 'it's a game'. See the TV show 'Yes,
Minister', with the bureaucrats running the country.
(pass)
We need to acknowledge that they are giving up a great deal of personal life and family to represent us. Clear
communication, honest and regular by whtever means works e.g. for some people newsletters, for some radio,
More frequent and regular contact with the public. Preferably face to face.
No response
Missing an element of human communication.
Public forums would be good, but there are too many small communities.
By having more public forums, maybe a weekly zoom meeting that anyone can join?
No response
Open door policy, but must be tied to integrity.
Community forums, and ongoing channels of communication.
Enforceable MP Code of Conduct. Need system in place with recourse if MPs do something wrong.
Accountability systems are in place.
Way to communicate and interact with people right throughout community. Better legislative frameworks, such as
parliamentary privedge vs accountability. MPs held accountable for their actions. Maximum transparency.
MPs talk and listen to people on more of a level playing field, i.e. not better than us.
Transparency. Forums for us to be heard, other than just social media. Lead by example.
Rep should find out community views, and convey that back in a dynamic way.
Not sure. This process (KTC) is good. Local groups can write to MPs. People need to feed stuff back to MPs.
Things like this KTC: bring the issues to the representative. Their decisions need to be based on what the people
It's an impossible job - need to be all things to all people. Even if we don't agree, we can appreciate what they do.
We need to debate the issues, not the person.
Having the opportunity to access our representatives to voice our concerns, speak to them about our priorities.
Transparency about their agenda and seeing them be - that would strengthen relationship. What they say is what
I remember a number of years back an Independent they came around and were in the community and talking to
everyday people all the time, wonder up and down the street and just say Hello that’s what makes the difference
and they are willing to come out and be on the street and take in everyday voices. Couple used to come and have
cuppa that kind of stuff that makes a difference. I don’t know… they have to genuine and Care. They’ve got to want
Look I guess not sure not thought about this question enough being accessible and being I places were they can hear
the voice of the community federal level, kissing babies and shaking hands time on electoral trail, being in spaces
where they can hear what we are saying and wat we local NE people local NSW or Australian what we say and think
I have no idea, they used to go out and have that community meeting and have a cuppa and very casual and not
agenda driven and getting to know the people and that those meeting they didn’t try and fix things they used to just
get to know community. Something like town hall talk. Making those connections and doing it in casual setting.
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This stumped me… having a local member more connected and more visible and showing that the issues that
resonated with us also resonated with them living and know of the struggle. Are they are out and about and hearing
first and giving a dam, accessibility is also key not sure how practical that is, wants some who can fully understand
Communication via all platforms, respond to concerns and pass those concerns on. Opportunities to meet and
respond, on a wider scale than party politics
Do their job, are transparent, do get around
Communication need to be able to change politicans minds with science. Party system needs change and get
Communication, embrace community ideas, and fit them in from a bigger picture. Very entrenched in NE, so might
need a generalation change, need educated electorate. Party machine too dominant.
Transparency, need more opportunity to look at policy process and give voice to views. Be able to look at donations,
lobbistys, trust need to improve, code of conduct required for all. A separate ethics adviser, Federal ICAC
Accountability, a Federal ICAC, not allow MP to ignore questions. Communicate more clearly with electorate, need
Social media can be a force for good, Adam Marshall’s following is extraordinary, increase his visibility, he will top
the vote in the state, honest, stand up what he believes in regardless of what the party thinks, not always in best in
our region. Understanding what your constituents want, there is a big gap on a range of issues federally.
Communication and visibility
Being approachable, whether its through community meetings or Social Media you do see politicians and dismissive,
shout outs on Social media ‘what are your thoughts on this? Opinions on lots of different issues. Big way to engage
Transparency and really good communication through social media is quickest way available, any information, really
great social media presence to the masses, it’s something that everyone can access too.
Really love before meet the candidates, town hall sessions, real opinions not doctored video, see the true self. Off
On the question of replying to letters – people want to be heard, even if the issue can’t be resolved. If we get in
touch and it’s not acknowledged, it hurts. The only time anyone sees him is in an alcoholic establishment or at the
rugby and at the bar there.
Would like to see him at modest, humble community events. When I have seen him, I’ve felt dismissed, as a young
Acknowledgement – have written but no response. So who is there, representing us? It’s a worry – even if they can’t
do what you ask.
Needs to be in presence of…never see him at community events – OK, it’s a big electorate, but there’s a separation
Should represent the grass roots – where is he? We only see social media announcements. Claims to have fixed
Weabonga mobile service. Still doesn’t work.
With state member, you see him in the street, he’ll shake hands.
Fed member’s pockets are not in New England. Where are his pockets?
Get a new one. It’s about building relationships – up to them. Need to get the trust of people, it’s hard to trust. What
he gives to the electorate and what we want are two different things. It could be better: no false promises. Having a
Communication with different parts of the community, show care about everybody
Don't engage in political discourse, but good communication and opportunites to respond geniunely, eg Dying with
Dignity survey too superficial. Need time to think about issues, so need different ways of engaging
Most through communication, and make sure you do so with all the demographics of the community
Engagement, abilty to voice your
Everyday engaging with community
Depends so much on the individual rep. Needs to be able to admit when don’t know something. A problem is the
replacement of fearless senior public servants with party hacks. Essential that submissions to Parliamentary
Member should be more approachable.
Listening is terrible important. If don’t succeed the first time, then hold the politician to account.
Representatives have to listen and follow-up.
No response
It’s a two-way street – mutual respect is the basis for it. If politician respects people and is approachable, then is not
Federal anti-corruption should be strong, to reduce the levels of corruption, including from big business. Ensure true
media diversity, with a well-funded national public broadcaster, not Murdoch.
Have an Integrity Commission. Have controls and limits on political donations.
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Communication both ways. Rep has to be 'open'. (not a lying, cheating piece of sh*t). Needs to be reciprocity to
engage with the electorate - listen to the people not interested in coal.
Make sure the rep gets out of the Canberra bubble, and has connections within the region they represent, rather
Too many people are disengaged, too many of us are not reaching out, too many of us don’t care. Need improved
relationships with groups. There is so much more communities could do, organising at the community level.
I don’t know. More communication, but not sure about facebook. Important to know who the representative is, to
Communication. People being on the same level, explaining things to people. More talk. Good to have frequent
Sometimes WE have to listen. People shouldn’t be scared to talk to your representative. The squeaky wheel works.
It’s everyone’s job to participate, and engage others in contacting reps. ‘Democracy is won by people who turn up’.
Listen to Anaiwan locally and elders in general before blowing up sacred sites. It’s the oldest living culture, but
Need information on how to contact our rep e.g. having a noticeboard in the middle of town. Need to educate
people on how to contact the representative. It would be good if the representative was visible in the community,
The rep needs to be accessible and willing to listen. Maybe websites, or polls would be good. Need for broad public
Things like this can help, maybe another format to get people’s opinions. Making easy access for people to voice
opinions. Impressed with Jacqui Lambie who has taken a step back and learned to listen to her electorate. This is
Relationships and communication. Her parents' generation, the politicians were part of the community, people felt
they were approachable and discuss issues. In a democracy there is an onus on all of us if you are a voter to be as
Don't just turn up for the photo. Facilitating two-way information. Bring the way the politician sees issues inline with
how the community sees it. They must have the mind to analyse discussions going on at a community level and
Representatives are not representing communities because they are beholden to donors. Won't have a good
relationship while that is the case. They might "listen", but you don't have equal voice. Need to get rid of political
donations and get the discourse honest again through the media, so you can speak to politicians and have your
Something like what we're doing now. Quietly getting our thoughts organised around things and then feeding that
back to representatives. Otherwise it is all one way - we're reading their media and listening to speeches. Being put
on the spot is helpful, you can't just complain, you have to think about how you can be part of improving the system.
Honest speech as well as courage in their contact with their electorate. Informing us with the truth of things. Inner
unity, so that we have confidence is what they are doing and will be achieved.
Continuous communication and accessibility. The representative is not the head of a community, just someone
chosen to recommend them. Like in Indi, they moved on to someone else so not looking for the one person to save
us, but rather someone the community selects – a continuous system of listening and representing. That creates a
Strong relationships need trust, so honesty not just spin. Also, accessibility – being able to meet the representatives
Communication is key and being on the same team as community. First loyalty with party team rather than the
people that elect them. Need to define their primary responsibility to those who elect them. Need more
independents in parliament. Representatives that have Party affiliation can’t put their people first.
Idea of it really being a team with one person being a spokesperson for that team. A strong one for me. Trust.
Starting from the grass roots and feeding up.
If each political person has that sense of working as a team, then there is a group cohesiveness and humility. A sense
of honesty in what they do – never an individual always a team. Must engage with the people – be ordinary and out
there. And getting things done – that builds trust. Stop reinventing the wheel.
Focus on what we need more than want; cuts out the dollar sign; think more laterally.
Barnaby should resign. He's out of his depth and should just go.
Listen. Represent not just hold seat and do as they are told. Barnaby Joyce is an example, compared to his original
speech as a Senator in Queensland, which had a lot of very good ideas.
Communication.
Attend Chamber of Commerce meetings, listen and speak. Engagement. Comfortable to invite, present issues and a
preparedness to deal with what they can. Open communication. Be there for constituents.
Two-way communication.
Communication. Willingness, Openness. Two-way interaction. Not just telling us what's going on. Listening.
Interpreting: short-term, immediate things and more deeply for a longer-term perspective.
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Community energy structure for surplus energy at low or no cost. Federal ICAC. Truth in political advertising.
Accountability for doing wrong things. Education resources about the electoral system works, e.g. preferences.
Get out into the communities. Barnaby Joyce is great, comes to our area. Like Cathy McGowan.
Communication. Honesty. Pragmatism. Honorable. Not better and separate to us, or portrayed or interact with us in
that way. Equal terms. Their time is also our time.
Career politicians are the problem: working for the themselves not the community. Tenure of 4 or 5 years, then have
to stand down. Participation. People knowing how the electoral system works: ask Antony Green to create an ABC
education program. Break rusted on electorate with Barnaby Joyce. Federal ICAC.
Communication, showing up, actually want to speak with you, visiting townships - not just during elections.
Each and everyone of us be vocal to our representatives about issues we feel strongly about. Use the
representatives: if not sympathetic, ask why. Be pro-active.
Opportunities for community voices to be heard.
More meetings, open disclosure. No secret squirrel business and honesty.
Not towing party line. A rep affiliated to a party needs to represent local constituents. Not sure how best to do that.
Mostly up the rep. Constituents want to be involved so politicians needs to be available and provide opportunities
Honest and admit to making mistakes. Don’t make promises they cant keep . Accountability for promises and a
timeframe for things they say they are going to do and if they don’t keep promises, they shouldn’t be paid.
Need to stop being chameleons. Voters needs to take on voting responsibility more seriously and vote out old
stagnant representatives and vote in new blood. We need to understand values and skills they bring and not just
their names. Bring more grass root discussions into our lives. More of this type of thing, maybe not so formal, such
as politicians at the markets so we can get to know our reps. Not just out in community at election time. Meet the
Support from council re new businesses coming to town
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Q7. What specific things would you like to see addressed in the next term of the Federal
Concerted action on climate change, specifically incentive for uptake of regenerative agricultural practises, perhaps
removal of subsidies for other forms of ag. Some kind of better representation on the boards of those institutions
Looking after the Environtment, particularly water, we need to look at old aboriginal practises, the water is the blood
of the land. Climate change is the most important issue. If we haven’t got water, we’’ll all die. Nurturing good
leadership, from kindergarten on. Have places like trade colleges. Make Australia Make again. We can’t do that if we
Federal anti corruption commission, strong & effective environment laws, significant action on climate change,
including emissions trading scheme, removal of subsidies for fossil fuels, effective corporate taxation, investment in
50% of the board members of the board members of all aged care facilities be family members of residents to end
profit gouging at the expense of old people and workers. The rural sector encouraged to achieve better
environmental outcomes with attainable targets and financial rewards. Also penalties in all sectors for any form of
environmental degradation. All major developments requiring Federal approval to be assessed on the impact on the
environment and local communities both short & long term. Cross subsidies of regional from urban areas to recreate
some vision of the nation as a whole, not just vested interests. For all refugees to be released from detention
centres. Aboriginal leaders to advise the federal government on all aspects of policies that affect their people and to
be proactive in implelmenting these policies. These leaders should also be held responsible for successful outcomes.
The university sector to be better government funded and become less dependent on trawling for funds from
Climate change & biodiversity issues to be addressed. Wealth tax on assets, increase tax base so that children’s
futures don’t depend on their parents wealth. All refugees out of detention, speedy resolution of visa issues for
Initiate a first nations treaty, truth telling, healing and conciliation commission. Initiate constitutional renewal, 1.
plebiscite partition mechanism, 2. becoming independent of the monarchy 3 constitution changes from truth telling
etc 4. Planetary health principle. Establish a national commission for needs based essential services and
Freeze defence funding. CARE: education; health; people; environment.
The Vision Thing'- need progressive agenda so that we can see that in 20 years time we'll have improved,
progressed. We've gone backwards in last 20 years. Progress was starting to happen in reconciliation, global
warming,status of women,education, but we've gone backwards. Universities are now businesses sustained by
overseas student fees, rather than our own students. So, funding universities properly; getting on with
reconciliation; put funding where it's most needed, not back door to mining and big business. But the number one
thing is the vision thing. The government reacts, short term only, won't look at long term. It's all short-termism - Uni
Tax reform re: multinationals. Increase Jobseeker to be liveable.Better anti-corruption body. Implement
recommendations of the Royal Commission into Black Deaths in Custody.Climate change policy needs long-term plan
for transition including caring for mineworkers. Water doesn't know about state boundaries - need National water
Essential to have a National Climate Policy, based on evidence. Relationship with First Nations people - reconciliation
and recognition - support the Uluru statement/voice. Gender equality - respect, behaviour, pay.
Climate action - needs a just transition and equity on jobs. A universal wage: the children of people in poverty cannot
learn. Social equity. Education. Uluru Statement. Look after soil and water - this is the job of Minister for Agriculture,
which doesn't have to be a National party portfolio. Would like to see other parties in positions of power.
Social and environmental equity. Climate; education; health; First Nations. End separate education funding - should
More women in Parliament.
Engage with the Uluru Statement and Constitutional Recognition of First Peoples. Free refugees from detention.
Rehash the Murray Darling Plan to restore all the environmental flows, and phase out incompatible irrigation crops
with transition support plans. Federal ICAC. Restore press freedom. Restore ABC funding. Shut down coal and gas,
transition to renewables, with retraining for the workers so they aren't left behind. Encourage all community
diversity in government. Restore Covid-19 rates of unemployment benefits, or a Universal Basic Income. Remove the
Climate change and taking care of the environment. Ending corruption. Get fossil fuel money out of Parliament.
Corporations are taxed accordingly. Make Australia a fairer place.
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Urgent plans for climate change: how we can do it. Addressing Aboriginal and youth issues, including deaths in
custody, Aboriginal incarceration and poverty. Less focus on growth. Transparency in government funding and
accountability. Media diversity. End political donations. Stop company tax avoidance. Change combatative and
adversarial nature of Parliament, to actually look after the interests of the people. Create a culture where it's okay to
make a mistake and not harpooned for it, as this curtails honesty and transparency. Support asylum seekers and
Stop debating and take the existential threat of climate change and environmental health seriously, holistically,
informed by science and make sure this informs every other decision. Alternative energy. Address landclearing,
environmental degradation and soil health. Build on the good things being done, for jobs. Water in the Murray
Climate change. The diversity of the ecosystem, e.g. koalas and their relationship with the whole. Pesticides and
chemicals. Debate issues rather than attacking people. Invest more in children.
Climate change. Proper funding for legal aid and community legal services, including proper pay for community
lawyers. Properly fund initiatives which reduce recidivism, e.g. Backtrack. Invest more in early intervention services.
Invest more in education, and getting people out of the poverty trap. Proper funding for infrastructure, e.g. housing,
Get rid of Google, Use Duck-Duck-Go, want a top-right question every day asking what you feel about democracy,
politics, community, ideas to make things better, and all have a say.
Climate change.
Climate change, Accountability for climate targets and reporting, sure they are lying to try and makt ie tolook like
they are getting ahead with Paris Targets.
Climate change
More valuing of sacred sites
Causes of global warming, Policy to ensure a diverse mass media, we've lost this and we need it back, because of the
Independent planning commission
Robust Intregrity Commission.
Climate change and everything to come out of that
Noting that Trump was acquitted, we should look at our government, and have our eyes open to strategies to
support and promote harmony rather than division. Re: industrial relations and BOOT test, we have a flat economy,
and 30% casualised workforce - needs to be a fair go in Australia for everyone. Need to get this process (KTCs) into
Free education - for equity across generations. Recognise our past as colonial. Make meaningful change to stop
Aboriginal deaths in custody. Adopt real targets to deal with climate change.
Free pre-schools.
n/a
Long-term strategies for long-term problems - the electoral cycle is too short.
Independent politicians. Kitchen Table Conversations (KTCs) is part of democracy - low key conversations - this is
what's needed. The silent people are important.
Critically examine liberal democracy versus social democracy. Less taxes: how much collected from this region?
Immediate education for farming, soil health and human health. Strong stand on: Biophilic protection and
reafforestation program. Strong stand on: Climate change including ending all mining of fossil fuels including gas.
Climate, soil, water. Continuity of our existence.
Positive action and a belief in climate change. A treat of constitutional recognition of the first peoples. Find some
statesmen like people to be in parliament. Get concern for refugees and their incarceration..
Want a federal ICAC. Treaty with first nations people. Make sure our federal representatives are appropriate people.
The process of selecting those people need to be open and honest. All standing need to put out a manifesto of the
who, why, where, and what they will do. A government that will do something about climate change.
See retirement of the old guard. See a new wave of politics. Set the target for zero emission for 2036 – and
everything else underneath would flow. Follow the rest of the world under zero targets. Create a happiness index.
Federal ICAC and federal leadership Climate change. Interested in Covid recovery plan – immunisation and borders,
business and tourism happening. Fed govt responsible for quarantine so why aren’t they putting more funds into
Federal ICAC for accountability. Integrity in office. Quotas for women in parliament.
Look at wages of political party members and entitlements.
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Climate change – federal leadership needed. Need to be doing our part globally. Electric vehicle incentivisation. All
state and fed gov should have electric fleet vehicles. Fed gov to be held accountable for carbon reporting.
Net zero emissions locked into policy. Zali Steggell’s bill locked into legislation. Supercharge recycling and creating a
circular economy. Electric vehicle. Multifaceted approach to plastic recycling. Micro-factories in regional areas to
1. Climate action now. (Hope LNP won't be in control). 2. Health - is a Federal issue, and includes aged care and
1. A climate change solution. 2. Australia used to be egalitarian, now a rapid decline, shown in community housing,
rates of poverty, especially for the unemployed, corporate tax should be higher. Everything is the reverse of what we
should be doing - even Menzies was fairer than the current mob. 3. We need to re-vision our perception of ourselves
as a country. 4. Stop criticising other countries, such as China - our record is poor in many respects: Aborigines,
1. Climate change is above everything - need a body separate from Govt to make decisions. Politicians seem stuck in
no-mans-land. 2. Federal ICAC - they think they can do what they like. 3. Quota for women at all levels. 4. Quarantine
stations for people arriving - used to exist. 5. Murray Darling Authority is too close to Government - water policies
are not right - despairing for Indigenous people with their knowledge of the river system. 6. Freedom of Information 1. Health. Barnaby should get funding for region for GPs. 2. Use Aboriginal knowledge of cultural burning (this info is
already on the Bureau of Meterorology website). 3. Subsidise electric vehicles - all govt vehicles local, state, fed, to
be EV - no excuses. 4. Proper support for local media by connections with the Federal Walkley Institute, with money
for grassroots journalists, and marry that to local enterprises in a public-private partnership, to have grassroots
Regional activation policy that is broader and across more portfolios. Environmental issues and ecosystem approach
to policy, coherence. Aged care and foreign aid. Pulled back and repercussions of that in our area are becoming
1000 days since promise of Integrity Commission! So need more accountability, foreign affairs getting dangerous,
enery and sustainabilty not being addressed. Lack of action been driven by donations. Would like political
campaigning to be funded by taxpayer. Education, not as good as could be, too smug about quality of its education,
A strong position on Climate change and phasing out fossil fuels. Stronger policy on water, and they would flow onto
health and wellbeing. Trade and foregin affairs.
More governing, less politics. Connected to that need more accountability, need to look out for more vulnerable,
respect all viewpoints. Don't squander resources.
Federally energy policy crucial, fundamental to everything. Strong relationship to climate. Show leadership. Rural
areas, reaction to rural issues, no comprehensive approach, reactive rather than proactive. Ag depts stripped of
funding for research etc and services. Medium term not addressed, all focussed on short term.
Like to see Australia to take less insular approach as a citizen of the planet. Climate policy is top of list. Treatment of
older, indigenous and refugees, rather than emphasis on winning next election. Comes down to Integrity.
Adopt the Uluru Statement from the heart, address climate change - get on board, govt to take responsibility for the
things they have outsourced eg NDIS, TAFE, Aged Care
Adopt the Uluru Statement as part of the constitution. Go to zero net carbon, A federal ICAC with real powers,
Stronger election donation laws, Adopt the Murray Darling Basin plan as a minimum
Reduce inequality - address housing affordability and address wage disparity, a more progressive tax policy, address
multinational companies avoiding tax, a humanistic approach to Gov services - better able to survive on Govt support
Faster transition from fossil fuels to renewables, better mental health options and be available under medicare,
dental treatment be avail under medicare, Reverse cuts to ABC budgets, reduce military spending, increase TAFE,
Stop coal - go renewables, address social inequality increase minimum wage, stop bashing unions, raise the various
forms of pensions eg single parent, disability, newstart, Federal ICAC with real powers, strenghten laws around
We need Politicians to have basic training, they need to live rurally for at least 6 months, Civics education for all
1. Climate change. 2. subsidies for electric vehicles, especially in the regions. 3. the wealth gap needs to be
addressed - consider a basic wage. 4. Federal ICAC. 5. Meaningful dialog with China, pull back from 20th century war
rhetoric. 6. Properly fund universities, including research - a benefit not a cost. 7. Revise HECS which is crippling
young people with debt, when wages are stagnant. 8. large scale infrastructure - big projects, nation-building, big
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The elephant in the room is superannuation.. The percentage rate is irrelevant. If you're on $100,000 super's
inadequate, if over $200.000, don't need super. They should base employer super contributions on hours worked,
not income. If under 25 years, no super, from 25 to 67 years, the contribution should be $10 per hour worked, for
the first 25 hours a week only. That would be an incentive to employ older people. If older than 67 no employer
contribution, but employee could contribute. Provide a minimum income : first $5,000 earned, everyone then gets
$20,000. If you earn less than $5,000 you get a default payment of $15,000. Balance this by taxation 33c in $, begin
at $10,000 threshold. Maximum possible tax deductions $12,000 or 5% of gross income. Important in this region:
Need a per person education account to pay for post-secondary education i.e. at age 16 the governmnent gives
$10,000 - $12,000 to be used to pay for post-secondary education only. Any recognised provider gets $5,000 for
More support for universities, need a different formula. Transport for regional areas (Federal support). Address
inequality which was shown up during covid. Provide dental care (like medicare)- a serious issue for low income
people. Equal wages for equal work. Free child care. Responsible oversight for: construction,education,health,water,
Foreign affairs - where PR expert comes into his own, and uses subtle diplomacy, and accepts compromise.
Climate change. Support for regional areas.
Global warming. Security and protection of water, food, all land and resources. The protection of our freedoms.
An enormous question. Action on global warming. A Federal issue.
Decarbonise the economy - move to facilitate this, not fragment the natural process, and this applies to this region.
This should include ways of sustainable manufacturing - we're enthralled to overseas manufacturing and have
sacrificed our ability to produce stuff. (This can't be done in one term). Parliamentary term should be 4 years.
Federal anti-corruption body. More focus on leading the way to transition for resource economy workers. A carbon
trading economy. Diversify our trading options - not just one country.
1. an independent Speaker in Parliament. 2. In Question time, should answer the question (currently a waste of time)
3. Should bite the bullet on the environment which will be good for the economy - should not be beholden to the
1. Proper emissions targets. 2. Concern for communities that rely on resource jobs. 3. Protect Medicare more. 4.
1. Climate change. 2. National scheme of water management. 3. We have great scientists but lack support for
develoment. 4. More support for science education. 5. Proper planning for rollouts - there's inefficiency.
1. Recognise the gift of the Uluru statement. 2. commit to Paris agreement and make realistic pathway. 3. Climate
emergency legislation. 4.A universal wage. 5. Political donations to be capped and made transparent. 6.
Regenerative agriculture to be funded and encouraged. 7. The whole tax system to be re-written, so based on
Reconciliation- accept the Uluru statement, and take significant steps. Take climate change out of the political
sphere, work with everyone, and show leadership on the world stage. Get resolution for asylum seekers. Funding for
Action on climate change. Federal ICAC with teeth. Truth in political advertising. Laws to prevent media monopoly.
Raising the age of criminal responsibilty from 10 to 14yrs. Treating Indigenous Peoples with dignity. Stop
Addressing climate change: damage control, immediate actions, medium and long-term. Addressing sexism, abuse
and violence. Addressing women being forced back into traditional roles because of Covid. Address racist and
discriminatory structures affecting Indigenous Peoples. Address poverty, cost of living and support payments,
Address corruption in federal government. Way more accountability and consequences, legal framework around
Accountability. Address state level corruption. Apply rule of law for politicians.
More accountability, ownership and responsibility for behaviours of politicans. Climate change policy and adaptation
which are acted on. Make life more comfortable for not only the elderly but also for my son - education, climate
change, health care, child care subsidies and day care affordability (cost more than income for some people).
1. Climate change - needs to be driven at Federal level. 2. Wants support for people from all socio-economic parts of
the community. 3. Wants to not feel ashamed that we're focussing only on short term economics.
1. Constitution to enshrine an Indigenous voice. 2. Change asylum seeker policies, to get speedy solutions for people.
Abolish TPVs. Adopt humanitarian approach with proper processing. System currently outrageous! 3. Climate
change. End to coal and gas exploration. Protect the environment. 4. A Federal ICAC with teeth.
1. Climate change action, targets, renewables, end of coal. Need to be creative about impact on coal workers to
move to different jobs. 2. Recycling - stop dumping overseas. 3. Conservation: Address high extinction rates. Proper
planning for feral animal control. 4. Asylum seeker situation is ludicrous. Need to increase the intake. 5. A serious
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1. Climate change - have to manage structural change esp. employment. 2. Real progress on reconciliation - move
faster and further. 3. Refugee policy - it's inhumane, immoral and unethical. 4. A more independent foreign policy. 5.
Greater recognition of the environment that underpins our prosperity - healthy environment, soils, water. e.g. The
Snowy - taking issues like horses, and not realising the wide value of that ecosystem. 6. Huge Australian diaspora
because we don't provide opportunities for them. We're exporting our best and brightest. 7. Rebuilding institutions
that are not effective in a crisis. More and more using armed forces because the public service has been run down,
Would love to see more women in politics. Climate: water, bushfires, soil erosion, farming practices. So many things
are rolled up to that one word. With climate change there are many, many issues. Fix it.
Female, Aboriginal strong woman I say! Jacinda Ardren over in NZ really ethical connected leader, inspiring empathic
of the people, we just need new leaders. A decent leader at least.
Trying to raise children in this environment the decision that are made stimulus like last year in COVID, and it is
important to keep economy going, but decisions are made in the short term and for those along being in the long
term health or education , COVID and small community enduring times of COVID. Would like government consider
Climate change. There is so much tied up within that they need to fix. A unified COVID plan would be lovely, across
the board, states are not scoring points of each other, there is a plan for all of Australia, having a daughter stuck in
I’d like to see fed leader being an aboriginal woman. I go home in Moree, how more dilapidated the town is with the
issues of poverty drug and alcoholism and the waitlist rural community you wouldn’t’ t think it to see it. Like then to
look at properly address these issue, pouring millions into little community without any real sort of outcomes, why is
that they are not getting the outcomes? All these different services to those pilot program and little services to make
a political stand or get a feather in their cap but invest in the long term for sustainable communities perpaiutet
generations. Going through I take my kids home and they have seen slabs cos houses have been burnt down, way is
Address climate change with greater sense of urgency. Also reset priorities in context of Covid, opportunity to focus
on increasing social inequalities. Some sectors really impacted. Refugees from Afghanstan, be accepted and given
permanent status. A proper Federal ICAC, not the one proposed so far, need more teeth.
Climate change in a global and national way, and a fair and just education system. Education of our youth. Federal
Climate policies to address warming of planet. Less fossil fuel use. How we mine and what we mine. Federal ICAC,
need more transparency. Education inequalities, need more emphasis on science. Covid showing people not coping
Climate policy, more than global warming, need to address at of it. Really serious about policies to decarbonise
economy. Opportunity in Aus to develop policies to be world leader, but don't have political will. Universities and
education funding become a political tool, rather than brains and leadership. Social inequality, income equalisation
Climate change and environment. Fossil fuel reductions. Increased welfare more social housing. Change to
End to pig headed resistance to our position. Measure on facts. Climate change more broadly, reef, water
management, all of it. Accountability, MP and public service and media. Federal ICAC. Reversal of dumbing down of
education system. Attention to higher ed and more resource put into all education. More resources and more
Science is evidence we need to have progressive, innovative action on climate change. I’m positive there is enough
experts out there to write this legislation to reduce our emission and have appropriate targets.
Aged care politics its woeful, royal commission has released a number of recommendations but the ball has been
dropped due to COVID however aged care is drowning, understaffed, we need to allow migrants to come and care
again. Address pay scale. you can earn more money stacking shelves than caring for the elderly, it outrageous, staff
treated abysmally.
Climate change need to be addressed
Health care service such as mental health, rise of mental health as result of COVID, anxiety fuelled lifestyles.
Education: technology missing out on these, social aspects that comes with these kids, there are so many kids falling
behind.
During COVID and post COVID there will be an aftershock and lots are going to be needing to be addressed in this
next election.
Housing and financial issues.
I do believe it’s in the national best interest have a much progressive focus on climate change and renewables it is
the right thing to do, whether I believe the science I don’t think there is any harm, in putting steps in place to
improve the current situation.
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Better climate change goals
ICAC needed.
Want whistleblower laws improved, with protections for whistleblowers.
Action about climate change.
How far behind Australia is!
A new government would have more focus on climate change and the science. Current government has not
addressed social issues well. When the government does enquiries, I’d like them to follow through, which only
happens sometimes.
ICAC is most important. The current political climate is full of corruption. The science and evidence is clear-cut on
many issues, including social issues. Everything is based only on the economy – that’s crazy. It’s evident what goes
on, so we need an independent body to hold the politicians accountable. We’re not really democratic, the majority
ICAC – to be accountable. The corruption is ridiculous, they point the finger back to Labor, but aren’t accountable
Housing, youth detention, particularly indigenous, global warming
Action on climate change, housing, dealing with issues in marginal communities, want meaningful change, universal
Housing affordability, assisted dying in NSW
Housing finding a way to assist with this, inequality, assist with people on the dole, help them to transition to
Better plan and targets for CO2, renewables. Media transparency and diversity, cancer on democracy. Economy,
wages going backwards. National parks, we have one of the highest land clearing rates
1. climate response – 75% net emissions by 2030
2.fair and just transition for communities relying on mining.
3.Federal ICAC
4. Federal defence policy – support War Powers Act so going to war is fully debated.
5.Resolution of arms trade
6. Loss of security to US
7. A raft of social issues: equity in education funding; First Nations Treaty; restore a free and democratic media;
reverse privatisation; tax the millionaires and the big companies.
The seriousness of climate change; free refugees from offshore detention; abolish the INDUE/cashless debit card; a
Federal ICAC; the government to sincerely listen to Aboriginal people; bring back Gonski; fully fund the NDIS; bolster
Strong climate action for 2030, so we can stand up with other nations.
More clarity about proliferation of gas leases – gambling with the artesian basin is unforgiveable.
Stop offshore handling of asylum seekers – not grown-up enough to deal with it properly.
I’m a natural conservative, but various events in last 10 years (inc. this week’s tornado), and recognising there’ll be
more bizarre events, so accept climate change and have to act. Hopes for Glasgow, and PM could lose if he doesn’t
Trustworthiness is not there.
A Federal ICAC with teeth, and retrospectivity for investigation and prosecution.
Increase transparency of political donations – what, to whom, and what organisations.
Increase in the public service.
Reduction in the use of consultants ($1.2B to 6 firms)
Establish system of % of royalty payments back to regions from where collected (compare W.A.)
1. climate change: really envisioning a low-carbon future, and taking steps for this emergency situation. i.e. no new
fossil fuel projects, no explorations, and wind down the export of thermal coal. 2. A deep engagement with Asia,
cease warmongering re: China. 3. Cancel the submarine project, wind back military spending. 4. Fix the Murray1. climate change - 2030 zero. Have a plan to include animal agriculture. 2. Support for sustainable farming. 3. End
live exports. 4. Universal basic income. 5. Permanent increases to welfare payments.
Address global warming and climate change; coal mining is a fundamental issue -the companies are not accountable,
especially re: rehabilitation and they are not regulated enough for non-compliance - light penalties, they need to be
slammed. Concerned about the links (corruption) between politicians and mining. We need more renewables, where
A decent urgent response to climate change (compare covid response). Given the beneficial effect of the New
Start/Job Seeker increases, attention should be paid to these equity issues in future.
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Effective action on climate change.
Put a price on carbon.
Electric vehicles.
More sitting days in Parliament.
Moving towards the goals of the Uluru Statement.
Tackle indigenous deaths in custody.
Protect Aboriginal culture- actual conservation of culture.
End offshore refugee policy.
Guarantee to protect the independence of the ABC, and support independent media.
Better environmental protection.
Better international cooperation, including IMF – join leading countries.
Win the Bleddisloe Cup!
Improvements to public education.
ICAC
Climate change – we should align with other countries.
Better conservation, especially after fires.
Less mining and fracking.
Increase funding for Medicare.
Increase in political education in schools, need for senior students to have practical information.
More Aboriginal and female representation in government.
Tackle sexism and racism in Parliament.
More diversity in Parliament.
Real climate change policy on carbon and methane.
Uluru Statement to be adopted.
More sitting days in Parliament, and more accountability.
Change to electric vehicles – examples in other countries for freight/container vehicles.
Protesters are being targeted – can be subject to investigation, and authorities can access their phones, and use
profiling. We need protection of privacy, and freedom to protest is important because that’s how change can
happen.
Like to see more blackfellas in government, people from the community. Most politicians are from rich backgrounds.
They may pretend to be ‘workers’, but politicians ought to have done some hard yards.
It is not proper democracy that they can go into your social media and phone records, without a warrant, if you’re
suspected of crime. Politics is not for people who are not rich.
We need better systems and democracy for blackfellas and other minorities.
A Republic.
ICAC
Make financial donations to politicians illegal. It’s obvious that people with more money have more say in politics.
Be involved in the international sphere with other countries to create a global culture, not just individual nations.
Be aware of other countries’ good aspects such as Scandinavian social policies: aged care; euthanasia.
Get rid of the idea that Australia is separate from the rest of the world. That’s xenophobic, and outdated.
Noting that communities seem to want an outside ‘enemy’ to bind them together, then our common enemy should
be climate change for the world.
The best way to get conservation of culture and environment is to improve education.
Federal policy should require the education system to use Indigenous elders in the schools, and adopt Indigenous
methods of education. There is a push to see western education as the best, but Indigenous education follows a
Australia's move to create financial incentives for solar was very clever. The incentives increased uptake, which
made the panels cheaper and provided a flow-on effect to jobs. Govts can do the same for other technologies. It will
take a generation for the carbon economy to be phased out but we can do it faster than we are led to believe. Aged
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The funding for fracking in the NT should be going to science and getting industry investing in renewable techologies
such as hydrogen batteries and not relying on China. Manilla will soon be the first community supported and funded
solar array with hydrogen battery storage. Would like to see a plan on how the transition from carbon to renewables
Trying to keep everyone happy is wasting tax payers money. They are funding climate change initiatives but also
subsidising fossil fuels. It slows progress and when the crisis hits we won't be in the right position. The refugee issue
is also appalling. How can we waste so much money trying to keep a few out who mostly deserve to be here. Its
There has been a blackhole created by COVID and what I don't want is to see the government going round
protections to create some sort of cash flow, cutting red tape for industries and making more problems down the
track. I'd also like to see the refugee motels addressed - they were brought to light by the Djokovic saga - I feel very
Independent statutory body in charge of agriculture and climate change. Take it out of the hands of politicians. Led
and financed by people who are not compromised, with local subsidiaries so these things are not up to the council or
Climate change sits at the top – we need action mitigation, closing down fossil fuels, supporting renewables am still
flabbergasted why we didn’t put solar panels in the GFC and turns everyone’s house into a microgenerator. Federal
ICAC and accountability. Reformed electoral/political system – not one beholden to vested interests. New media
Climate change and I think the legacy that we are leaving for our young. How can we truly support them rather than
using it all up. Securing resources for those who follow us. Urgent climate change action and the trickle effects.
Federal ICAC with teeth. Evidence based policy. Socialised heath and education. Strong biodiversity protection.
Totally different federal government. Federal ICAC. Emissions Trading scheme. Not more coal and gas extraction.
Treaty with First Nations People – just the beginning of my shopping list.
Agree that climate change exists and that it is of primary importance. Independents leading to a dissolution of the
political party system. There are good people shackled in political parties.
People like Mike Cannon-Brooks can do a lot more for the country. More philanthropy.
Constitutional Reform Forum. Electrify the inland railway.
Corporate exploitation of workers and the environment.
Commitment to end reliance on fossil fuels and really get behind renewables. A more enlightened view on electric
vehicles. Preservation of natural habitats. Increasing social housing: national to fund states properly. Tax the rich.
Appropriate funding for public universities and schools. Protect the ABC. Media laws which stop Rupert Murdoch
owning so many media outlets and silencing so many other voices (they are so loud for the conservative
Comprehensive bi-partisan climate policy, e.g. electric cars, environmental protection, native animals. First Nations
Voice in the Constitution. Federal ICAC. Funding for rural health. Encouragement for decentralisation. Raise
Tax the rich rather than rely on philanthropy. Address polarisation and facilitate better communication and local
community interaction. Harness the power and magnanimity of ordinary people. People want to be part of
Federal ICAC. Truth in political advertising. Look carefully at climate change and review all the rules, e.g. community
batteries instead of gold-platting the network. Regional and rural Medicare providers. Negative gearing impact on
housing affordability, i.e. benefitting the super-rich. Work out how to live with Covid and air pollution.
Federal ICAC. Strengthen the public sector to get fearless advice about issues instead of highly paid consultants who
want to please their paymaster. Stop being anti-intellectual. Look at climate change from a rational perspective, not
particular ideologies. Strong media: ABC, SBS, radio. Better public education about how the political-government
system is meant to work; see how decisions are made, make it visible. Accountability. Get rid of lobbyists, or at least
Maybe we can define ourselves based on kindness, the social side (like Bhutan focus on happiness). Resolve
Aboriginal 'voice' to parliament. Funding for equitable education system, with access and opportunity for all people.
Access, participation and outcomes from education. Federal ICAC. Anti-corruption. Better funding for research
enterprise and ideas, like Covid, disasters and climate change. Peer review of ideas is sacrosanct and expanded, not
Acknowledgement and embrace we only have one planet, and all policy built around this fact; the intelligent
operating system of this planet is nature not humanity; everything we have comes from the planet. We're at a crisis
point: humanity could bring on its own extinction. Politicians who are prepared to look at this. An absolute reduction
in consumption, even renewable energy. Crypto-currency to buy power from my neighbour. Politicians for 4-5 year
Federal ICAC. Education and equity: revisit Gonski Report; lot more public education funding. Massive inequity
between state and private schools. Affordable Child care. Encourage women to return to work. Continue
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No zombie PELs or fracking on the Liverpool Plains. Pro-active for climate change. No more mines. Water security.
Federal ICAC. More equal society, taxation perhaps. Housing affordability. Proper pay for Aged Care workers.
Improving health infrastructure, good services, well staffed in rural areas, specialists too. Land use guidelines what's
More climate action and stronger action on decarbonisation. Federal ICAC is a must. Incentivisation for electric
vehicles (easier to get one in Asia now)
Federal TAFE funding and better funding for all education across the board. Study should be free for first degree or
Climate change, protection for the environment and housing prices and stop indefinite detention of innocent
Increase defence spending
Expose amount of foreign ownership in public and private housing and organisations
Climate change
Federal response to aged care
More prompt, coordinated response to natural disasters from ADF (12 hours)
Disaster management
Federal ICAC
Foreign ownership needs to be declared and our assets don’t need to be sold off
Refuge situation – having a more liberal attitude towards refugees and stop wasting money on incarceration
Climate change and affordability of electric vehicles and funding for higher education such as research money going
back into unis. Make training affordable for all Australians
Homelessness and domestic violence
Education, mitigation of climate change. Welfare for those in need. Housing, wages and benefits meet the cost of
living. Discrepancy between rich and poor increasing needs to be addressed
Real phasing out of fossil fuels
Creating a real market for sustainable energy (public and private transport)
More solar advancements, wind and tidal energy options taken up
Higher taxes for companies making huge profits to make it a much fairer game.
Seeing more of Australia’s wealth shared rather than rich individuals raping the land.
Universal, living wage explored by politicians as a real option that will contribute to having a vibrant community
Public assets should not be sold off. Anything that community needs shouldn’t be sold off and should be for
community use. The money we pay in tax should benefit community- roads, transport, housing hospitals and
whatever we need to make communities vibrant and resilient. Agree with use of ADF for extreme events, allows
them to utilise skills they’re paid to develop and help community. No foreign ownership of Australian land, leases
only. Anti corruption ICAC needs to looked at. No “animal farm” society. Everyone should be equal. Government
shouldn’t be over paid and they shouldn’t be able to access retirement funds whenever. They should have to abide
by same rules as rest of society to access superannuation and pensions etc
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Q8. Is there anything else you’d like to add about making our democracy better?
Open communication is essential for any society or working democracy. Life skills education, as society fragments
more, those skills are being lost, its more important that schools do it.
We have to educate kids in school, that they are going to leaders in the future, and to understand what goes on in
parliament. How to contribute and be a participant in the process. Both state and federal. Teach life skills, being
responsible. We live in a democracy, so take advantage of that and participate. Sitting around the table like this is an
Political representatvie – to have advance problem solving skills. Next fed govt should Reinstate Land & Water
Australia, who did fantastic work in a really difficult space. Endorse the voice to parliament – Uluru Statement. What
Matters? Is a really important step in reaching people who don’t give a shit about politics.
The best guardian for maintaining democracy is open communication and scrutiny. When safeguards are in place,
people behave better than when they are not.
Yes. The discipline of sitting and listening to others.
Cap political donations and ban corporate donations including NGO donations. Creating a digital electronic
communication platform that has poles, plebiscites, voting etc, a political public interface, irrespective of who the
representative is. What Matters?! A life centric rather than a human life centric world view.
--New Zealand should take us over! They seem to be doing so much right. Leader is a person of the people.
More education around democracy and government. Work towards empowering peopl to take part. Murdoch's
Better female representation.
Better selection process for the Public Service - used to be non-biased, but now some appointments are political.
Funding for research (including medical) shouldn't be by short-term grants. Transparency in everything, more public
participation, so the local candidate asks people, we'd get better candidates. 'Australian Democracy' should be
Everyone should join a union. There should be automatic voter registration when people turn 18. ICAC now.
Yes, good to find out what others think.

Funding to reduce the cost of childcare and tertiary education (university and TAFE).
More transparency. Reduce the economic disparity in the community. Free education and health care.
Everybody, including corporations, are paying their fair share of tax. Truth in the media.
Make voting simpler, e.g. first-pass-the-post rather than preferences. Greater transparency in funding and
accountability. More media diversity. Do away with political parties, having representatives for the
people, not parties. Better education generally, and on specific issues, including the democractic process.
End political donations. Reduce the influence of fossil fuel industry and big business. Media diversity, to
address the power of Murdoch. Look after the natural world first and foremost, with everything else
Stop political donations: government electioneering budget is enough, with each party getting the same.
Support education and a more thoughtful electorate. Keep compulsory voting. Explain preferential voting
so we can understand and use it. Make it more accountable. Federal ICAC. Address fitness, or lack thereof,

Policies to support the agricultural industry, including by Local Councils
Less plastic, An independent Federal Press Council
Protect the bees
Strengthening rather than weakening environmental groups
Something to do with the press, addressing misrepresentation of stories and manipulating, can be as much at fault
as politicians, like the Murdoch press. Bamboozlement by politicians, don't answer questions, Even reporters like
Fran Kelly struggles. They get away with it. How far we've got to go if we don't do anything about it.
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More art events to use it to access the representative, more sharing of elders’ knowledge and getting to know the
youth.
Bringto
the
community
together
withthe
rep.
Get
access
the
people that
influence
process.
Work towards a combined country without States. Look towards the world to see the results of our actions.
Need an innovative govt to come in to look at new ways to maintain our quality of life including climate change and
stop digging up the country. Stop destroying our environment.

Leadership development – week long boot camp. Make it common – maybe through schools? For anyone? Any

We need to stop thinking only about ourselves when voting, should consider other people's needs and interests.
Should be educated about how the voting system works (people know more about US voting). People often waste
Pay candidates per vote, and not allowed more - this would bring more fairness into the system. Need to look at the
constitution re: states vs Commonwealth. The crossover of responsibility is a mess - whole system needs tidying up.
Don't turn into America, where money buys votes. Electoral funding should be based on number of constituents, so
more about community than vested interests. Stop demonising other countries, especially India - need medivacs.
1. Federal ICAC 2. Parliamentary quotas for women, ability, LGBTQ etc. 3. Adopt Uluru Statement. 4. Educate all ages
about how the system works - need big education campaign, include understanding of preferential voting system.
Two party political system bad for democracy. Some is changing by voter demand, with minority govs. So some
power in our hands. Federal ban on political clubs, that channel funds, no transparency. Grass roots voice, increase
needed, being able to have a mechanism to get voice. Standing orders and rules around the Speaker. Need
independent Speaker to help bring proper debate. Staff used to move around, brought different engagement. Staff
should not become members, zero life experience, just members of a machine. Stucture and mixing in Parliament
Increasing levels of cycnicism and people walk away, not engaged.Need to get people to believe in intergrity of reps.
Democracy is in decline, far right rising up. Threat has to be counted but not be severe measures.
Deemphasis political parties, and change political donations system.
All political donations stopped. If they are visible in electorate, don't need massive budgets for campaigning. Take it
back to basics, not enormous campaigns. They are elected as result of national party not as a individual.
Stuggled to add, maintain respect for politics. Go back to where it started, true representatives, they earned respect.
Funding transparency and ICAC needed. Should we contemplate dismantling current system. Return ownership of
Younger pop going to be critical. Educating them and involving them so confident in becoming leaders and voters.
50/50 Gender representation in parliament, ethnic representation in proportion to the population, civics education
Address the domination of Mass media by the likes of News Corp and Facebook - get more diversity.
Have enforceable codes of conduct for politicians - need Politicians to be constructive and to show respect
Gender equality in representation, alcohol and drug testing of politicians, mental health screening of Politicians
Salary caps for high earners and outlaw corporate bonuses
Yes
1. Improve voting behaviour, and the understanding of how important it is. 2. Need to improve the quality of the
candidates. We value education, but don't expect politicians to be educated. Some make no effort (Palmer, Lambie) we should question their education, and expect better qualifications. Politicians are not accountable, they're a pile of
morons. They should have to prove they're not idiots. Feel deeply that politicians are flawed esp. Palmer. The public
1. Ban political ads that smear the other side. Should only talk about self, not opponent. 2. How to vote cards and
photos should not be allowed within 500m of polling booths. 3. How to vote card system favous the major parties,
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1. Bi-partisanship should be a part of the democratic way of being. 2. Transparency. 3. Having policies which are
innovative. 4.Federal ICAC. 5. Confronting inequality. 6. A minimum income.
With no financial and economic training, how can we understand about debt? Can the government help people
understand? Can the government give us a brain?
No throwing money aroundby big business at election time, and no posters at polling booths.
Thomas Jefferson said, 'the price of freedom is eternal vigilance'. We need vigilance across all areas. Politicians and
corporate execs should have to live for a fortnight with long-term unemployment, and First Nations people, to
Democracy is cumbersome. Because it's so complex, I suggest a benevolent dictator, but then, how to get rid of
Adopt Uluru statement. Would like a culture of people taking responsibility, some mechanism for Town Hall
meetings. If a person wants to raise issues, they have petition with a certain number of signatures, then the member
is obliged to have a meeting to hear about the issue - and not just at election time.
The Uluru statement and Voice to Parliament should become mainstream. Strengthen Medicare. More educational
option, especially TAFE - and it's not just about funding. A universal wage. Increase wages for the bottom tier of
Elections don't make democracy. Should have multi-member electorates. Ballot paper should be on Robson rotation
as in Germany - no donkey vote. Use Hare-Clark system, as in Tasmania - when you have 5 reps, then one would hold
your views. Multi-rep system is more democratic. Freedom of speech should be enshrined; weaken the libel laws;
media should not be overseas-controlled. Local organisations (Servies, Bowlos) have the structure for more actions.
Keep it democratic, perhaps more plebiscites? Let the community have its say - more input from people.
Democracy doesn't work, but it's the best we have to work with.
As in Denmark, educate the whole society to engage in the political process.
Children should be taught about the political process and the importance of civics and responsibility. Need to build
Neoliberalism is not serving anyone. Taxation of multinational corporations. Not demonising poverty as the person's,
Teaching how our government works close to voting age (not in primary school). Allowing voting opt-in from 16yrs of
age. Creating a way for everyone to have an equal opportunity to engage in politics.
Transparency about influences, donations and financial sources that politicans are under when they are making
More conversations than party positions, the two-party system, those with power and loud voices. More cohesion
between the parties and not screaming at each other in Question Time.
Accountability and not a blame game. Owning mistakes and moving forward.
All 3 tiers of education should teach an understanding of our system of government - not just about compulsory
voting. Need to celebrate contributions at all levels - noting that 'protests' are valid, but increasingly suppressed. We
need to understand that politicians are real people, who can be spoken to. Would like less cynicism - how to get a
more transparent model? Are the pollies upholding our collective ethics? Would love to have young people being
The Australian electorate is un-educated about democracy. Should be in high schools. People need to understand
how the process works, e.g. people CAN have a say, in submissions etc., but this is not well-known. NSW
Ban alcohol in Parliament. Senators should not be able to be elected with fewer than 'x' first preference votes Less vitriol in public discourse, less partisanship. Access to committees for people to get more knowledge. No alcohol
in Parliament House when sitting. Independent Commission against corruption. Important to maintain a strong
Money spent on education on how to teach people to vote. I have a feeling that there is already people in Tamworth
that their votes don’t count it’s not that they don’t how to do it properly people that they would be voting for don’t
get in, people won’t get in aren’t necessarily representing them.
If they are discussing voting in school if they are discussing in year 11 or 12 then those that drop out miss out on the
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Stop fireworks. Build it into school from younger age so that are coming through they want to be a part of the
collective voice and make a difference in the world,
A lot needs to go into education, event TAFE the amount of yr 9-10 dropping out of school it is not right for them at
the time but TAFE they have to come into the yr 10 equalvalent government needs to put money into models were
they are still learning but looking at wellbeing and their cultural needs and doing little tasters of what they are doing
to heal a little bit and find them selves. I think I had 60 something young people who fell into that category before
they are ready to take the next step.
Stop fireworks. Build it into school from younger age so that are coming through they want to be a part of the
collective voice and make a difference in the world,
A lot needs to go into education, event ought TAFE the amount of yr 9-10 dropping out of school it is not right for
them at the time but TAFE they have to come into the yr 10 equalvalent government needs to put money into
models were they are still learning but looking at wellbeing and their cultural needs and doing little tasters of what
they are doing to heal a little bit and find them selves. I think I had 60 something young people who fell into that
category before they are ready to take te next step.
Stop fireworks. Build it into school from younger age so that are coming through they want to be a part of the
collective voice and make a difference in the world,
A lot needs to go into education, event ought TAFE the amount of yr 9-10 dropping out of school it is not right for
them at the time but TAFE they have to come into the yr 10 equalvalent government needs to put money into
life skills most of us lots of people go through to year 12 or already turned why isn’t it taught in those places where
people can make an informed decision moving forward.
fed government going forward: they need to look at poverty and affordable housing and pumping money into
affordable housing and that will lift the poverty level and they have housing security and that then flows into a of
areas drug and alcohol, mental health. Security of having safe house, live and have a family, they have cut the
affordable housing budget down so much I think that what’s leads to a lot of issues. I think makes the old way, move
to Canberra from Manilla when we were young , government housing list in newer suburb after so many years able
to rent to buy. Rent became deposit for house loan, I was in high school, I think that type of housing rent to buy
people, become house proud they know they will buy it, have affordable house loans at the end of make differences.
I know seldomly when I watch the news its housing affordable you don’t hear about regional areas its metro centric
and what happens in our regional areas who are in crisis also. We need something that looks at alternatives. There
are no services. There is nothing to fall back onto. Our people were still considered flora and fauna when we were
Dozens of ways, need political will. Increasing disengagement and trust in system. Need to restore trust, and that can
be done by accoutability and transparency. Education important to teach people way it is important way it is to
Agree increase in citizen forums, so can counteract media of spreading mis information, and approach local reps
Democracy is broken, come back to education, as need to better inform electorate, so they can make vote count,
rather than lead by media or political advertising.
Moving towards a system of first past post, maybe avoid optional preferential, but must retain compulsory voting.
Breakdown control of whips in Parliament, party politics means our vote counts for nothing. Major change required
in seperation of powers, should be seperate, but not. Must push for MP to listen more.
Public policies be made on behalf of all australians. Cap on political advertising and spending. All need to be
reminded of civic responsiblitly and voting power.
Commend this initiative, more citizen based initiatives like this. Nothing will change unless elected reps are held to
account, that is most important thing that needs to change.

Making sure nice cross section, taking on board of all the struggles that are people are facing. Work/ careers all
allowed us to still work from home given us privileged.
Making sure that when people are being consulted there are lots of different needs, well-educated and been very
privileged, climate change and women’s empowerment are things that are going to have their say. We are a small
minority.
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I struggled with this question. It’s hard.
I’ve never been settled in a community for a Council election before – didn’t know that Councillors are aligned with
parties. Why? How does that help the community? It’s very local, don’t need parties. Should uncouple the big parties
Would like to see more diversity, and more voices.
Doesn’t equate to action, how to make it work?? It’s hard, so many voices are not heard.
I’m fairly privileged and sometimes feel not heard, so how do others with less privilege get heard?
Tough one. The accountability part. Just having one election every 3 years isn’t enough, climate change is moving so
rapidly. Could be a mid-term vote on big policies ‘not doing job’. Why no performance reviews? In construction, if
you don’t perform well, you’re down the gurgler. Murdoch’s not going to hold the government accountable.
Diversity in governments. Have more good choices, so there’s solid choice.
Accountability for promises – it’s all about staying in power…but not really about that, it’s about doing a better job.
More diverse parliament
economy. Want less cnycial politics and less lying and whitewashing, so maybe need a federal ICAC. Need drug and
alchol testing in Parliament. Need a charter of Human rights
Don’t feel can answer
Need more education around politics, young people would engage
More transparency in how parties are funded. Media monopoly bad, and secrecy of police
The role of fear – we are encouraged to be fearful: secret trials, drums of war, pitting one group in society against
another.
The rule of law: a sense of justified pride in egalitarian community as a strength.
Federal ICAC. Clean up party donations. End monopoly of press. Need more equality rich /poor.
A justified pride – so many good things.
But great sense of disquiet about secret trials and people having their lives changed – this happens in other lands,
but surely not Australia?
Pleased that we have democracy. Bring in 4 year term for Fed Govt.
Leaders should listen more and talk less.
About political donations: either ban them, or make them transparent.
Federal ICAC essential and well overdue. It would clear up lots of problems that have been raised today. Need a
Murdoch Royal Commission - a malignant tumour on our democracy. Accept the Uluru Statement and establish the
1. Remove lobbyists from Parliament. 2. less party politics. 3. Follow a process like this to get more representative
ideas. 4. Increase honesty in politics, make it illegal to lie in political adverts. 5. Create more respectful and sincere
Educate the kids about voting and the real world. Concerned that 18 year-olds are getting their information from
TikTok and twitter, and there is no onus of truth on those platforms, so young people are fed lies. Teach them how
to think based on evidence. Democracy needs good information, not ticks, likes and hearts.
This KTC approach is a good idea on how to get information into the political process. Good move towards more
people being involved in politics, especially young people - it's happening a bit now via independents. The ICAC
End partisan politics and extremism. The dialogue needs to be constructive, disagreement is OK but have to be
willing to learn from others, can’t always have total agreement.
Can be uncomfortable to disagree, but more dialogue, talking constructively and listening.
Politics now is really partisan, should be about policies, but is often about smearing the other side.
It’s up to all of us – I want a bigger cross-6.ch.
It’s bad to have money in politics. There is no incentive for politicians to change.
More women in politics, this is getting better.
------Need more information about politics – at 18 most people have no understanding about voting.
Believe in centrist, rather than 2 parties.
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A true safety net: Medicare; NDIS; Centrelink.
Proper funding for public schools and all levels of education.
A basic level of support for everyone. (see: SBS program Living on the Breadline).
We showed during covid that social support for all was possible.
Recommend “8 Ways of Learning” Dr. Tyson Yunkaporta.
A yarn: was at a 21st party and big anti-vax discussion with bad information.
We should have action to implement things that go back to culture.
In our society colonisation is still happening and we need conversations about this. Colonisation doesn’t stop with
the Stolen Generations, it’s still going: in education, how much you earn, poverty – that would make democracy
People listening to each other.
Main point is to have better Indigenous representation in: government; schools; books.
We need improvement that helps everyone. Poor mindsets hurt our own community as well.
As a society we’re not really democratic – we’re lucky, but it’s a fraught democracy: policing, hospitals, corruption.
All this needs to be addressed. I’m not hopeful that it will be, it’s hard to see it getting better.
Removing the potential for a ‘career’ in politics – so it becomes about representation, not about being elected. Get
money out of politics.
The Uluru Statement – If making decisions for under-represented people, maybe should have a 3rd level of
representatives (There have been bad policies of people making decisions for others). You don’t need full diversity in
Need to return to centrist policies, and get rid of left – right parties.
Conversations can be had, and can then get back to issues based voting, with people crossing the floor. If two
opposing points are held hard, then there can be no progress.
Politicians aren't scientifically literate. Nature will win out in the end. Law and economic backgrounds doesn't serve
the enviornment that we depend on. We need to understand the confines of the environment. Democracy would be
n/a
n/a

I would like a democracy that works on universal values.
True representation – too much vested interests in the current system. Preference system is broken.
Going on from Voices – we strengthen our democracy by including diverse voices that then chose
someone within that community – one of them, not a superhero. We need to be involved in democracy all
the time. We have a federal human rights charter in all decisions relating to people and planet – with legal
Lack of truth telling. Narrow ownership of media – you can’t get a truthful picture with a Murdoch
dominated press. Need a lot more diversity in voices. With more Independents we can have a deeper
conversation. Donations limit our democracy – money wins. Too much is hidden – the political game (jobs
Two party Westminster system of winner takes all is the problem. We need to move away from this.
Focus on collectivism rather than individualism. Hate the antagonistic approach to politicking. Campaign
mode is meaningless and false. I would like a system that was built on trust and engenders trust. Included
More discussions and sharing with those you don’t usually sit around the table with. Adversarial set up of
our system is counterproductive, should be sharing of information to find a place to meet. It is deeply
disturbing. Truthful story telling. More sharing. We need to teach teamwork in our education system,
working together to make something whole. Not about best and the top, but strive to unity and
Taxing wealthy by tracking their money.

Don't want wealthy people to just take over and tell us how things ought to be.
More policies driven by good basic science. Strong public service giving fearless advice. Strong ABC. Quality of life
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Nationalism and foreign policy: how we define ourselves as Australia; how we engage and interact with the rest of
the world; who we are; and what we want to be. Multi-culturalism in schools.
After elections, government and opposition work collaboratively rather than opposing, using the brains of the whole
Reducing disparity, taxation perhaps. Becoming pro-active and known as inclusive, with people from different
backgrounds. Everyone to have an equal chance, no matter their background.
We are supposed to be egalitarian but gap between rich and poor increasing. Politicians shouldn’t be paid so much
and have to be accountable. Most have no idea about what is happening in real world. As a public servant they
should be accountable and only be entitled to same retirement entitlements as anyone else. We need to consider
We need much stronger consequences for bad behaviour in all levels of politics so bad behaviour is not acceptable in
any strata of community. People don’t mind paying taxes if the money is going back into community for people. Its
when the $ is being spent on military that means nothing to our defence forces or into the pockets of politicians,
people jack up. If companies take themselves off-shore for cheaper manufacturing their products when returning to
We need to look at the roots of democracy- by the people, for the people and of the people.
Crucial we have good media and good media literacy in community so good choice are made. A good ABC and a
Royal Commission into Rupert Murdock should be undertaken. Education between 30-50% of all K-12 literacy should
Trickle up economy not down. Example during the Global Financial Crisis, the Labor Party put money into households
and it worked. Trickly down doesn’t work. Money corrupts democracy
Homelessness really needs to be addressed. We need to look after the people of Australia first and foremost before
supporting others elsewhere. Politicians should be qualified for the posts they hold. Media needs to open back out
so that its not controlled by a few. It needs to be diversified.
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Get involved
The members of What Matters? New England Electorate (WMNEE) share a desire for a more meaningful
connection between the people of the New England electorate and our political process. What Matters
has no affiliation with any political party or independent candidate and welcomes membership and
participation from anyone who lives within our electorate.
Kitchen Table Conversations are designed to allow people to express their interests, concerns and ideas
in a safe and respected space.
Our aim is to find out what connects us in the electorate, to understand what it is we love and what it
is we need to flourish as a vibrant and diverse community. By collating the records of these
conversations, on an anonymous basis, we will aim to track and effectively represent the views of those
who participated from across the electorate.

Blossom trees, Tenterfield Park

Contact:
What Matters? New England Electorate
www.wmnee.org.au
Email: info@wmnee.org.au
Facebook: www.facebook.com/WhatMattersNEE
Twitter: @WhatMattersNEE

